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H.R. Report Court of Claims No. 46, 34th Cong., 3rd Sess. (1857)
34TH CONGRESS, l 
3d Session. ~ 
HO. OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
J. K. ROGERS. 
['l'o accompany bill H. R. C. C. No. 46 .] 
~ REPORT C. C. 
l No. 46. 
F 2 1857 -Reported from the Court of Claims, and committed to a Committee 
EDRUARY ' • of the Whole House to-morrow. 
The CouRT OF CLAIMS submitted the following 
REPORT. I 
To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States in Congress assembled: 
The Court of Claims respectfully presents the follo_wing documents 
as the report in the case of J. K. Rogers vs. The Umted States: 
1. The petition of the claimant. 
2. Claimant's brief. 
3. Solicitor's brief. 
4. Opinion of the court. 
5. Claimant's second petition filed by leave of court. 
6. Argument of claimant and his counsels. 
7. Solicitor's brief on second petition. 
8. Opinion of the court adverse to the claim. 
By order of the Court of Claims. 
In testimony whereof, I have ·hereunto set my hand and affixed 
[ 1 8 
] the seal of said court, at Washington, this second day 
· · of February, A. D. 1857. 
SAMUEL H. HUNTINGTON, 
Chief Clerk Court of Claims. 
To the honorable Judges of the Court of Claims: 
The p_et~tio~ of J. K. Rogers, for himself and in behalf of Chero-
kees res1dm_g m States east of the Mississippi, numbering 2,133 per-
sons: accordmg to the census taken by the Indian department in 1851 
~hspectfully showeth: That your petitioner and said Cherokees, by 
e ~reaty of 1835 and supplement thereto, are entitled to their pro-
~l!onate share per capita of $704,947 16 over and above the sum of 
th / 26 13, found due as per statement of the accounting officers of 
an~e r
0
e;s~ry a~d :,he settlement made by Congress in 1851, in pursu-
This t e. pn;1c1ples esta?li~hed by the treaty of August, 1846. 
the t ~laim 18 based prmc1pally on the 12th and 15th articles of 
rea Y of 1835, and amounts in the aggregate to $92,625 19 
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$5,000,000 was given to the _Chcr?lrn~s east for the~r lands a_nd_pos-
sessions, and $600,000 was given ~n lieu ?f reservations, spoliat:ons, 
pre-emption~, removal, a~d all claims aga1~st the government of t~e 
United States not otherw18e expressly provided for; and any expendi-
ture made Ol;t of the $·5,000,000 in payment of these items was a 
misapplication of the fund, and the United States was bound to make 
it o-ood. That the fund was applied in part 1or these purposes, is a 
fact that cannot be controverted or denied. R emoval and spoliations 
amounted to a much larger sum, whilst reservations, pre-emptions, 
spoliations, salaries of government agents, and other incidental ex-
penses incurred in the execution of the treaty, were chargecl to the 
$5,000,000 fund. In 1838 C_ongress 1?ade ::1' further appropriation of 
$1,047,067, in full for all obJects spec1fied :i,n the 3d supplemental ar-
ticle of the treaty of 1835 between the U nitecl States and the Chero-
kees; and for the further object of aiding in the subsistence of the 
Indians for one year after their removal west, provided that no part 
of said money shall be deducted from the $5,000,000 stipulated to be 
paid to said tribe of Indians by said treaty. 
The report of the accounting officers of the treasury, prepared in 
obedience to a resolution of Congress, shows that removal and sub-
sistP;nce alone amounted to the enormous sum of $2;952, 196 26, a 
sum greater by $1,305,129 26 than the $600,000, and the sum uf 
$1,047,067 appropriated by the act of June 12, 1838. This excess of 
$1,305,129 26 was paid out of and deducted from the $5,000,000 
fund, in violation of the treaty of 1835 and proviso of said act. I~ 
consequence of these and other extravagant and improper expendi-
tures taken from the $5,000,000, it was found that the balance left 
for per capita distribution was scarcely worth demanding. These 
facts were brought to th~ notice of Congress in 1842, and the Senate 
and House of Representatives passed resolutions clothing their re-
spective Committees on Indian Affairs with power to send for persons 
and papers. The Senate committee did not act, inasmuch as it was 
thought the investigation belonged more appropriately to the Hou~e. · 
The House committee commenced the investigation and Mr. Harris, 
of Virginia, made a report in part in 1842. At the' following session 
it was again resumed, and Mr. Cooper, of Pennsylvania, chairman, 
reported the facts obtained by the investigation to the House, House 
Doc. No.-. 
No furt~rn: action was taken by Congress on the subject until ~fter 
the D:egotiat10n of the treaty of 1846. One of the principal obJects 
of tliis treaty was to settle the difficulties which had for a considerable 
time exi te~ between the different p~rtions of the people, constituting 
and recogmzed as the Cherokee nat10n of Indians and also to settle 
cert~in claims that exi ted on the part of the Cherokee nation and 
portions of the Cherokee people against the United States. The 
Ro or national party, claiming all moneys due the Cherokees, and 
subject to the J?e1: ca1~ita div~sio1;t under the treaty of 1835, and the 
treaty party cla1mmg rndemmty for losses incurred in consequence of 
the_ treatr of 1835, whi~ t_ the old settlers claimed indemnity from the 
Umte_d , tate fo: permittrng them to be robbed of their country and 
de po1led of their government by the Cherokees emigrating under 
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t f 1835 To settle these difficulties and claim , and pro-
t~de trea Y 
O 
sation ·to the old settlers for the undivided intere t which 
v1 e compen · · th t ea t of the the United States regarde~ them as ow;1ng m e conn ry 
Mississippi, under the eqmtable operat10n of the treaty of 1 2 , wa 
the object of the treaty of 1846. . . 
Articles 3 and 9 of. said. treaty establishes the ba i of ettle_ment 
with the Cherokee em1grat10n under the treaty ~f 1 35 . Article 4 
s ecifies the mode and manner of settlement with _the ol ett!er 
dherokees . The duty of stating the acc~unts, acc?r.dmg to th~ prin-
ciples of the treaty of 1846, was committed by Jomt re ol?t10n of 
Congress of the 7th of August, 1848, to the Secon~ udito~ an 
Second Comptroller of the Treasury. The result of their lab r i pre-
sented in their report of December 3, 1_849; and on. the th _of ugu t, 
1850, Mr. Sebastian, from the Committee on Indian Affair , . made a 
report to the Senate adopting in part the r evort o_f said accountmcr ffi-
cers. They make a balance due the Cherokee nation of... 627, 3 95 
To this the committee, acting as umpire, added for in-
cidental expenses connected with the removal.......... 9 ,99 42 
For subsistence unpaid, or rather overcharged............ 1 9,422 76 
Making in the aggregate the sum of....... 914,026 13 
due the eastern Cherokees, according to the principles of the treaty 
of 1846. " 
The committee, after deducting all proper charges from the 
$5,600,000, according to the basis of the 4tl1 article of the treaty of 
1846, leave a balance of $1,571,346 55, and allowed a sum equal to 
one-third of this balance to the old settlers for their interest in the 
Cherokee cpuntry east, being $523,782 18; making a difference of 
$657,320 40 in favor of the Cherokees under the treaty of 1835, over 
and above the $914,026 13 declared to be due them under the treaty 
of 1846. To this balance of $1,571,346 55 must be added $22,212 76, 
the a~ount c~arged by Senate committee for expenses of Cherokee 
?ommitt~e, which was improperly deducted from the $5,000,000 fund, 
it not bemg one of the items specified in the 15th article of the treaty 
of 1~35, and also $25,414 09, an amount greater than the $600,000 
provided [or removal and spoliations in the third supplemental arti-
cle and improperly deducted; which sums, being added to the 
$657,320 40, would make $704,647 16 due the Cherokees under the 
t:eaty ?f 1835 ; of_ which th~ Cherokees residing in States east would 
entitled to their proport10nate share-the Cherokees west being 
1~ncluded by the treaty of 1846. Divide this sum equally between 
,231, this being the number of Cherokees both east and west by the 
IT°-!,~8 f J 1 ~51, under which the $914,026 13 was paid per capita, and 
k u give. each person $43 43 per head. The old settler Chero-
thes ;e!e. not mcluded in this census, neither did they participate in 
bae ivis}°n. The _Cherokees emigrating under the treaty of 1835 
lS~~ nod urther claim to per capita, being concluded by the treaty of 
ber ~t~h t e final settlement of February 27, 1851 ; and the num-
per capit e~l~ees east, by the census aforesaid, who are entitled to 
them in ath/mg 2,l33) at the !ate of $4_3 43 per head, would give 
aggregate, as their proportionate share of this amount 
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still due the sum of $92,625 19, on which they claim interest at the 
rate of 5' per cent. per annum, f~om the 12th day of ~une, 1838, until 
paid. The report of t}:le comn:nt~ee was conc~r:ed m by the Senate, 
and ConO'ress made an appropnat10n to carry it mto effect. 
This claim) as stated, is based principally on the twelfth and fif-
teenth articles of the treaty of 1835, and supplement thereto; and any 
improper deductions rriade from the $5,000,000, under the operations 
of the treaty of 1846, was not only a violation of the treaty of 1835, 
but was also an infringement of the rights of said Cherokees existing 
under it, as re-guarantied by the tenth article of the treaty of 1846, 
which does not in any manner take away or abridge any rights or 
claims which the Cherokees (then) residing in States east of the Mis-
sissippi river had, or may have, under the treaty of 1835, and supple-
mentary thereto. This is a clear affirmation of all their rights and 
claims under the treaty of 1835-'36 by the treaty of 1846, and your 
petitioners are, .therefore, under a strict construction of the treaty of 
1835, entitled to a much larger sum than that now claimed; but they 
have thought it best, under the circumstances, to ask only for their 
proportionate share of the balance found due by the committee and 
Congress, under the treaty of 1835-' 3fi, after deducting all proper 
charges from the $5,600,000, over and above the $914,026 13 found 
due under the treaty of 1846, with an addition of the two items as 
already stated. 
Your petitioner, at the second session of the 32d Congress, memori-
alized Congress in behalf of this claim, which was presented in the 
House of Representatives, and referred to the Committee on Indian 
Affairs. Mr. Caldwell, of North Carolina, prepared a report in favor 
of principal and interest, which was unanimously adopted by the 
committee, but the committee not being called for reports during that 
session, it was not submitted to the House. 
At the first session of the 33d Congress, this memorial was again 
presen~ed in the H?use of ~epresentatives, and again referred to the 
Committee on Indian A:ffaus, and on the 20th of March, 1854, Mr. 
G:ow? from that committee, made a report in favor of the principal, 
with mterest from December 14, 1852, to time of payment. He also 
offered ~n. ame~dment_, directing its payment to the general Indian 
appropnat10n bill, which passed the Committee of the Whole by a 
considerable majority, but was lost in the House. 
This memorial was afterwards presented in the Senate and referred 
to the Committee on Indian ~ffairs, by whom the report of Mr. Grow 
wa adopted; and Mr. Sebastian offered a similar amendment to that 
of Mr. Gro~ to the general Indian appropriation bill, which ~as 
pas ed unammously by the Senate. The bill was then returned with 
thi amendment, and the House refused to concur. The Senate in-
si ·ted on their amendment, and. asked for a committee of conference, 
where it wa finally lost. 
It i proper here to state, that on the 5th of June 1854 Mr. Hous-
ton, chairman of the Committee of Ways and M~ans ~ddressed a 
lett~r to the Se?retary o~ the Interior asking his opin'ion as to the 
merit of the claim. This letter was referred to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs for a report, and on the 20th of the same month the 
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S t trans
mitted the report of the Commissioner, in which he 
ecre ary . . · h · · ht b · tl d declined to expreRs an opm10n, rnasmuc_ as 1t m~g e con 1 ere 
d. teous to the Senate and the Indian Committee of the Hou e, 1scour . . 
ho had already passed Judgment on the claim. . 
w At the second session of the same Congress a supplem?ntal mem01:ial 
was presented in the House and referred. TI1e Co~m1ttee on I~chan 
Affairs, under a joint rule, resumed the cons1derat10n of t?e clann a 
unfinished business, when the report of Mr. Grow was aga~n a_d pted, 
and he instructed to present it to the House, a copy of which 1s l ere-
with submitted. The memorials referred to are hereunto annexe , 
and prayed to be made part of this petition. 
J. K. ROGER, 
In behalf of himself and the Cherokees in States ea t. 
CouNTY OF w ASHINGTON' l . 
District of Golitmbia, ~ 88 · 
On the seventeenth day of July, 1855, personally appeared before 
me, one of the justices of the peace in and for the county afore ·aid, 
the above named Johnson K. Rogers, one of the claimants, and made 
oath, upon the Holy Evangely of Almighty God, that the fact a 
stated in the above petition are true, to the best of his knowledge and 
belief. , 
JOHN D. CLARK, 
Justice of the Peace. 
BRIEF OF AUTHORITIES AND ARGUMENTS RELIED ON TO SUSTAIN 'l'HE CLAIM 
OF J. K. ROGERS AND TWO THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED A ""D THIRTY-THREE 
CHEROKEES, REFERRED TO IN PETITION, &.c. 
Articles of treaty of 1835. 
ARTICLE 1 ~ives $5,000,000 for the lands and posse sions of the 
Cherokee nat10n _east of the Mississippi, and again submits to the 
ienate the quest10n of an allowance for spoliat-ions.-(Statutes at 
arge, vol. 7, p. 475.) . 
th ART . 12. "Those individuals and families of the Cherokee nation 
. a! ar_e averse to a removal to the Cherokee country west of the l\iis-
818~JP1, and are desirous to become citizens of the States where they 
resi e, a!:.d such as are qualified to take care of themselves and their 
propt{Y, shall be entitled to receive their due portion of all the per-
;~\ ene:fits accru_ing under this treaf:y for their claims, improve-
lre~ys,,,and(Jer capita, as soon as an appropriation is made for this 
A · - oame vol., p. 483.) RT 15 " It · ] d to this.tre~t this express y un. erstood and agree~ between the parties 
expended£ Y,th at after deduc_tmg the amount wlnch shall be actually 
lions rem or l e bpayment for improvements, ferries, claims for spolia-
' ova, SU sistence, and debts, and claims upon the Cherokee 
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nation and for the additional quantity of lands and goods for the 
poorer' class of Cherokees, an~ the seve:al sums to be inv~sted for the 
general national funds, provided for m the several articles of this 
treaty, the balance, whatever -the same may be, sl~all be equally di~ided 
between all the people belonging to the Cherokee nation east, according to 
the censusJ°ust completed."-(Same vol., p. 485.) 
The above are the two articles, as stated in the petition, on which 
the claim is principally based, and I hav_e i~alicised the words cl~ims 
for spoliations and removal, as marks to mdicate that any expenditure 
made for t.hese purposes out of the $5,000,000 was without authority 
oflaw and an abridgment of the rights and claims of the Cherokees 
residi~g in States east of the Mississippi under the treaty ; in proof 
of which I quote 2d and 3d articles of the supplement: 
ART. 2. " Whereas the Cherokee people have supposed that the 
sum of $5,000,000, fixed by the Senate in their resolution of -
day of March, 1835, as the value of the Cherokee lands and posses-
sions east of the Mississippi river, was not intended to include the 
amount which may be required to remove them, nor the value of cer-
tain claims which many of their people lrnd against citizens of the 
United States, which suggestion has been confirmed by the opinion 
expressed to the War Department by some of the senators who voted 
upon the question; and whereas the President is willing that this 
subject should be referred to the Senate for their consideration, and 
if it was not intended by the Senate that the above mentioned sum of 
$5,000,000 should include the objects herein specified, that in that 
case such further provision should be made therefor as might appear 
to the Senate to be just. 
ART. 3. "It is therefore agreed that the sum of $000,000 shall be, and 
the same is hereby, allowed to the Cherokee people to include the ex-
pen~e of their removal, and all claims of every nature and description 
agamst the government of the United States not herein otherwise ex-
press!y provided for, and to be in lieu of the' said reservations and pre-
emptions, and of the sum of $300,000forspoliationsdescribed in the first 
article ~f the ab~ve :nentioned treaty. This sum of $600,000 shall 
be applied and d1stnbuted ~ greeably to the provisions of said treaty, 
an~ any surplus :which may remain after removal and payment of the 
claims o ascertamed shall be turned over and beloncr to the educa-
tion fund."-(Stat~tes at Large, vol. 7, p. 488-'89.) 0 
The supplem~n~ 1s part and parcel of the treaty; and although re-
moval and pohat10ns are enumerated amono- the items that were to 
be deducted by the 15th article from the $5>-, 000 000 yet it is clear 
they :vere abrogated by th_e 2d and 3d article; of the ~upplement, and 
con. :itnte~ a _ch~rge agarnst the United States, and not the Chero-
kee , wh1l . t 1t is equally ciear that reservations, pre-emptions, and 
e~pen of herokee committee, not enumerated in said article con-
titu~ecl no c~ia:o-e again t said fund. With regard to the one year's 
u~. 1 tenc , it 1 doubtful from the phraseolocry of the 8th and 15th 
article. whether thi expenditure was to be bor~e by the United States, 
or de lucted from the 5,000,000.-(See article 8, same vol., p. 482.) 
It would eem, however, that removal and subsistence were placed 
on the ame footin°·, and the United States agree and stipulate to 
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erform the duty-whether in the capacity of agent of the _Cher?k~e 
p t· as guardian of their funds, does not appear ; neither 1s 1t 
na ion, or · · · l t ./! t th material to the point. The quest10n at 1ssue 1s, w 10 was o 1~0 e 
b'll? If the Cherokees no more than $33 33 a head for sub 1stence 
c~ul·d be deducted from their fund ; if the U1;1ited States1 she wa. her 
n aO'ent and the Cherokees had no authority to quest10n h er no-ht 
~: pay mo~e. As to the expense of removal, that question w11 • et-
tled and but for subsistence not being stricken out of the 15th article 
by the 3d supplement, there could be no doubt that ~t con titnted a 
charge against the United States. Indeed, the_ quest10n was of such 
doubtful import that the House of Representatives adopted a re. olu-
tion inquiring of the Secretary of War how much would be reqmred, 
and on the 25th of May, J 838, Mr. Poinsett replies to thi re olution 
bv letter in which he submitted to the House estimates; con equently, 
c·ongress' made an appropriation for subsistence and all other object 
specified in the 3d supplement, in the following language: 
"That the sum of $1,047,067 be appropriated, out of any money in 
the treasurr not otherwise appropriated, in full for all object peci-
:fied in the 3d article of the treaty of 1835 between the United tate 
and the Cherokees, and for the further object of aiding in the sub i t-
ence of the Indians for one year after their removal west: Provided, 
That no part of the said sum of money shall be deducted from the 
$5,000,000 stipulated to be paid to said tribe of Indians by said 
treaty."-(Statutes at Large, vol. 5, p. 242.) 
The causes which led to the passage of the above act are fully set 
forth in the report of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs of Au-
gust 8, 1850. Speaking of the objects of the act, the committee say: 
'' Here was a clear legislative affirmation of the terms offered by the 
Indians. and acceded to by the Secretary of War. It was a new con-
t!act ":1th the Ross party, outside of the treaty, or rather a new con-
s1derat1_on offered to abide by its terms. The Secretary of War agrees 
to consider the expenses of removal and subsistence as intended by the 
t~eaty of 1835 to be borne by the United States, and Conoress affirm 
his act by providing that no part of the $1,047,067 should be taken 
f~om the ~reaty fund. It was made auxiliary to the $600,000 pro-
vided for m the third supplemental article-a fund provided for re-f oval and othe_r ex~~nditures independent of the treaty, and in full 
or all ~he_se obJects. -(Grow's report, pp. 7, 8, 9, and 10.) 
k 
Admittmg that subsistence was intended to be borne by the Chero-
ees and t' · -b , _es imatmg the whole number at 18,335-the preci. e num-ll a~cordmg to the census taken by the United States in 1835-and \~;f ! the arr:ount stipulated to be paid by the 8th article, namely, 
ded t d ead, it woul~ only amount to $611,105 55, which sum was 
W'thucteh by the comrmttee from the $5,600 000 in their settlement 1 e '' old s ttl '' · 1850 ( ' and the Ch e . ers m , pages 5 and 6 of Grow' s report,) 
in th . . /~okees m_ States east have made no claim to any part of it 





e enng ~t as a charge on the $5,000, 000 fund, it ·would the~ 
troller a :P8ntliture, ac~ording to the report of the Second Comp-2)952,1:6 26 eca;: Auditor, for. spoliations a~d removal alone) of · e amount provided by the U mted States applicable 
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to the liquidatio·n and payment of this expenditur~ was $600,000, 
named in the 3d supplement, and $1,047,067 appropriated ?Y the act 
of June 12, 1838, making in the aggregate $1,647,067, which, being 
deducted from $2,952,196 26, leaves a balance expended an~ unpro-
vided for by any appropriation _of $1,305,129 26, but wluch was 
liquidated and paid by the Urnted St~tes, as trustee, out of the 
$5 000 000 fund in violation of the proviso of the act of 1838 and 2d 
and 3ci' articles ~f the supplemental treaty of 1836. 01:edit, therefore, 
this balance with $611,105 55, for one year's subsistence, and it 
would leave a remainder of $694,024 71. To this add the expense of 
Cherokee committee named in the 12th article of the treaty of 1835, 
and sum overcharged for spoliations, and it would leave a balance con-
siderably larger than that claimed in the petition. Take either this 
statement or the one made by the Committee qn Indian Affairs of the 
Senate, and there is no escape from the conclusion that there is a 
'larger ·balance yet due the Cherokees residing in States east under the 
treaty of 1835-' 36. 
It is now necessary to examine the treaty of 1846, with a view of 
ascertaining how far those rights and c1aim8 were abridged by and 
under its provisions. 
ARTICLE 10. "It is expressly agreed that nothing in the foregoing 
treaty contained shall be so construed as in any manner to take away 
or abri<lge any rights or claims which the Cherokees now residing in 
tates ea t of the Mississippi river had, or may have, under the treaty 
of 1835 and the supplement thereto '' -(Statutes at Large, vo1. 9, 
p. 875.) 
Coul<l language be more explicit? The article speaks for itselft 
aud c~mment would only serve to mystify and complicate its meaning. 
Article 4, same volu~e, pages 872-'73, establishes the mode and 
manner of settlement with the "old settlers " or ; 'western Chero-
k e ;" and article 12, same volume, paae 876' at the instance of the 
dcle()'~tion o~· the '.' old settlers," propos~s "th~t the question shall be 
ul.m11ttecl with this treaty to the decision of the Senate of the United 
·tat~., of what porti?n,_ if any, of the expenditures made for removal, 
ub. 1 tence, and spohat10ns, under the treaty of 1835, is properly and 
legally chargeable to the $5,000,000 fund." 
The a~10unt found ~ue the "old settlers" by Congress is minutely 
an()' ,specifically stated ~n Senator Sebas~ian's report.-(Grow' s repor_t, 
pa and 6.) My views on the subJect are expressed at length m 
upplem ntal memorial, pages 3 and 4 under head of article 4 treaty 
of 1 4G. ' ' 
The m de and manner o_f settlement with the Cherokees emigrating 
under th, treaty of 1 35, is specified in the followina- articles of the 
rcaty of 1 46: o 
Article ~J1r0Yides that certain claims therein enumerated and paid 
ont of th , · ,000,000 fund hall be reimbursed by the United States.-
' tatu_te. at_ Large, :701. 9, p. 872.) 
rticl I nme provide tha~ '' a fair and just settlement of all moneys <lf 1th_ \ ~okees? and ubJect to per capita division under the treaty o · , w uch ,_aid ettlement shall exhibit all money properly ex:-
pencle un er aid treaty," (as altered and amended by this article,)in 
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· words· "The aggre(J'ate of which said several urns 
thei[°i~
0
;;~~cted fro;11 the sum of $?,64~,06?, and the balance thu 
ha d t be due shall be pi1id over per capita, m equal amoun~ , to all 
fohun . 
0a1·vi'duals heads of families, or their legal representat1v , cn-t ose lil ' ' f 35 d l t f titled to receive the same under the treaty o 18 , an su~p . men o 
rsn6 beino- all those Cherokees residing east at the date of said tre y 
an~l ~upplebment thereto."-Same vol., P·. 875. , 
The alterations and anie:"dments ma?e i°: the ~reaty of 1835- , by 
this article: as above indicated, consists m ~~1s:. The gro um f 
5 600 000 provided by the treaty of 1835- 06, is changed an en· 
la/ged 'by the ninth article of the treaty of _1846 to 6,647 ,~ 7, ~d 
removal, spoliations, subsistence, and other improper expend1tur m 
unlimited amounts are to be deducted therefrom; whereas, by th 
treatv of 1835 and supplement of. 1836, removal and spoliation· were 
not deductable from the $5,000,000 fund, and subsi tence, if ded ct-
able at all, to a limited extent only.-See S ebastian's report, page 5 
and 6 nf Grow' s report, and also report of Second Oomptrolle1· and 
Second Auditor, pages 11 and 12, Grow's report. 
In my memorial to Congress of January 12, 1853, pages 2, , 4 ancl 
5, I have endeavored to show how and in what particular the treaty 
of 1835 and supplement of 1836 was altered and amended y the 
treaty of 1846; also, supplemental memorial, pages 5, 6, 7 an 
I omitted to state one fact in my petition which I now take the 
liberty of doing here ; it is this: during the term of the 2d se ion f 
the 33d Congress, whilst my claim was before the Committee on In-
dian Affairs, and not in the possession of the House, the chairman of 
th_e 9ommittee of Ways and Means thought proper to ask the Com-
miss10ner of Indian Affairs (whether verbally or in writing does not 
appear) for his opinion as to its merits. As to the action of Con-
gress on this claim, I refer to the journals of the Senate and House, 
pages-. · 
qn th~ 11th of January, 1855, the Commissioner says: I have ex-
amm~d, m compliance with your request, the claim of "J. K. Rogers, 
for him_s~lf and the Cherokees in States east of the Mississippi river," 
for add1t10nal J?er capita claimed to be due them by express provi ions 
of the treaty o_f 1835- '3~ and 1846. " My opinion is, that there is no f00d foundat10n for the claim, if the treaty of 1846 with the Chero-l~~i ancl the appropriation made by Congress, approved February 27, 
t. .' a_re to be regarded as an exposition of the intention of the par-ie m rnterest." 
·t rhishis a singular mode of expressing an opinion . in other words 
1 lS W at . - 11 · ' ' 
tl d 
18 genera y termed "beg·grn er the question '' and but for 1e wor ', 1'f , , 0 , 
l·nt t· . , one would be at a loss to comprehend its mean in er and en 1cn vVl t · · ? o of 1346 · d tl la is it· Why, says the Commissioner, if the treaty 
the inte:tYons 18 act of 18~1 '.' a:·e to be regarded as an exposition of 
for tbe cl . , ,of the p~rties m mterest, there is no good foundation 
were not ~~m. A_nd vice versa:.'' If'' the treaty and act of Congress 
in interest ,~e!~rtild· as an exposition _of the intentions of the parties 
ation for the claYm r not be a concession that there was a ~ood found-
be derived fro th: Su?h would be ~he only reasonable mference to 
m 18 official r-ule of logic. In construing this opinion, 
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much if not everything, depends on the use made of the word "if, 
" If"' it is admitted _that the prer_nises assu_med by the Comrnissione: 
is correct it necessarily follows his conclusions are equally so. I at 
not prep~red to ma½e such concess_ions or admissions. No s~atemen· 
made in the memorials of the parties warrants such construct10n. Or 
the contrary, they state that the claim is "due to them by ex_pr_ess prr, 
visions of the treaties of 1835-'?6 and 1846,'~ and the Comm1ss1oner 
states the case, but failed to give the quotat10n marks ; and then goe! 
on to give his opinion with his ifs, as though "the parties in in. 
terest" had admitted that the treaty of 1846 and act of 1851 was ,rat 
exposition of their intention.': What right or authori_ty ha~ he t, 
draw sach inferences? Certarnly not from the memorials, either 01 
treaties or act of 1851. Again, he says in the next paragraph: 
"This claim is predicated on the mode of settlement irnlicated hr 
the Second Comptroller and Second Auditor, under the joint resolu, 
tion of the Senate and House of Representatives of the United Statei 
of the 7th August, 1848, and a report of the Committee on Indian 
Affairs of the Senate of the United States of August 8, 1850." 
This is not the fact; the claim is not now, nor never was predicat~ 
on either of the reports indicated by the Commissioner. It was, an~ 
now is, predicated on the twelfth and fifteenth articles of the treat.y o! 
1 35, and second and third articles of the supplement and guarangl 
of the tenth article of the tre9,ty of 1846; and the reports of the ac· 
counting officers of the Treasury and Committee on Indian Affairs o 
the enate were referred to and quoted in the memorials as eviden~ 
to prove that the Cherokees in States east were entitled to a larger sum 
than that found due by the settlement of 1851 under the ninth ar· 
ti~le o~ the tre3:ty_ of 1846 ; and I confess I ha;e not as yet seen any· 
thmg m the opm10n of the Commissioner to prove the contrar_Y·. I 
hall only notice one or two other positions assumed in the opm10n. 
At page 2, paragraphs 2 and 3: 
"The memorialists contend that the '9th article of the treaty of184o. 
proyiclino- for a ju t settlement of all moneys due the Cherokees, aua 
• nbJ ct to the per capita division under the treaty of 1835-' 36, doe• 
not apply to them, on the ground that that article refers to the Cher· 
k people we, t only." 
The memori~li t _contend for no such thing. What they have an/ 
l · ~t nd for 1. tlns: That said 9th article changed and altered verf 
mat nally the 15th article of the treaty of 1835 and supplement thereto 
anc! that much maller amount was found due under it than tha: 
wlnch ,~n. pr perly and legitimately due under the articles of th 
treat f 1 · · ' Th 1 . Y . - · ey also contended on a former occasion 101 
}h ir pr porti nat hare per capita of the amount that was found dot 
>y .t_f · rtl m nt_ of 1 51, according to the principles of said 9t~ 
n.rttc _ ' nd wlrnt_ 1 mor~, _they got it, through the proviso of the at 
[. l :, 1, an_cl the mterpo it10n of the opinion of the Attorney Genera 
t1_1 ' mted tate , which forever put to rest the question · 
{1~~ ~~ moot e_d'' at the time by the Indian office and R~ss delegat~on 
nc / 1 .
11 ~ 1 to m par~graph 4, page 2, of the Commissioner's opinion 
. , 1l fr no_ ne l > 0.r hould be, better acquainted than the coo:: 
1 1 ncr n ian Affaus. and yet, in the 3d paragraph, it woul -
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th the "cannot comprehend the propriety of the objection, when 
~eem a that the Cherokees so called, residing in States east of 
1t appears . ' . d. .b . . . d 
M. · ·ppi received their per capita IStn ut10n ansrn~ un er tbe 1ss1ss1 ' . . . d b th t f o t t of 1846 and the condit10ns impose y e ac o appr -
t~~at{~e: ~pproved 27th February, 1851, as in full of all claims _under 
ihe treaty of 1835-'36, and the supplemental treaty of 1~4o, witho~t 
t tinO' at the time of the receipt of the money, that it was not rn pro es 0 ,. • • ,, 
full, as indicated m the receipt. . . . . . 
Did not the Commissioner know at the wn~rng of J11s op1m.on and 
now, that the treaty of 1846 was made exclusiyely with the d1ffe:ent 
factions of the Cherokee nation west, and that it never had a~y. bm~-
in{J' force or controlling power over the Cherokees (then) residrng m 
St~tes east, who were not parties to it? They ":ere not const~tuents 
of the treaty-making power of the Cherokee nat10n, and reqmred no 
new treaty. Their rights and claims were already secure under the 
treatv of 1835-'36, and thev only insisted that they should not be 
curtd1:led or disturbed by the treaty of 1846; hence the insertion of 
the 10th article in that treaty. 
The Commissioner places great stress and importance on the act of 
1851, and "receipts executed by the Cherokee Indians resident in 
tates east of the Mississippi." What is the act of 1851, and what 
are its requirements? I quote it. 
"For payment to the Cherokee nation the sum of 8even hundred 
and twenty-four thousand six hundred and three dollars and thirty-
even cents, and interest on the above sum at the rate of :five per cen-
tum per annum, from the twelfth day of June, 1838, until paid, shall 
be _paid to them out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro-
priated; but no interest shall be paid after the first of April, 1851, if 
any p_ortion of the money is then left undrawn by the said Cherokees: 
Pr?vide~, however, That the sum now appropriated shall be in full 
sat1sfact10n and final settlement of all claims and demands whatever 
of the Cherokee nation against the United States, under any treaty 
heretofore made with the Cherokees. And the said Cherokee nation 
hall, ~n the payment of said sum of money, execute and deliver to 
the Umted States a full and final discharge for all claims and demands 
wha~ever 0;1 the United States, except for such annuities in money or 
specific articles of property as the United States may be bound by any 
tretf tod pa_y to said Cherokee nation, and except, also, such moneys 
aCnl akn s, if any, as the United States may hold in trust for said 
1ero ees · A d 'd d tbi 't · n pro~i ~ , further, That the money appropriated in 
In{ 1 emf shall be paid rn strict conformity with the treaty with said 
rt!s \ 6;h August, 1846.".-Statutes at Large, vol. 9, pp. 572-' 73. 
impl ~t' ~erefore, be perceived that the requirements of the act are 
2d. The Oh!~ tst· Th_e money shall be paid to the Cherokee uation . 
execute and do ~e natwn shall_, on the payment of said sum of money, 
all claim d tver to the U mted States a full and final discharO'e for 
If the acst ah d emands whatsoever on the United States, except° &c. 
nation for a a f st0f ped here, then ::1- receipt in full from the Ohe~okee 
been succes~~llurt er demands agam~t ~he Unite~ Stat:s might have 
the proviso to {hurged by the Commissioner agamst said nation; but 
e act was not only fatal to the Cherokee nation re-
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cc.iving and receiptii?g. for _the money, but is equally so to the yecei~ 
ot the Cherokees residmg m States east, produce_d by the Co~mission 
a()"ainst any further demands they may have agamst the Urnted Stat, 
0
Before the act was consummated in Congress, it was di scovered U 
the money proposed to be appropriated_by it, by express terms oft 
treaties of 1835-' 36, and of 1846, did not belong to the Ohero~ 
nation and the act without the proviso would be a violation of 81: 
treatie~. In consequence of this, ' ' the Cherokee Indians resident: 
States east of the Mississippi" did not hesitate to give their "receiri 
in full of" their "proportionate shares of the mon ey app ropriated li 
the benefit of the Cherokees by the acts of Congress of 1850 and 185]. 
knowing, as they did at the signing of the receipts, th e effect of ti 
proviso. The rule of construction is, ' ' Where the proviso of a statm 
is directly repugnant to the purview, the proviso shall stand and be 
repeal of the purview, as it speaks the last intention of the 1m 
kers."-Opinions of .Attorneys General, 1;ol. 5, pages 330-' 31; also}san 
vol., p. 383. The act of 1850, referred to in the opinion of the Corr 
missioner, makes an appropriation for the exclusive benefit oft~ 
"old settlers," and I cannot see the propriety of its induction in co~ 
nexion with the receipts of Cherokees in States east. 
With regard to the oqjections urged against t!~e claim in the Hou 
of Representatives, they will be found with the answers and author: 
ties referred to, and quoted in supplemental memorial, pages l,~ 
and 3. 
After all, it seeros to me the whole question of the right of Che!( 
kees residing in States east to additional per capita resolves itself in1 
this: 1st. Were "all extravagant and improper expenditures" ei 
eluded by the Senate in their settlement with the " old settler" Cheri 
kees in i850, and were all the '' investments and expenditures chargi 
able upon the $5,600,000, and particularly enumerated in the 15th art. 
cle of the treaty of1835," "p'roperly" and "legally" deducted from sa1 
aggregate sum, by which it was ascertained that $1,571,346 55 wo~I 
be "left for per capita distribution among the Cherokees emigratrn. 
under the treaty of 1835," or ra'her the Cherokees included in the c~ 
of 1835? And 2d. Did the 4th article of the treaty of 1846 reqmr 
the United States to do more, or less, for the "old settler Cherokee· 
in making said charges to and deductions from the $5,600,000, tha· 
was absolutely required to be done for the eastern Cherokees by H 
15th article of ~he treaty of 1835-' 36, with the two exceptions ~tat 
elsewhere? If yea, then the question iH settled by the 10th article ( 
the tre~ty of 18~6-the settlement of 1851, made in pursuance of th 
9th article of said treaty, to the contrary notwithstandin g . 
One other question remains to be considered and that is the que-
tion of interest. ' 
The C~mmit.tee o~ Indian Affairs of the House of Represent~tirt 
reported m favor of mterest from December 14 1852 to time of pa/ 
ment, upon the sup1l0sition, as I was informed that the claimant 
had not aske~ for the principal previous to that d~te.-(Grow's:eJJ?T 
page 2.) This was a1: _error. If the !llere asking for th~ pnnc11~ 
was all that was reqmsite to confer a nght to interest, it will be fo~; 
that a demand was made for the principal at a much earlier pen 
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As long ago as July or August, 1838, the Cherokee committee pro· 
t ted aO'ainst the Scott and Ross contract for the removal of the 
i~eroke;s on several grounds; one of which was, that it would di . 
minish th~ per capita then more than due to all the Cherokees includetl 
in the census of 1835. Other applications were made at various times. 
(Harris' Report, House doc. No. 1,098,vol. 5; also Cooper's Report, 
27th Congress, 3d session, House doc.! N~. 288 ) . 
'J.1he claimants, however, base their nght to mterest on what they 
conceive to be higher and better ground> viz: the 12th article of the 
treaty of 1835. Sp_eaking of the bindin,g obligations of treaties, the 
Committee on Inchan Affa1rs of the Senate say: "It has been the 
uniform practice of this government to pay and demand interest in all 
tran actions with foreign governments, which the Indian tribes have 
always been said to be, both by the Supreme Court and all other 
branches of our government, :in all matters of treaty or contract."-
(Grow's Report, page 10, paragraph 2.) "In the case of Wocester vs. 
'fhe State of Georgia," the Supreme Court says: "The words 'treaty' 
and 'nation' are words of our own language, selected in our diplo-
matic and legislative proceedings, by ourselves, having each a definite 
and well understood meaning. vVe have applied them to Indians, as 
we have applied them to other nations of the earth. They are appli-
cable to all in the same sense.'' 
I have said all that I have to say on the subject of interest in sup-
plemental memorial, pages 8 and 9. 
J. K. ROGERS. 
WA~RINGToN, ,Iuly 30, 1855. 
IN THE COURT OF CLAIMS-No. 133. 
ON THE PETITION OF J. K. ROGERS AND OTHER CHEROKEES, 
Brief of tlie U. S. Solicitor. 
12
~his is a claim for $92,625 19, with interest at 5 per cent. from the 
t 1 June, 1838, _till paid, making now upwards of $170,000. . 
By the first article of the treaty of 1835 with the Cherokees, 1t was 
agTeed by the 1!nited 8tates to pay them $5,000,000 for their lands, &c. 
·le l2th article recognised the Cherokees who did not remove west 
; 1th t~e nation, but became citizens of the eastern States, as entitled 







to p~rtic1pate in the per capita distribution contemplated by 
e t 1 article 
J Thel removal ~ffected by the treaties of 1835 and '36, r,nd the act of 
p u~~ 2, 1838, led to difficulties between the new emigrants ancl that 
p~: 10f of the Cherokee nation which had been settled in the west 
lll~~~ 
0 J835. These difficulties) with disputes between the Govern-
fund and the Uherokees as to what was chargeable to the five millions 
' an what should be paid by the United States, led to the treaty 
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of 1846, in which provision is made for quieting all disputes amon. 
themselves and with the government. _In pursuance of these pr, 
visions an account was taken by the Auditor and Comptroller whir 
was ad;pted, with some modi-fication_s, a_n~ appropriations we/e marl 
to carry it into effect, the last of wh1c~ is m these words : 
" In payment to the Cherokee nation, the sum of seven hundre 
and twentv-four thousand six hundred and three dollars and thirty. 
seven cents, and interest on tbe above sum. at ~he rate of five~ 
centum per annum from 12th June, 1838, until paid, shall be paid 1· 
them out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated 
but no interest shall be paid after the 1st April, 1851, if any portiot 
of the money is then left undrawn by the said Cherokees: Provided 
however, That the sum now appropriated shall be in full satisfactim 
and a.final seltlement qf all claims and dernands whatsoever of the Ohero-
lcee nation against the Unjted States, under any treaty heretofon 
made with the Cherokees. And the said Cherolcee nation shall, on 
payment of said sum of money, execute and deliver to the United 
States a, full and final discharge for all claims and demands whatso-
ever on the United States, except for such annuities in money or specifi, 
articles of property as the United States may be bound by any treatJ 
to pay to said Cherokee nation; and except, also, such moneys and 
lands, if any, as the United States may hold in trust for said Cherrr 
kees: And provided, fu1·ther, That the said money appropriated in thi. 
item shall be paid in strict conformity with the treaty with said In-
dians of 6th August, 1846."-(See Act of February 27, 1851.) 
These claimants received their due proportion of this appropriation 
and executed a receipt in full, according to the requirements of the act 
But it is argued by the petitioners that they are not estopped from 
going behind this settlement to dispute the basis on which it _w~i 
made : 1. Because, by the 10th article of the treaty of 1846, '' it Ji 
expressly agreed, that nothing in the foregoing treaty contained shall 
be so ?Onstrued as in any manner to take away or abridge any rig~! 
or claims which the Cherokees, now residing in States east of _the M1 · 
sissippi river, had or may have under the treaty of 1835 and the su~ 
ple~ent ther~to." 2. Because the act in question only provides (or 
receipts of this character by the Cherokee nation and does not requm 
them from the individuals who have become ditizens of the State 
3. That the proviso is repugnant to the purview of the statute, &c. 
( ee pp. 8-9 of the petitioner's brief.) . ,, 
~. Has the treaty of 1846 '' taken away or abridged any right. 
which the Cherokees, citizens of States, had under the treaty of183·-' 
and the supplement thereto. It is contended that the balance ascer· 
tained by the accounting officers under the resolution of August 1 
1 ~8,. was a balance ascertained professedly , , in accordance with th 
principles of the treaty of 1846, and not in accordance with the trca~. 
of 1 35-'36 ;" that the prin?iples thus adopted in the settlement di,_ 
oper~te to take away and abridge the rights in question. The ~r· 
~ochfication of t~e treaty ~f 18_35-'36, effected by that of 1846, c1\ 
rn upport of this allegat10n, 1s, that whereas by the said treaty 
1 35-'36, the aggregate sum from which deductions were to be made 
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. the 15th article of said treaty, was the sum of five millions 
a_ccord1~~ 1 tl ousand dollars · by the treaty of 1846, the aggregate 
ix hfi·~~ewhi~h the ·deduction~ specified i_n the 9th article were made, 
~im 6 G47 067. The aggregate sum bemg grea~er by the la t than 
;; the first' treaty, would authorize the contrary mference from that 
drawn by the claimants. . 
The second allegation is, that the deduct10ns from the aggrega_te nm 
h · d by the treaty of 1846 were greater than tho~e anthonzed by aut onze . 8 6 d · f 
ti t . aty of 1835 · and it is said that the treaty ot 1 4 a m1 ts o l0 I€ ' f' 1· . d b . t deductions from said aggregate sum or spo 1at10ns . an su 1 'nee) 
in unlimited sums, and removal may be charged vanou ly, at the rate 
of $20, $30, $40, $65, $95, and $103 25 per, head;_ wherea l>y the 
treaty of 1835-'36, "removal, and one years snbs1 tenc~ after re-
moval is limited at $53 33 per head.'' (See 8th article treaty 
1 35-',36.) "So is the sum li mited out of which spoliation a1: to be 
paid." This is claimed to. r esult from the 3~, u~plement~l art1cl . 
'l1beseallegations would mvolve the necessity ot comparing the lan-
guage of the treaties, <lid not the petition.er admit, on the "ame pacre 
in which he makes them, (see page 5 of his argument, 12th January, 
1 53,) that "on turning to the 15th article we find removal, subsi fence, 
and claims for spoliations embraced in the enumerated items to be de-
ducttdfrom the jive millions;" and though he insists that the 3J article 
of tl1e supplement so modifies the 15th that neither removal or spo-
liation can be legitimately charged to the :five millions fund, it is per-
fectly }Jlain, on reference to said supplemental article, that it merely 
created an addition to t.he fund without in the least affecting the enu-
meration of the 15th article. 
It will be found, that, so far from its being trn~ that the treaty of 
1846 took away or abridged any right under the treaty of 1835, it 
greatly enlarged and extended these rights . 
. By reference to the 3d article of the treaty of 1846, it will be per-
cieve{~ that the United States abandons many charges which the ac-
countmg officers had supposed leaitimately chargeable against the 
fund. Mr. Sebastian's report, co~:firmed by the Senate, abandons 
another large sum which he admits was clearly chargeable to that fund 
bn_der the tr~aty; and hence, when the settlement is spoken of as 
emg made m pursuance of the principles of the treaty of 1846 it is 
mea~t only that the concessions made in the treaty of 1846 are c~rried 
out lil the settlement . 
b th firs_t ta~cing up ·this case for investiaation I was much confused 
\;th :h m:~glmg of discussions in respegt to the basis of settlement 
'l,h e 1_ld settlers," with that adopted for the eastern Cherokees. thee :;II;e: mg, I am satisfied, has happened to those who investigated 
But in~ec. as members of the committees of the House and Senate. 
h ~ld P~~~t ?f fact, tl~e basis on which the settlement was made with 
ha n eI_s, established by the 4th article of the treaty of 1846 
cl~itn ° coTnlnexwn _with, and affords no light whatever upon the present 
I · le cons1deratio l · h 1 ld 1 t 1c half m·ir ns upon w 11c t 10 o sett ers were allowed 
report of th ~on voted to them in 1850 are set forth in Mr. Sebastian's 
in the 4th a {8
1
ar. f The amount was arrived at by a process indicated 
ar ice O the treaty of 1846. The settlement with the 
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eastern Cherokees was arrived at by another process-that stated i, 
articles three and nine of said treaty. Great concessions were made i~ 
these last articles to the eastern Cherok~e~, and greater still in tht 
other article to the old settlers . The petit10ners seem to think tha 
they have the right to claim according to rule which concedes the most 
although no -part of the reasons which induced the United St'.:ltes t~ 
make the additional concessions to the old settlers is applicable to the 
petitioners. It is on the basis of the settlement with the old settler~ 
that tbe committee of the House reported favorably on this claim. The 
action of the Senate, (see _Cong. Globe, vol._ 28, :part ~' .P· 1285,) pro-
ceeded on a ground that 1s not pretended m this pet1t10n, but fa ex-
pressly contradicted. It is, that Cherokees east did not get their par! 
of the appropriation of 1851, but that the sum here claimed was paid 
by mistake to the westem Oherok·ees I Whereas these claimants admit 
distinctly that they received their full proportion of the $914,02613, 
but wish to be heard now to say that they were entitled to more. 
I subjoin the accounts rendered by the accounting officers on the 
two different bases above referred to) to be found at pages 6 and 11 of 
Grow' s report . 
1st. The account with the old settlers is as follows: 
This fund, provided by the treaty of 1835, consisted of $5,600,000 00 
From which are to be deducted, under the treaty of 
1846, ( 4th article,) the sums chargeable under the 
15th article of the treaty of 1835, which, according 
to the report of the accounting officers, will stand 
thus: 
For improvements......................... $1,540,572 27 
For ferries................................... 159,572 12 
For spoliations.. ........................... 264,894 09 
For removal al1d subsistence of 18,026 
Indians, at $53 33½ per head........ 961,386 66 
Debts and claims upon the Cherokee 
nation) viz : 
National debts ( 10th art.) $18 Ofi2 06 
Claims of United States ' 
citizens (10th article) 61 073 49 
Cherokee committee (12th ' 
article). ................... 22,212 76 
Amount allowed United States for ad-
ditional quantity of land ceded .... 
Amount invested as general fund of 




Making in the aggregate the sum of .................... . 
Whfoh being deducted from the treaty fund of 
5,600,0001 leaves the residuum, contemplated by 
the 4th art1cle of the treaty of 1846, of.. ............ . 
4 028 653 45 
) ' -----
1 571 346 55 
' ' ~ ~
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th . rd is to be allowed to the western Chero-
f h. h amount one-
1 b · tl s m of 0 w 10 • . t · the Cherokee country east, erng 18 u 
kees for their mteres m 
523,782 18. 
t with the Cherokees east is thus stated: 2d. The accoun 
There has been paid-
For improvements, the sum of ............ ................. . 
For ferries, the sum of ........................ , .............. . 
For spoliations, the sum of ..................... : ......... . 
For removal and subsistence, and commutation ther.e-
for, including $2,765 84 expended for g?ods f?r 
the poorer classes of Cherokees, as,.. Il;en~10ned . m 
the 15th article of the treaty of 1830- 36 , and m-
cluding, also, necessary incidenta~ e~penses ?f 
enrolling agents, con~uctors, commissaries, med1-
ical attendance, supplies, &c., the sum of..: ..... .... 
For debts and claims upon the Cherokee nat10n, the 
sum of ....................................... ··········:· ..... . 
For the additional quantity of land ceded to said na-
tion, the sum of ........................... · ............. :··· , 
For amount invested as the general fund of the nat10n, 
the sum of ................................................... . 
The "aggregate of which general sums" is ........... . 
And which, being deducted from the sum of.. ......... . 
Agreeably to the directions of the ninth article of the 
treaty of 1846, leaves a balance of.. ................. .. 











The item which causes the balance for distribution in the last ac-
coun_t to fall below the balance in the :first, is that for removal and 
nbs1stence. This item in the last account, as stated on the face of 
the account, exc·ept the sum of $96,999 42, which was stricken out 
by the S~n~te, is in acc0rdance with the treaty of 1835, under which 
the e petitrnners claim. rrhe corresponding item in the first account 
wa /natl~ up, in accordance with the express stipulation with the old tt e~s, m ~he 4th article of the treaty of 1846, and upon considera-
ons 1n which these claimants had no part whatever. 
io2· By reference to vol. 24, p. 2152, vol. 22, p. 1334, of Congres-
M nal ?lo~e, the court will perceive that the whole Senate, including 
/· e astian, who has been throughout the ardent friend of the In-t\' concurre~ in saying that the treaty of 1846, and the appro-,r: 101 under it, were to be afinality in settling with the Cherokees. 
nll 
8 0 the senators thought there ought to be further or additional 
l o,ran~es, but all concurred that this was to be the last· and it will 
perceived b th d b . ' and cl 11 ' Y e e ate m 1852, that even the vote of a few thou-
be or ars to supply- the per capita to those Indians who had failed 
/ :srt to receive their portion of the appropriation of 1851 
enie , because there bad been a final adjustment of this matter' 
Rep. 0. C. 46-2 ' 
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and the Senate would not agree to re-open it, even for so small a urn 
and upon such grounds. Indeed, the whole proceedi~ gs show tha 
it wa the settled purpose of _the Senate to close the busmess then an,! 
forever, and the only_ question was, how and by what language it 
should be done: and it was suggested by a mem?er of the Committee 
on Indian Affairs, that the best mode to effect it ~as to say, in the 
appropriation, that it was in full ~nd final, not with respect to the 
Cherokee nation as a nation, but with respect to the (·tJt•r, kt·e 1rntiun 
as individuals, for it was with respect to _individuals only tl1ey 11e,e 
legislating. The sa~e is true of the act10n of the Ho~se, (see vol. 
2;{ p. 603, Congress10nal Globe.) The ground taken m the brief 
th~t the receipt provided for by the law was from the nation a. , 
corporate body, and therefore such a r~ceipt from _indiv~duals was not 
required, overlooks not only the obv10us sense m whlch the word 
'' Cherokee nation '' are used in the act, but the whole intent of the 
act. 
It is perfectly obvious that the words Cherokee nation in this ap-
1>ropriation are used as synonymous with all the Cherokees. 
3. As respects the third proposition, that the last proviso was re-
pugnant to the purview, and so must stand, I do not see how that 
aid the argument for the petitioners . That proviso has the preci ·e 
effect on the construction of thP- act which I contend for above, an1l 
puts it beyond doubt, that, in speaking of the Cherokee nation, all 
tho intlividuals of the nation, and not the nation in its corporatf 
capacity, was meant. It will be seen by the debates that it wa 
intended that the money should be paid to the individuals; and it 
was not to leave any doubt about construction to the department that 
thi provi o was appended. This was mornover required, as a com· 
pliance with both the treaties, which stipulated that, after certain 
payment out of the five millions fund, the balance was to be di· 
tributed per capita by the government of the United States. The 
government, after a great expense and delay, finally adjusted th 
account, added interest on all the arrearages, and made the distribu· 
tion, and took a receipt from these claimants, expressing that it WBi 
in full. Everything, almost, tbat was claimed by the intelligent 
nd aciive agents who represented the Indians was allowed ; many 
f the senators, and among oth.e;rs Mr. Hunter, the chairman of tht 
"enatc's Committee on Finance, expressly saying that much wa.· 
allowed to which t~ey had no title, but, as it was to be a final ~et~lc· 
pient, be would wit~draw all opposition and let the appropriation 
va s. Under such circumstances, and especially in view of the com· 
plicated nature of t~e b_usiness, it was right that the go-y~rnroen
1 
sh?uld demand a receipt_ m full, and have an express recogmt10n t~ . 
tlns was to be a, final adJustment wh.en the money was paid. Hav1n 
given tbi , the petitioner~ ought not to be heard. 
I refer the oourt, for an able exposition of this subject, and an un· 
iin werable argumen~ a.gain~t the claim, to the speech of Mr. Hou· 
ton, of Alabama, delivered i"Q. the House of Representatives on th 
~4th of farch, 1854, reported in part 1st of 28th volume Oongr£ 
sionl\-l Globe, pa,ge 738, ' 
M. BLAIR. 
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J. K. ROGERS vs. THE UNITED STATE · 
· · · (in the case of J. K. Rogers vs. The nitcd 
The fol]owdml~ opidn~yn Judge ScARBURGH on November 2 , 1 ~"' : 
t te ) was e ivere . 1 
a 't' r belongs to the class of Cherokees co1;1-tel'D:plat ~l rn t 1 
The pet1_ wne f the treaty of 1835-'36. That article I a f llow: : 
twelfth a~t1dc~e _od "ls and .comilies of the Cherokee nation that nr 
· Those m 1v1 llt• 1"" ,,.. • · · 
· t moval to the Cherokee country west of the J\.t1 1 , 1pp1 
verse oda :eous to become citizens of the State where th T r , ill 
nd are eSir 1 l tl · · · , h as are qualified to take care of them e ve anc 1 11 p1 -
am~ su\an be entitled to receive their due portion of all the I r. nal 
,~!fit: accruing under this treaty fo~ t~ei~ claim , imp1: V •Ill nt,, 
nod per capita, as soon as an ap:()r?pnat10n 1s ma_de fi r ~h: t1 t .ty . 
Haring availed himself of the pnv1lege of ?ecomrn~,a. c1~1z_ n t }h , 
'tate where he resided, he no longer remamed 3:n md1 1 hu _l f_ 
the Cherokee nation, and thereupon became entitled to a ,1 rtion . t 
whatever might remain.to be distributed per capita, a provHl ~l fi r l1l 
the treaty, after deductmg from the whole fund such um~ t m n y 
as were properly chargeable thereto. . . 
At tbe period when the treaty of 1846 was concluded, the petition r 
had ceased to be one of the Cherokee nation, and, not b in o- r prc-
·cnted by any of the parties to that treaty, he wa not bound by it. 
The tenth article expressly declares that nothing in the tr at ' on-
ta.ined shall "take away or abridge any rights or claim which the 
Cherokees now residing .in States east of the Mississippi river ha.ll, r 
may have, under the treaty of 1835 and the supplement therct . " 
lhe first proviso in the act of 1851 must be construed with reforenec 
to the treaty of 1846, and is properly applicable, as in term it i dc-
rlared ~o be, only to the Cherokee nation, or to the individual then 
compo mg that nation. To extend the construction of that p1'ovi o 
. 0 as to embrace the pttitioner would not only be incon istent with 
1t: words, but do violence to the spirit of the tent.h article of the tr aty 
f l 46. If, therefore, the settlement, which took place after the 
reatf of 1846, be unjust or erroneous in any r~spect the I etitioner 
notw1th t d · h h · ' ' .1 
8 an mg e as received his due proportion of the amoun 
P1[ under !~e act.of 1851, is still not barred from showing the err r 
J
?r tlrom aya1lm_g himself of any demand to which its correction m~ y 
11 Y entitle him 
'!'he petitione · · 'fi tl i' 11 · . plai . h r speci es 1e 10 owmg as the errors of wluch he c m-
~ r t1i/:c~/{ settlement: (~) that t~e United State received credit 
hree doll a e~pense of subsistence, mstead of at the rate of thirty-
tht• Unitelrs/huty-th~ee cents _for each Cherokee subsisted ; (2) that 
in tead of t;:tes received credit for the actual expense of removal, 
nited t t nty dollars ~or each Cherokee removed ; (3) that the 
i 11. and ~ut ~:re not entitled to credit on account of both polia-
h .,, rece1·vecls1s ed~tce£ for more than six hundred thousand dollars bnt 
· · ere 1 or h 1 , 
lr~propcrly given to th a u~c arger sum; and (4) that credit wa 
nuttce appoint d e mted States for the expenses of the com-
he preci. e for~ 
0
~
nder ~he t_welfth article of the treaty. This i not 
specification of errors adopted by the petitioner, 
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but it substantially embraces, as we understand the petition, hi. 
whole complaint. 
By the first article of t~e _tr~at:y o_f 1835, the Cherokee nati?n ce~ed 
their lands east 0f the Mississippi nver, and released all theu claim 
for poliations to the United States for the sum of five millions of 
dollars, to be expended, paid, and in':ested in the manner stipulat··d 
and agreed upon in the subsequ_ent ar_ticles. It was a_gr_eed to be sub. 
mitted to the Senate whether, m their offer of five millions of dollar 
to the Cher.okee Indians for all their lands and possessions east of the 
l\Ii .. issippi river, claims for spoliations were included; and if they were 
not then an additional sum of three hundred thousand dollars was to 
be ~llowed for that purpose. The award of the Senate is to be found 
in the supplementary articles. 
The second and third supplementary articles are as follows : 
"ARTICLE 2. Whereas the Cherokee people have supposed that the 
sum of five millions of dollars fixed by the Senate in their resolution 
of - day of March, 1835, as the value of the Cherokee lands and 
po e sions east of the Mississippi river was not intended t'.) include 
the amount which may be required to remove them, nor the value of 
certain claims which many of their people had against citizens of the 
United tates, which sugg~stion has been confirmed by the opinion 
expre secl by the War Department by some of the senators who 
voted upon the 4.uestion; and whereas the President is willing that 
thi . nbject should be referred to the Senate for their consideration, 
and if it was not intended by the Senate that the above-mentioned sum 
of five millions of dollars should. include the objects herein specified, 
that in that case such further provision should be made therefor a 
mi ()'ht appear to the Senate to be just. 
' A RTICLE 3. It is, therefore, agreed that the sum of six hundred 
thou and dollars shall be, and the same is hereby, allowed to the 
1h~rokee people, to include the expense of their removal, and all 
cla1_m , of every nature and description, against the government of the 
. m_tcd tates no_t herein otherwise expressly provided for, and to be 
rn lieu of the said reservations and pre-emptions, and of the sum of 
thr~e hundred thousand dol~ars for spoliations described in the 1 t 
article of the above-mentioned treaty. This sum of six hundred thou-
• ~1Hl dollar sh~ll be applied and distributed agreeably to the pro.vi-
' 10n. of the said treaty, and any surplus which may remain after 
r moval and payment of the claims so ascertained shall be turned 
ov r ancl belong to the education fund.'' 
much of the eighth article of the treaty of 1835 as it is necessary 
n wt con ider is in these words: "The United States also agree 
and , ti1 ulate to remove the Cherokees to their new homes and to sub-
,i. t them one year after their arrival there, and that a sufficient num-
ber of ·teamboat and baggage wagons shall be furnished to remove 
th m comfortably, and o a not to endanger their health and that a 
phy ·ician, well upplied with medicines, shall accompany ~ach detach· 
me~t. of emi_grants re~?ved by the g~vernment. Such persons and 
fan11~1e_ a._, m the 012m10n of the emigrating agent, are capable of 
uu. 1 -trng and removi7:1g them elves, sh~ll be permitted to do so; and 
th Y hall be allowed m full for all claims for the same twenty dol-
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mber of their family, and, in lieu of thP.ir one Y. c r . 
lar. for eahch :heall be paid the sum of thirty-three dollar an thut,·-
ratwns, t ey fi ·t " 
h nts if they pre er i . . . . • 
t ree ce h' f the fifteenth article of the treaty a it is imporic n t n '' 
• 
0 f uc. ~s follows. , , It is expressly understood and a <Tr l tw n 
to n\~~ti:: to this tre~ty that, after dedu~ting the amount ~hich, 1~ 11 
t~ea~tually expended for the ~ayment for improvement, f~ rn , cl i 11n 
fi oliations removal subsistence, and debts and claim UJ n th 
;,:eiokee natiin, and f~r the additional quantity of 1 nd n. l cl 
for the poorer class of Cherokees, an_d the se~eral um to l~Y t tl. 
for the general national funds, provided for m the ev rnl arti 1 1t 
this treaty the balance, whatever the same may be, hall u n.11 
divided between all the people belonging to the Cher k ee n t i n 
according to the census just completed." . 
The twelfth article of the treaty provides for the appom m n 
committee for certain purposes therein mentioned. 
It is to be observed that, by the eighth article of th 
modes of removal and subsistence are provided for: th n 
effected by the United States, and the other by uch p r n .· n.rnl 
families as, in the opinion of the emigrating agent, w r c p, b l t f 
ub isting and removing themselves. Those per on ancl famili 
were to be permitted to remove and subsist them elvc , and in tha 
event each of them was to receive for removal twenty dollar , and f t· 
"? iste?ce thirty-three dollars and thirty-three cent . The ff ct f 
this article was to create an obligation on the part of the United ~t, t '·' 
to remove and subsist all the Cherokees, except such a might 1 ·t 
and be permitted, in the manner prescribed, to remove and ub i ,t 
t~iemselves. And it is obvious, from the express language of th 
e!ghth article, .th~t the amount to be expended for removal and ub-
1 te?ce was limited only when the latter method .of removal ancl 
/bsistence should be adopted. This article contain no provi i n a 
bo the party by whom the expense of removal and sub i tence wa t 
cT~rne, or the fund out of which it was to be paid. 
1 1 e. fifteenth article of the treaty expressly declares " that aft r 'ccutc~ng the amount which shall be actually expended for th~ I. y-
rnen ior * * * 1. . · ,. bal · spo iations, removal, subsistence,' '" C. , the 
all thance, whatever t?e same may be, shall be equally divided b twe n 
censu: peof1e belongrng to the Cherokee nation east, according t th 
removal ~s d comp_leted." This includes, in express t erm , a we 11 
or uncerta~ tsubsistence ~s spoliations, and there is no room for u t 
On the mt Y, and nothmg left to construction in reO'ard to the1n con rar · t · l o · 
of removal /' \ 1.s c ear, beyond dispute or cavil, that the exI n e 
by the trea:nfu~~ ~1sten~e, _as well as of spoliation, was to be born 
that if the ry ' and it 18 equally clear, as we have alreadv een 
emoval a d b · ~ ' the United States 
1 
n su sistence were effected and provided for by 
1,y. the Cherokees' tt ien the amount actually expended therefor ; or if 
~1r ty-three cents e~s~lves, then the sum of fifty-three dollar and 
~·1ew so obviousl Pt ead was to be deducted from that fund. The e 
1 
. ~ms to us tf at e::lt fr 0m the expr_ess language of the treaty that 
opinion in regard to th:r~. can be no Just ground for a difference f 
I 
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But notwithstanding the language of the treaty was thus plain nncl 
unequivocal if the parties have concurred in a different interpretatiou 
of it, that interpretation ought to be adopted. . rrhis consideration 
render· it eminently proper that we should review the acts of the: 
partie in relat10n to the treaty. . . 
Before the treaty of 1835 was ratified by the Senate, a difficulty in 
recrard to it construction arose, and it seems to have been, to a great 
extent, the occasion of the supplementary _articles. We find it stated 
in the econd supplementary article that the Cherokee people had sup-
})O ed that the sum of :five millions of dollars, mentioned in the fir t 
articl of the treaty, "was not intended to include the cost of removal, 
or the value of certain claims which many of their people had again t 
the citizens of the United States; " but there is no concession on the 
part of the United tates that the supposition of the Cherokee people 
wa well founded. The fact that it existed, not that it had any jn t 
i undation, is stated as the reason why the third supplementary·articlc 
wa adopted. If it had been intended that the entire expense of 
removal ancl poliations was to be borne by the United States, there 
would, a. there should, have been a stipulation expressly so declaring. 
llut, in teacl of this, a certain sum to be paid by the United State· 
for th , e and other purposes is agreed upon and inserted in the treaty. 
To the xtcnt of that sum the United States became bound, but no 
furtl1er. It may be said, and perhaps with justice, that this did not 
am unt to a conces ion of right on either side. It was doubtless sup-
p ,· •cl that no further difficulty would arise. But) as regards the 
nited t,tates, the most that can be justly urged is, that, in view of 
tli impre ions of the Cherokees, they so far yielded to them as to 
a(Tr c to allow them the additional sum of six hundred thousand 
lollar.. rrhere can be no justice or propriety in saying that they 
itli •r <lid r <le igned to do more. On the contrary, the very fact 
that th 'Y limited the sum conclusively shows that they intended 
th r ·hy t limit the extent of their obligation. Such, it seems to u , 
i. th ohviou con, truction of the supplementary articles. 
Int fnrther lifficulty arose. The treaty of 1835-'36 had been con· 
·lrnl 'cl in oppo ition, it was said, to the will of a large majority of 
h 'h r k e nation. This majority, under the counsels of John 
o:.· had unif rmly refu eel 1o recognise that treaty as obligatory 
upou th 111 and had obstinately withstood all the efforts of the goY· 
mm ~ of th. . nitc<l. tates to induce them to adopt it or emigrnt 
nnrl •r 1t. pr v1 10n. . In the mr.antime, within the period limite_cl by 
I. tr at', mo. f ,~hat was called "the treaty party" had em1gra· 
! ,,1 to th we, t. 1 !nally, the "Ross party," still adhering to th_e 
1~1 a that th y ?·er 
1
m 110 way bonnd by the treaty, made a propo:1· 
10~ to th, nit cl tates "to release all claim to their country an: 
'!111 gn te for a n~m cl urn of money, in connexion with other condi~ 
tiun ·, am ug which ':a the stipulation that they shoulrt. be allow · 
tn tak ·ha.rge f the1r own emio-ration and that the United tat· 
, honl'.l pay the xpen ·e of it.''. Bt~t this proposition was never acceded 
tor ·1~h ·r by treaty or leg1 la 1ve enactment. The Secretary_ 0 
\\· r rn_ r pl ' to it, su.i l : "If it be desired by the Cherokee na!100 
tha h 1r own agent should have the charge of their emigration, 
J. K. ROGERS. 
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passage of this act Congress seems to have been ~overned by the same 
policy which characterized the suppleme~tary artic!es. It ~as simply 
an appropriation of money for the . obJe?ts therem m~nt10ned, but 
nothing more. We do not pause ~o mquue whether this mo~ey wa 
properly applicable to any other _ohJects than_ removal and subsistence. 
It is not necessary for us to consider that pomt. 
Before the expiration of the year eightee1;t hundred and thirty-eight 
the entire removal of the Cherokees to their new homes was effected. 
In August, A. D. 1846, the treaty of that date was m~de, but the 
petitioner not being a party thereto, was not bound by 1t. This we 
have alre~dy seen. He does not in any way found his claim upon that 
treaty, but as he has, both in his petition and _in, a:gument, referred to 
it and to the action of the Senate thereon, 1t 1s mcumbent upon us 
b;ie:fly to notice both. He correctly states that the third and ninth 
articles of that treaty establish the basis of settlement with the Cher-
okee emigration under the treaty of 1835. The ninth article, in de-
claring what sums shall be deducted from the treaty fund, in expre s 
term includes all sums properly expended under the treaty of 1835 
for spoliations, removal, and subsistence, and commutation therefor. 
By the eleventh article, the question whether the amount expended for 
ubsistence was properly chargeable to the treaty fund was submitted 
to the enate. The Senate awarded that, under tlw circumstances, the 
Cherokee nation were entitled to the sum of one hundred and eighty-
nine thou and four hundred and twenty-two dollars and seventy-six 
cent for subsistence, being the difference between the amount allowed 
by the act of June 12, 1838, and the amount actually paid and ex-
pended by the United States, and which excess was improperly charged 
to the treaty fund in the report uf the accounting officers of the trea-
ury, and that interest at the rate of five per cent. per annum should 
be allowed thereon from the twelfth day of June, A. D. 1838, until 
paid. The ubstantial e:ffect of this award seems to be, that by the 
act of June 12, 1838, the United States provided for the payment of 
the um of ix hundred and eleven thousand one hundred and five 
doll r and fifty-five cents, part of the expenses of subsisticnce, and 
that the re iclue thereof-to wit, the sum of one hundred and eighty-
nine thou and four hundred and twenty-two dollars and seventy-six 
cent -wa not chargeable to the treaty fund. It was professedly not 
f?trnded upon the con tru?tion of the treaty, but upon the peculiar 
c1rcum ·tances connected with the transactions which had occurred be-
t~een the " Ros party'' and the United States. It affords but little 
aid, th rcforc in the investigation of this case. 
·we hav~ thn presented a brief review of the course pursued, as well 
by the mted tates as ~he Cherokees, under the treaty of 1835-'36, 
an~, a r_egard t~e que_ t10ns now under consideration; it presen~s not 
a rngle rn t~nce m which they have concurred in an interpretat10~ of 
that treaty ddferent from that which as we have seen is authonzed 
and required by it Jan~uage, understood in its ordina;y sense . 
. It eem to u , _th~refore, that the sums expended for removal, sub-
1 t nee) and spoliations, were properly chargeable to the treaty fund ; 
t1 at t11e um actually expended therefor were to be deducted from 
that fund, and that the expense of removal and subsistencewus limited- , 
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t · t nty and the other to thirty-three dollars and thirty-
the one ~ ::ly 'in regard to such of the Cherokees a , under the 
!r;:~h c:~ti;Je of the treaty, were allowed to remove and SU b i t them· 
elw:· come now to the fourth specification of er--:or' which rel te to 
the committee appointed under the twelfth artic_le of th~ treaty f 
1 35-'36. It seems to us that the expense of th_1s comm1tt~e wa a 
roper charge against the Cherokee~. Alth~ugh_ 1t wa appomted y 
ihe mutual agreement of the parties, yet 1t chd not .repre nt the 
United States or act in their behalf, or render any erv1ce for them. 
It was, in th; langu~g~ of the treaty, "a com~ittec on the p rt f 
the Cherokees'' appomted '' to transact all bu rne s on the part f 
the Indians which [ might] arise in carrying into effect the pr vi i n 
of [the] treaty, and se~tling the ~ame_ w~th the 1! nited tat .. " 
11he United States, m concurring rn its appointment, d1 n 
more than agree to recognise it as the authorized agent of the 
okees. As, then, it represented the Cherokees and acted fi r 
benefit-did their business alone-they should bear the xp n . f it. 
Nothing short of an agreement on the part of the United tate to 
that effect could render them liable for it ; and we look in vain into 
the treaty for any such agreement. The mere fact that the fifteenth 
article does not contain a provision in regard to the expen of this 
~~mittee furnishes no ground whatever for the implication of the lia-
bility of tbe United States for it. If it had been a committee on the 
p_art of the United _States to represent and act for them, then the omi -
10n of any notice of it in the fifteenth article, would be conclu ive to 
how their liability for the expense of it. But, as we have seen, it 
~as not a committee of that character. The United Statei,, however, 
did defray the expense of this committee, and they have been rnim-
burs_ed out of the treaty fund. · But of this the Cherokees can have 
no .Just ground of complaint; because, it being a proper charge 
agamst them, they were liable for it and being so liable it was im-
m t · 1 ' ' a e~ia out of what fund belonging to them it was paid. 
t
lt 18 not_alleged in the petition that the sums for which the United 
1 ates received d't · h · 1 t' ere 1 m t eu sett ement with the Cherokees for spoli-
ae ionsd, rdemoval, and subsistence were not actually and in good faith 
xpen e . 
tit!e a;·\therefore,, of the opinion that the facts set forth in the pe-
the ~kint e pairr:ant do .not furnish any ground for reliP-f, and that 
Let a . g O testimony rn this case shall not be ordered. 
Judgment be entered accordingly. 
IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS. 
To the liono1·able a 0 
Your t· . ie ourt 0/ Olaims of the United States of America: 
k pe 1t.1oner John K R · . e Indian and ' son · ogers, by buth and blood a Chero-
Inained ea;t of thne .of tho~e ;pe:so1;s of the Cherokee nation who re-
e river M1ss1ss1pp1 after the making of the treaty of 
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1835 between the United States and the Chei~okee nation, and who 
were' commonly known as the '' eastern Chero~ees,'' petitioning for 
himself and for and on behalf of all other of said eastern Cherokee 
entitled like and with himself to certain rights hereinafter set fort]/ 
under the treaty of 1835, the supplement thereto of 1836; the act of 
Congress of June 12, 1~38, and the _several decisi_ons ?f the Senate or 
the United States heremafter mentioned ; by this lus amended and 
substituted petition, by leave of the court filed in the place and stead 
or the original, most respectfully shows and represents: 
That at an early day, long prior to the year 1828, the United State 
became desirous of purchasing the country owned and possessed by the 
· Cherokee nation of Indians, east of the Mississippi river, in the State. 
of Georgia, North and South Carolina, Alabama and Tennessee; anrl 
of inducing said Indians to remove to and occupy a new country west 
of the Mississippi. 
That by article seven of the treaty of July 2, 1791, (7 Statutes at 
Large, 39,) the United States had solemnly guarantied to the Cherokee 
nation all their lands not thereby ceded; which solemn guaranty wa 
repeated by article six of the treaty of October 2, 1798. (Id. 63.) 
That prior to the year 1817, a portion of the Cherokee people emi-
grated to the western side of the Mississippi river, and selected and 
received, in exchange for their lands east of that river, a country upon 
the Arkansas and White rivers; which exchange was effected by the 
treaty of July 8, 1817, (Id. 156); and by that treaty provision wa 
made for taking a census of those of the Cherokees who should de· 
termine to remain east of the Mississippi, and of those who had 
rcmored or intended to remove; and the United States agreed to give 
to the latter as much land, west. of the Mississippi, as they had re· 
ceivecl or should receive from the nation east of the Mississippi, acre 
for acre, as the just prnportion due those who had removed or should 
remove, agreeably to their numbers. And, by article six, the United 
States also bouncl themselves to give to every poor warrior who should 
emigrate a rifle-gun and ammunition, a blanket and kettle, a beaver 
trap ; to aid in their removal, furnishing boats and provisions therefor i 
ancl to pay them the full value of all their improvements which added 
real value to their lands. 
That by the treaty of February 27, 1819, (Id. 195,) the United 
tates accepted a cession of certain lands by the Cherokees, as in full 
for ~he l_ands as ign_ed those who had removed, upon Arkansas an~ 
White rivers; and 1t was thereby agreed, that those who had e1D;1• 
grated, and who were afterwards called the "old settlers " were, 10 
number, one-third of the whole nation. ' 
That by article ejght of the treaty of May 6, 1828, (Id. 311,) m~dc 
between these western Cherokees and the United States for setthn" 
the boundaries of their country west of the Mississippi it was agreed 
by :t~e U~ited States, that to every bead of a Cheroke~ family, then 
re idrng m ~ny State eas~ of the Mississippi, who would remove wet, 
should be given a good rifle, a blanket, kettle, and five pounds of_ to· 
bacco, and_ to each member of his family a blanket; and also a JU 
compen at10n for the property he might abandon. And it was further 
agreed, that the cost of the emigration of all such should be borne by il11 
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and o-ood and suitable ways opened, and provisions vro-
l nzied_Stabte ·' ~art accommodation and support by the way' and 
·ed fort e1r com11 ' . . l h . l ""0 cu, . . • twelve months after their arriva at t e agency_, an D 
71r0Vl wnbs fod1 of a family with four persons, who should emigrate from 
to every ea 
GeJ1~i:thfs\~ovision was continued in full force by th_e treaty (d .-
dared supplementary) of February 14, 1833., (Id. 414), and ?Y ai-
r'1 seventeen of the treaty of December 2~, 1835, (Id. 486,) it wa. 
lie le d that all stipulations in former treatrns, not therel1y annulletl c ec are · · f 11 fi d · ·t · uperseded should contmue m u orce an vu ue. 
or That in F~bruary, 1835, whjle the treaties of 1817 and 1 28 r_e-
mainecl in full force, a delegation of t½e eastern Cherokees, then m 
Wa hino-ton proposed to sell to the Urnted States the whol~ Cheroke 
country,°east of the Mississippi, for $2~,000,000; the Indrn? to _re-
move and subsist themselves, and the Umted States to pay the1r la1m 
for lo es and spoliatiom, caused by the adjoining S~ates and th ir citi-
zens. This proposition being deemed by the President to be too x-
travao-ant the Cherokee delegation proposed that the matter h uld 
he submitted to the Senate for its Hense upon the question · agrc ing 
that they would, as individuals, abide by the award of the Senate, and 
recommend it to their people. 
rrhat this proposition was accepted by the President, with a declara-
tion on his part that he was willing to go as far as the Senate would; 
nnd, accordingly, the matter was submitted to the Senate for its cleci-
ion and award upon the question; and thereupon the Senate decided 
that" a sum not exceeding five millions of dollars should be paid to 
the Cherokee Indians for all their lands and possessions east of the 
Ii iRsippi river;" and this award was communicated to the Cherokee 
delegation by the Secretary of War, on the 6th day of March, 1835 ; 
nnd he th~n offered (m,ing the terms claims and lands ancl possessions 
a. convertible terms) to treat with them for a cession of all the claims 
of the Cherokees east of the Mississippi river, on condition that the 
whole amount of the consideration should nut exceed the sum of 
,'5 000,000. 
T~at the delegation then requested to be informed whether that sum 
'~~ m~ended, as appeared from the letter of the award, to be the con-
n1~ !rttion (~r the exting_uishment of the Cherokee titl e to their land , 
't or then houses and nnprovements alone· and whether the United 
• ate' w ld . aa· . ' J _. t ~u , in a ition, pay the expenses of transportation and ub-
1;;e etce m the removal of the Indians, according to the provision of 
<lttr' ,eaty of l828; or whether the expenses of removal, sub istence 
mo- removal d b · ./Y for bl k , an su sistence ror twelve months after removal, and 
,·:; oo~nooe;s, guns, &c:, were to be paid out of and charged against the 
inform~d 
0
~ lhey ~aid t?at it was indispensable that they should be 
That to th · is poi~t, without which they could not treat. 
would be in f~s the 8ec~etar~ of War answered, that the $5,000,000 
br, pai'd .r 11 for their entire cession, and that nothin g more would 
ior removal fi h . Ii allded ,, In .. or or any ot er purpose or obJect whatever. And 
• tute. co~pl g~~hng to you the full value of your property, the United 
Y wi all the demands of justice upon them.' ' And he 
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informed them that thus the intercourse in writing between them and 
him was closed. 
That the President and Secretary of War then and always after-
wards admitted that the $5,000,000 was offered as the price of their 
lands and possessions, or posse~sory rights an~ claims to their land 
alone; but claimed that the Umted States havrng thus agreed to pay 
the full value of such lands or claims and possessory rights, the Chero-
kees had no claim on any ground that the United States should a'1io, 
and in addition, pay their claims for spoliations, and remove and sub-
sist them. · But the Cherokees understood that the award merely 
fixed the price and value of their r_ights ~o their l~nds, ~nd of their 
improvements; that the treaty st1pnlat10ns remamed m force, by 
which the United States were bound to remove and subsist them; and 
that the claims for spoliations were also to be paid, in a~dition to the 
sum of $5,000,000. 
That this question thus arising, the Cherokee delegation declined to 
treat, suggesting that the proposition, as understood by the President, 
might be submitted to their nation; and afterwards, on the 14th March, 
1835, articles of a treaty were agreed on by another set of delegates of 
the Cherokees, to be submitted to the Cherokee nation for their con-
sideration; by which articles it was proposed that the Cherokees 
should cede their whole country for the consideration of $4,500,000, 
and 800,000 acres of land west of the Mississippi; out of which sum 
ol $4,500,000 were to be deducted, as appeared by a schedule thereto 
annexed, expenses of removal, estimated at $255,000; subsistence, es-
timated at $400,000; claims and spoliations, estimated at $250,000; 
and for blankets, rifles, and kettles, $80,000. 
Tha.t these articles for a treaty were in the fall of the year 1835 sent 
out to the Cherokees by a commissioner appointed to treat with them ; 
that in an address to the Cherokees, by the President, also sent there-
with, they were informed that the Senate had given their opinion of 
the value of the Cherokee possessions; that the articles provided for 
their removal at the expense of the United States, for their subsistence 
for a year, for a gratuity of $150 to each person and for the usual 
supply of rifles, blankets, and kettles. ' 
That the commissioner uniformly and repeatedly in formed the Chero· 
kee that the treaty was to be made "on the basis of the $5,000,000 
awarded by the Senate;" * * * that it was to be a treaty for tbe 
settlement of all difficulties between the Cherokees and the United 
tates, "and for a cession of all their lands east of the Mississippi, on 
the basis of t~rn award ?f the Sen~tefor the same, being $5,00~,000;" 
and that theu delegation authorized to settle their difficulties, and 
enter into a treaty for_ a cession of their entire country, did agree to 
sell the same to the Umted States for such a sum as the Senate should 
award; and that the Senate fixed the price at $5 000 000. 
That the commi sioner, advised of the Cherokee l~nderstandin g fl 
to the meaning and true construction of the award of the Senate, pro-
posed to ~he Cherokees~ that, if any important points of difference 
should an~e betwee~ him and them, in regard to that award, they 
should be rncluded rn a separate and conditional article and so be 
again brought before the President and Senate for their 'final deter· 
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. · . and acccordi;igly he prepared and proposed an ~rticle pr -
mi~atwn h t a question had arisen between them and lum whethtr 
vidmg, tt a_nat:nded to include in their award, also, the ju t claim of 
the ena e i · • S Ch kees against the Urnted tates, OR TIIE PRICE OF TIIEIR LAi. D 
the tehro .core that matter should be again referred to the Senate for 
ONLY erel . d d b . 1 d d it d;termination; and if the claims wer~ not mten e to e me u e , 
_ dollars should be allowed for claims. . 
That the Cherokees declined to accept the article:" so prepared, ~n 
th round that they would be bound and the Urnted States woUld 
et· gbtit that finally the treaty of 1835 was concluded with a por-
no ' ' · ' · h S 1 tion of said nation, 1t bemg understood that t e enate was ~o ett e 
the question submitted to it before the treaty should be submitted for 
ratification. 
That by the letter of said treaty, it was submitted to the Senate to 
decide whether, .by their award, they intended that the claim for 
poliations should be paid out of or over and above the said um of 
5 000 000; and if the latter, then an additional sum of O , 00 
sb~uld'be allowed for spoliations; and by the 8th article, the United 
tates agreed to remove the Cherokees to their new homes, and ub-
i t them for a year after their arrival there, furnishing steamboat , 
baggage wagons, and physicians; or to allow those who should prefer 
to remove and subsist themselves $20 a head for removal, and 33 B3 
n head for subsistence, in money. 
By article 9, the improvements of individuals and ferries were to be 
valued and paid for. By article 10, certain sums were to be invested 
a national funds, certain debts and claims against the Cherokee 
nation paid, and $300,000 set apart for spoliation claims. And by 
article 15, the expenses of removal and subsistence, and the amount 
of claims for spoliations, were to be paid out of the $5,000,000; and 
nfter deducting them, and the amounts paid for improvements, ferries, 
debt of the nation, &c., the balance was to be equally divided among 
all the people belonging to the Cherokee nation east, according to the 
cen, US.Just t~en completed. 
Wh1eh articles 8 and 15 were intended to be conditional and contin-
fhnt :0 a certain extent, in this : that if the Senate should decide that 
e ,000,000 was intended by the award to be the price of the lands 
~nly, then the 8th article stood unaffected by the 15th and the United 
~.tatc, ':ere bound, over and above the $5,000,000, to' pay the spolia-
/~~ clai~s, and to remove and subsist t,he Indians, or pay tbe commu-
of t r:ices of $20 and $33 33 for each, according to the 8th article 
1),, :et Ieatr of 1828, and the 8th article of that of 1835 in question ' ' vn ue of th · · ' tipul t' . e prov1s10n of_ the 17th article of the latter, by which all 
to con~· ions .1\former treaties not superseded or annulled by it, were 
hat thmu~ lU ull force a~d virtue. But if the Senate should decide 
of the 1: d,o1
oo,ooo were mtended to cover and include not the price 
the ex n a one, but also the amount of claims for spoliations and 
ull ·a~1nqses 
1
°.ffiredmoval and subsistence, then the 15th article st~od in 
'r1 ua 1 e the 8th. 
iat on the 29tl f F b of 1corgia d ;1 ° e ruary, 1836, Senators Cuthbert and King 
t, the Pre;if:Ut I~mg ~f_Alabama, who had voted for the award, stated 
, m wntmg, that the Senate did not intend that the 
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allowance for spoliations or expenses of removal should be deducted 
from the sum of $5,000)000 recommended to be offered to the Chero-
kees as the price of their territory. 
That supplementary articles to the treaty were signed on the 1st of 
March 1831 , by the 2d article of which it was agreed that jt should 
be sub~itted ti"\ the Senate to decide whether that sum was intended 
to include expenses of removing the Cherokees or the amoun.t of their 
spoliation claims; and if they should decide that it was not, then such 
further provision should be made for those purposes as to the Senate 
should seem J°ust; and, by the 3d article, in the event of such decision 
$600,000 was to be allowed the Cherokees, to include expenses of re'. 
moval, and their claims, &c., and any surplus to be paid over to their 
e<lucation fund. 
That the Senate decided that the $5,000,000 was the price of the 
lands alone, and did not include the spoliation claims nor expenses of 
removal; the evidence of which decision was, that they ratified said 
treaty and supplement, including said allowance of $600,000, thu. 
aO'reeing to pay that as a consequence of an acknowledged legal obli-
g:tion, the question submitted being, in reality, whether the $5 ,000,000 
was not the price of the land and improvements alone, and not whether 
it did or did not include any particular charge or item of expenditure; 
and from the decision that it was, it resulted as a corollary, that it did 
not include the spoliation claims, expenses ofremoval, or subsistence. 
That when and before the Senate so decided, the letter of Senator 
King, King, and Cuthbert was before it, as also all the correspondence 
and negotiations which preceded and led to the treaty and supple-
ment; and the views of the Cherokees and the position assumed by 
them were well understood by the Senate. -
That in the schedule to the original articles signed at Washington 
and sent out to the Cherokees, the expenses of removal were estimated 
at 255,000, claims and spoliations at $250,000, and blankets, rifle 
and kettles at $80,000; or, together, $585,000; (Doc. No. 286, Ho. 
of Reps., 1st 8ess., 24th Cong., p. 39 ;) so that it was supposed by the 
1
enate that, in appropriating $600,000 to meet these expenditure 
they appropriated a just and sufficient sum to meet the legal obliga-
tion ,:7hi_ch was decided to rest upon the United States; and that ap· 
propnat10n or allowance was in no wise intended to limit the extent 
of that plenary legal obligation. 
That this g_ue~tion, thus decided in favor of the positions aRsumed 
from the ~egn~.mng by the Cher~o~ees, was again so decid~d ~y the 
whole legislative_ power of the Dmted States, and their obhgatwn to 
remove :3'nd subsist them b!·oadl)'.' and fully recognised an~ acknow· 
ledged rn the year 1838; rn which year the Cherokees claimed, as 0 
matter of right, under the_ treaty of 1835 and the supplement of 1 36, 
that tbe expenses of thell' removal and subsistence ought to be de· 
frayed by the United States ; and the Secretary of War, when no ne11 
treaty bad been made, nor even any proposition for a treaty enter· 
tained, decided that the position assumed by the Cherokees was correct. 
and proposed to Congress to make such allowances to the Oherokc : 
as wer~ believe~ to have been originally intended by the Senate; an~ 
accordmgly estimated that, to remove every remaining Cherokee, 11 
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- d it would be necessary to appropri~te, over and above an 
30 a hea 'hand $435,900 ; and that to subsist every one, remo_ved 
mount on oved' for a year' it would be necessary to appr?priate 
nnd u~~e~5 be'ing for 18,335 Indians, at $33 3? a heacl,; which -.611,1 b • ' submit'ted to Congress, the conclus10ns of tnc Secr~tary 
ti.mat!do e~~g and the legal obligation of the Unitecl States i:ecog_m eel, "cJ\ !ct of12th June 1838, the sum of $1,047,067 (bemg for re-
an 'ly as estimated $435 900, and for subsistence, for 18,335 p r-
mova s, · ' ' · l · f' 11 r 11 at 33 331. a head $611,167) was appropnatec m u ior a :e~t specifie/in the 3d article o~ the trea~y of 18~5, "and for the 
~u~ther object of aiding in the subs1stenc~ of the Ind~an~ for one year 
after their removal west. And, to recogmze ancl adm1t? rn the an:pl_ t 
term , the legal obligation ·as a c~nseq uence whereof ~b1s appropnat10n 
wa made it was expressly prov1ded that no part of that um houlcl 
be de<luct~d from the $5,000,000 stipulated to be paid to the Chero-
kee by that treaty. 
That, by the 12th article of the treaty of 1835, it had been tipu-
latoo, that those individuals and families of the Cherokee nation who 
were averse to removing, and desired to become citizens of the tates 
where they resided, should be entitled " to receive their due portion 
of all the personal benefits accruing under this treaty for their claim , 
improvements, and per capita," as soon as an appropriation should be 
made for the treaty. 
That on the 6th of August, 1846, (9 Stat. at Large, 871,) a treaty 
wa made between the United States and the Ross or Government 
pnr.ty, the Treaty party, and the old settlers of the Cherokees, to 
~·lnoh the Cherokees still east of the Mississippi were no parties ; and 
it was expressly agreed by article 10, that nothing therein contained 
~ould be so _constr~ed as in any manner to take away or abridge any 
ri hts or cla1IDs wh1eh they had or might have under the treaty of 
1 :rand_ the supplement of 1836 . 
. By a1:ticle 3 it was admitted by the United States that the spolia-
tion clauns were never ;·ustly chargeable to the $5 000 000 but were to 
be 'cl b h . ' ' ' .. \af Y t e U mted States ; and the latter agreed to reimburse to 
~:C und t~e amount therefor improperly charged to it, and certain 
~} lCr urns improperly charged to it, including sums paid agents of 
I ~c r;ernment ; and that the amounts so reimbursed should form 
/re:'lt;. the amount to be distributed under the 9th article of the new 
'ro a certain th d h . prior to th e amount ue t e old settlers, (who had emigrated 
r• ive one-tt;~ea}y of 1835,) article 4 provided that they should re-
,. fiOO 000 11 
° t~rn balance found, by deducting from the sum of 
1.,th a;ticle a f tthe investments and expenditures enumerated in the 
Jlroper ex e:dit, e treaty.uf 1~35, (excluding all extravagant and im-
hcad. 'rh are,) estimatmg removal and subsistence at $53 33 a 
ion claims ese ;estern Cherokees claimed that the amount of spolia-
char11ed ao-:n texhenses of removal and subsistence ought not to be 
re to sl~ar~n~ a~d e $?, 600,000 to. ascertain th~ ~alance which they 
to them to 'th S article 12 provided for submittmg that question 
' e enate; but that body struck out the article, thu~ 
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making no decision, when, on the 8th of August, 1846, the treah 
was ratified. · 
But as to the other parties interested, a different arrangement wa 
made. By article 9 the United States agreed to make a fair andj?J.1· 
settlement of all moneys due the Cherokees, and subject to the p,, 
capita division, under the treaty of 1835; such settlement exhibitinll 
all moneys properly expended u~der tha~ t:eaty, and embracing all 
sums paid for improvements, fernes, spohat10ns, removal and sub it-
ence, and commutation therefor, debts and claims on the Oheroker 
nation the 800,000 acres sold to them west of Missouri, the inve . 
ments 'in general fond, and all sums which might thereafter be pro-
perly allowed and paid under the treaty of 1835; the aggregate of all 
which should be deducted from the sum of $6,647,067, and the bal-
ance be paid per capita in equal amounts, 'to all the Cherokees, their 
representatives, &c., residing east of the Mississippi, at the date of 
th!:3 treaty of 1835., and the supplement of 1836. 
But this article was qualified by article 11, which provided that the 
question, whether the one year's subsistence was properly chargeable 
against the $5,000,000 should be submitted to the Senate for its de-
cision, who should decide whether the subsistence should be borne by 
the United States or by the Cherokee funds; and if by the Cherokee , 
whether it should be charged at more than $33 33 a head; and al o 
the question., whether the Cherokee nation should be allowed intere t 
on whatever sum should be found to be due the nation, and from wha 
date and at what rate per annum. 
Your petitioner, for himself and the other persons aforesaid, repre-
sents, that the Senate had already decided, in 1836, that the spoliation 
claims and expenses of removal were not to be paid out of tl1e 
5,000,000; this decision being final against the United States, ancln 
mere corollary from the real decision, upon the real, true point sub-
mitted, which was, whether the $5,000,000 was or was not the price 
of the lands alone; that, on the 12th day of June 1838, the Congre., 
and the President, by the act that day approved had solemnly decided 
that the United_ States were bound to pay the 'whole expenses of re-
moval and subsistence, by appropriating what it was estimated would 
cover the whole, and by providing that the amount should not bi 
charged a~ainst the $5,000,000 ; and that, by the treaty of 1846, no 
new que ~10n, but the ~ame question, under the treaty and supplement 
of 1835- 36, was again submitted to the Senate and it was made the 
judge, elected by the United States to decid~ this question again t 
or in favor of them. ' 
On the 7th of August, 1848, by act of that date, (9 Stat. at Larcre, 
339 ,) t~e. proper accounting officers of the treasury were authorized 
and req mred to make a fair and just statement of the claims of the 
Cherokee nation, according to the principles established by the treaty 
of 1846. 
A:1tl afterwards the Senate referred to the Committee on Indian 
Affair_ the qu_e tions submitted to itself by the treaty of 1846. T\ 
comm1t~ee decided that the charge for subsistence should be borne b. 
the Umted i tate . They based their decision not upon the face 
the treaty of 1 35 and the supplement, but u~on the action of Con· 
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. holdin · t.hat action to be a clear legislative affirmance 
res m 1838,fD db g the Cherokees and acceded t o by the ccretary 
of the terms O ere Y sideration o:ff;red the Indians to induce th m 
N·W~r, an~:/:;~~nof the treaty. And the committee he1 ~hat 
to abide by 
1 
b · been paid for subsistence, and charged ao- m t 
oo,52: 3 h/viir1 105 55 only had been appropriated for that pur-
thc fun ,hw 
1
te f l838 the balance or $ 189,422 76, was still due by po e by t e ac o , , 
the United States. · f 1 · tt 
Y t·t·oner submits that while the conclusions o t 10 comm1 ee our pe i 1 ' . • • 1 d 
were right, the grounds of these. concllul s10ns mvb~ ve_t s~metherrtor . t ef 
re pectfully submits that there 1s rea y no am 1g~1 y m . e r a y _o 
1 35, nor was there ever any variety of c~nstruct1on 1 laced upon 1t, 
because its construction w~s never. a 9-uesh on ; that after the enate 
decided the question submitted to 1~ m 1836, t here should no 1 n~ r 
have been any question t_hat t~e ~ mted St1,tes were bound t? ub 1 t 
the Indians because their obligation to do that s tood on p rec1 ely t h e 
, me ground as their obligation to remove them, which the . en, t 
then expressly decided they were bound to do ;_ for the question ub-
mitted was whether the $5,000,000 was the pnce of the land alone; 
and the aw~rd was, as it was bound to be, in accordance with the ztb-
mission; and of that decision, as made, that the U nited State mu t 
remove, and that they must subsist, the Indians, we:r e equally corola-
ri . 
.And so it was decided by the act of 12th June, 1838 . For he re-
pcctfully submits, that the sum allowed thereby was n o new con tract 
nor new consideration. For he avers that the Cherok ees never a k ed 
any new favor, grace, or concession ; but al ways stood upon the lett er 
nd spirit of the award, and claimed that, and the stip ulations t o r e-
move and subsist them, contained in the treaty of 1828, and n o more 
an~ ~o less ; in 1850 as in 1836 : and Mr. P oinset t , in deciding (a 
tll'Ci ion ~ffirmed by Congress) that the U uited States ought to remove 
and ubs1 t them, expressly says, that there had been not only no new 
treaty, but no ~r.opositions even entertained for a n ew treaty. 
lh~ut yo ur_ petit10ner, having said this by way of pr otestation against 
conclus10n that he assents to the argument of t h e com mittee r elie 
upon th · d · · ' 
1 eu ecision alone as embodied in the resolution reported by 
I 
icmt, and which resolution, adopted by the Senate became its J0 udo--
1en upon the q t' b . d fi 1 ' o t,ai t th U . ues 10n su m1tte - na and forever conclusive a 
lhci~l' b'f mted States, and estopping them ever again to den v 
I>re 
1
~~e17; ~nd he submits, that it might be unjust to the Senate. 
j1id11ment f ~:t it adopted the reasoning and argument a nd grounds of 
rnent it elf e committee, and so he pleads and relies upon the judg-
\nd he furthe 
''wh th 1represents, that the question submitted to the Senate 'or wa: n e{ t e amount expended for the one year's subsistence 
hould be b 
O P1tperly chargeable to the treaty fund, and wh ether it h· tlcci iono~~\/ the D:iited States or the Cherokee funds ;" and 
ount ( 0 far at ques~rnn was, that, under the circumstances that 
r 1cd'' to th a~ unprovided for by appropriation) " was impr dperly 
n•,rc. of e;t rebty fund. In accordance with which the act of 
Rep . 
0 
Oem er 3o, 1850, (9 Stat. at Large, 556,) appropriated 
· .46-3 
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$189,422 76 "for additional amount of expenses pajd for subsisten0: 
and improperly charged to the treaty fund, under Senate award of 51i 
September 1850 and 11th article of treaty of1846." · 
And he furthe~ represents that that decision was made in favor 0 
the eastern Cherokees, including himself, as well as of those who had 
emigrated, because the former were ~ntitled to receive ~heir propi-! 
share of the balance, to be ascertamed by the account.mg officer.. 
which balance was to be increased or diminished, according as th, 
Senate should decide, one way or the other. And also, that even ir 
the act of 1838 had been, as the Senate committee held it, a new con-
cession, imtead of being, as Mr: Poinsett held_, ~nd a~ Con~ress byi 
action recognized, merely carrymg out the ongrnal mtent10n of tt 
Senate, still it was as much a concettsion to and in favor of him el.' 
and those for whom he petitions here, as for those who decided t 
emigrate. 
He further represents, that tbe accounting officers charged again 1 
tb.e said sum of $6,647,067-for improvements, $1,540,572 27; fo 
ferries, 159,572 12; for spoliations, $264,894 09 ; for removal an~ 
subsistence, $2;823,192 93; for physicians, matrons. &c., $32,003 91 
for government agents, &c., $96,999 42, (which amount the Sena!, 
decided was for improper and extravagant expenditures, and mu tl 
borne by the United States;) for national debts, $18,062 06 ; claiIL 
of United States citizens, $61,073 49 ; compensation of Cherokee com· 
mittee, $22,212 76 ; value of land west of Missouri, $500,000; an: 
amount invested as general fund, $500,880: making in all $6,019,· 
463 05; leaving a balance due the Cherokees, according to the 91 
article of.the treaty of 1846, of $627,603 95 : to which, adding tt 
sum of $96,999 42, rejected as aforesaid by the Senate (the judge i· 
that behalf) as improperly charged, there was found due the Cher, 
kees '724,603 37, and, adding to that $189,422 76, found due~· 
subsi tence account, the aggregate sum to be distributed per capi' 
was fo~_ncl to be $9_1~,626 rn, which was appropriated and paid in 1 sr 
and of 1t your pet1t10ner, and those for whom he appears and pel· 
tion , received their share. 
Your petitio1;1er further.represents, that the provision in the trea 
of 1 2 , by wh1cb. the Umted States were bound to remove and u· 
i, t the herokees who would remove could not be abrocrated a. 
re cincl d, unless by ~h~ consent of both contracting parties ; th~t t' 
award of the enate, 1f 1t had been binding on the Cherokees, d1~ n 
do . o ; am~ that by the letter of that award, which, being entirt-. 
plarn, admitted of no construction tb.e offer made to the Oherok 
wa. im~ly to give them $5,000,000 for their lands, leaving the · 
article of the treaty of 1828 untouched · that when the Cherokt 
waived their strict legal rights to insist ~n the letter of that aw·, 
~ncl of the treaty of 1828, and submitted to the Senate to say whet 
~t l_etter expres ed their intention, and when that body decided 1· 
it cl1~ _o, the~e was a final decision against the United State !l'i 
poliahon claims, removal, and subsi1:1tence · of which decision, t~ 
of ougre. ~ of1838 and of the Senate in 1850 were but reiterall 
and repetitions. 
And so he submits that in the account against the Cherokee,: 
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the treat of 1835-'6, by the accounting officer , v n 
rnade out uncldr b the s!nate committee, it was erroneou t h rrr . 
wh~n correcte 0Jo OOO the amount of spoliations, and. the ,·p n · t a11alll t thed$5,b . 't ce. and he submits that in statmg th account, 
val an su SIS en ' , ld l k t r·mo f $5 000 000 the price of the lands, shou rnv ecn • P the. ut ie ar~te f:om the amounts appropriated for other object · nd_ 
entire Y . Pt that sum should have been charged, only, th ' lu t 
~hat agam:nts and ferries the debts of, and claims again t, th) ,her -:t\: price of the la;d west of Missouri, and th? amount inY ,t d 
th~ general fund of the nation; and .tha~, deductmg t~e only, h 
balance was the proper amount to be dis.tnbuted per capita · that no. 
t of the cbar(l'es for removal and subsistence, or of the nm un t 
~;liation claim~ should have been taken into account; that th · lll· 
pen ation of the Cherokee committee should not have been in llH~ 1. 
because, they being agents employed by the Cl~eroke , th . 111 l 
tates had no right or business to fix and pay their com pen at1 n u.n t. 
if they chose voluntarily to do so, could not demand repaymcn thcr •ot 
from the Cherokees; because the treaty of 1835-' 6 contain •cl n) pr -
vi ion charging th.eir compensation upon the price of the 1 n or pr -
viding for its payment in any way; and becau e it wa, a matter , i th 
which the Eastern Cherokees had no manner of concern, n r wcr th 
crvices of the committee at all rendered to them; and, thcr fi re, th ·ir 
compensation should ·not be charged against the price of the ln.nd , bc-
cau. e, by that means, the Eastern Cherokees would be comp llc<l, in 
part, to pay it; and that the subsistence furnished tho e who h cl 
emigrated, aftm· the first year, was not furnished under, or in con -
quence of any provision of the ti;eaty of 1835-' 6, nor had the Ea tern 
Uherokees anything to do with it, but it was furnish ed to individual 
who had no. power to agree, nor had the nation west any power to 
1'ree, that 1t should be paid out of the price of the land, and o the 
En tern Cherokees be compelled to contribute to the support of per on 
other than themselves. 
b Your petitio~er further represents, that in the account, a made out 
{ the accountmg officers, the amount invested in the general fund i 
. nted to be $500,880, whereas the treaty of 1835-' 6 authorized the 
~ve tment of $500,000 only; and no more couhl, for such inve tment ,·, fndr the 15th. article of the treaty, deducted from the price of 
0
1
~e h '/~ ascertam ~he balance to be divided per capita; and there-
up 'h e c aims that said sum of $880 shall not be charO'ed in makin r 
e acconnt. o 
Your petitione f th ertai th r ur er represents, that the Senate committee t 
f ,·5,6~0 0~0a:_ouI?,t 
still due.the ~ld settlers, deducted from the 'um 
l ~r cal~ul f e items specified m the 15th article of the treaty of 
1 , 26 pe a mg. remoyal and subsistence at $53 33½ a head for 
the Ch:~~ks, mclud~ng also spoliations and the compen ~tion 
1,571,346 55 ~e coi~
11tee; all. which deducted left a balance of 
h old settlers'o~~- Ir of which, or $523,782 18, they allowed 
nd paid them. 0stern Cherokees, and the same was appropriated 
nd the accountin ffi h . 
, of , 627,60S 9~ 
0 thers avi~g found a balance due the Chero-
, e committee added to that the sum of 
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$96,999 31, expenses of agents, &c., improperly charged to th 
Cherokees, and so stated the true balance due the Cherokees to h 
$724,603 37. . 
Then decidir}O' that subsistence was improperly charged againsttb 
treaty fund, they said that the entire e~pense of removal and sub i, 
tence amounted to $2,952,196 26, of which $972,844. 78 was expendec 
for subsistence; that, of that, $172,316 47 was furmshed the Indiaru 
after the :first year, on the understanding that it wa~ to be _deduct&1 
out of the moneys due them under the treaty; deductmg which, thert 
remained $800,528 31 paid for subsistence, and charged to the aggre-
gate fund· that of' this sum, the United States, in 1838, providec 
for the payment of $611,105 55, leaving unprovided for the sum u. 
$189,422 76 improperly charged against the _treaty fund; addinf 
which to the balance of $724,603 37, they obtamed the aggregateu. 
$914,026 13, as due the Cherokees; which um was appropriata 
and paid. 
Your petitioner represents, that these settlements were made upo 
bases which, though incorrect, and greatly to the loss and injuryo 
the old settlers and other parties to the treaty of ~846, had been con, 
sented to by them aU, and so settled the whole matter as far as the; 
were concerned, though they lost largely thereby; but that he, an 
those for whom and himself he petitions, were in nowise bound b, 
their agreements, nor concluded or affected by said settlements; int 
the merits of which, therefore, he does not inquire. 
But, conscious that he and those for whom he now petitions wer 
entitled still to a large amount under the treaty of 1835-' 6, he pe 
tioned Congress for relief in the premises, by petition presented to H 
House of Representatives, and there referred to the Committee o 
lndian Affairs ; basing the claim up@n the settlement made with Ir 
old settlers, as sufficiently favorable to the United States, and supp: 
in g tha~ qongress would be willing to settle with them on that ba,. 
and claimrng thereunder as follows, viz : that the Senate had _foun 
a balance of $1,571,346 55, due upon the basis of the 4th article 
the treaty of 1846, as ?alance of the sum of $5,600,000 appropriat_ 
by the_ treaty of 1835- 6_, and of which they allowed the old settle. 
one-thud; tha.t, deductmg from this balance of $1,571,346 55 t 
s~m of 914,026 13, paid in 1850, and adding $22,212 76, cornpen, 
tion of the Cherokee co.mmittee, and $25,414 09-an am~unt grea:. 
t ban the 600,00~ provided_ for removal and spoliations rn the t~ 
supplemental article, and improperly deducted there was obtain 
70_4,647 16 3:s the balance, of which the ea~tern Cherokees "1 
ent itled to their proportionate share. 
And a _census having been taken in the year 1851 of all the Che; 
kees entitled to share per capita under the treaty of 1846, and. 
whole number, east and west, having been found to be 16,23~,. 
that of the eastern Cherokees 2,133, the above balance to be dtVI 
was, for each of the 16,231 pe~son~, $43 43, or, for the 2,133 ea~' 
Cherokees, 92, 625 19, on which mterest was claimed at 5 per 
per annum, from th~ 12th day of June, 1838, until paid. 
In favor of the claim so stated a report was made by the Hon, ~ 
Caldwell, of North Carolina, fo; payment of principal and inter 
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. was unanimously adopted by the committee ; but i~ not being :i{~~ for reports at that session, the report was not subm1tted to the 
Hou e. h 1 · · th l At the first session of the 33d Congress, t e c aim, m e sam~ s iape 
ain presented to the House, and referred to the Committee on 
Iwa1.agA.rrai'rs· and on the 20th of March, 1854, the Hon. Mr. Grow, Ol ian u, ' • f: f . h . . 1 
from that committee, made a report m avor o payrng t e pnncipa , 
with interest from December 1~, _1852 _; an~ he _o:ffe~ed an amendm~nt 
to the General Indian Appropnat10n Bill, duect~ng its paym~n~, which 
pa ed in Committee of the Whole by a considerable maJonty, but 
was lost in the House. . . 
The claim was afterwards, m the same shape, presented rn the 
nate) and referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs, by whom 
the report of the Hon. Mr. Grow was adopted ; 3:nd the Hon.. ~fr. 
, bastian offered an amendment to the General Indian Appropnat1on 
Bill, for its payment, which the Se?ate unanimously _adopted ; the 
bill was returned to the House, and it refused to concur rn the amen 1-
ment; the Senate insisted on the amendment, and it went to a Com-
mittee of Conference, where it was .finally lost. 
Your petitioner also states, that on the 5th of June, 1854, the Hon. 
Mr. Hunter, chairman of tne Committee of Ways and Means, ad-
dressed a letter to the Secretary of the Interior, asking his opinion as 
to the merits of the claim. That letter was referred to the Commis-
ioner of Indian Affairs for a report, and, on the 20th of the same 
mo~th, the Secretary transmitted the report of the commissioner, in 
wl11ch he dec!ined to express an opinion, on the ground that it might 
be deemed discourteous to the Senate and the Committee on Indian 
Affairs. of the House, both of which had already passed judgment on 
the claim. 
At the 2d session of the same Congress, a supplemental memorial 
wa present~d in the House, and referred to the Committee on Indian 
1~aus, which_, under a_ joint rule, resumed the consideration of the 
c aim as unfims~ed busmess, adopted the former report of the Hon. 
r. Grow, and !~structed him to present it to the House. 
f td your petit10ner herewith :files copies of thP. said memorials, anu 
~ \ e repo:t of the Hon. Mr. Grow, including the Report of Mr. Sen-
! ebast:an, and prays that they may be taken and considered aR 
P rts of this petion. th:~ the_P~titioner furt~er adds,_ that on the 11th of January, 1855 , 
Co ~missioner of Indian A:ffaus gave the Hon. Chairman of the 
r::tte~tof Ways and Means his opinion against this claim, on 
and ba 8. u r~ unt_enable, and an entirely mistaken view of the nature 
Th 8H O t e claim, and of the facts on which it depended. 
heroekee~~se report of 1854 thus states the claim of the Eastern 
Arnount t · b · 
D duct· 0 e$paid under treaty of 1835 -
ions ( 4,028,653 45-$22,212 76) 
- $5,600,000 00 
- 4,006,440 69 
Leaves for per capita distribution -
-------
- $1,593,559 31 
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Brought forward - - . - .- - $1,593,559 31 
·whereof the Cherokees East have received their pro-
portion of - 914,026 13 
Then the committee says that no part of the amount of 
spoliation claims, or expenses of removal, could ~e 
charged to the Cherokees; $600,000 was appropri-
ated for that ; but the amount really was: 
Removals - $360,520 00 
Spoliations - - 264,894 09 
625,414 ·09 
o that there was improperly deducted from the 
5,000,000 
To be divided pe'. cap1'ta 




~.,. o. of Eastern Cherokees, 2,133, or at $43 43 each $92,625 19 
Your petitioner submits that thjs is evidently wrong ; for Congre; 
afterwards agreed that the United States ought to pay, and provided 
for paying of, the above deductions, and for expenses of removal and 
rmb j tence} $1,047,067. Of this amount, the Eastern Cherokeeswert 
equally entitled to their proper share. It went to reduce by so much 
the charges against the price of their land. Therefore, on the princi-
ples of the House report, the account would be stated thus : 
Amount to be paid under treaty of1835 and act of 1838 $6,647,067 00 
eductions as per House report - 4,006,440 69 
Leaves for per capita distribution - -
Afterwards appropriated and distributed -
To be divided per capita 





Whole number entitled, 16,231, or $106 38 each. 
Ko. of Eastern Cherokees, 2,133, at $106 38 each, is $226,898 Si 
=======·= 
But your petitioner does not contend for this because he admits tbs 
the basi of settlement with the old settlers ;ssumed in the treaty~ 
1846, wa no proper basis for a settlement with the Eastern Cheroke 
but proceeded upon views peculiarly applying to the old settlers alon~-
Your petitioner submits, that the Senate and Congress having, 1 
f: vor of the Eastern as well as the Western Cherokees admitted th· 
!iability of_the United States to pay the year's subsisten~e, and havin: 
~n fact paid the ~hole, b~ the payment, first, of $611,16T in 183 
c~nd 1 9,422 76 m 1850, 1t cannot be claimed that any portion ther~. 
!1ould be charged against the $5,000,000, in settling .with your pet:· 
tioner and those whom he represents. 
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·r th subsistence were properly so chargeable, then the account 
But, 1 e 
would stantl thus: _ .. _ - $5 000 000 00 
Price a,<Yreed for land, - ' ' 
P 
bdebts as per preceding account, $2,779,279 94 
roper , a· t $331 
1 b istence 18 026 In ians, a a a 
uhead } ' ... - .. 600,866 66 
Paid id 1850, 914,026 13 
---- 4,294,172 73 
hare of Eastern Cherokees, as 2,133: 16,231, or 
705,387 27 
92,756 42 
0 that, even charging the commutation price for sub i tence to 
the Cherokees, there is due to the Eastern Cherokees an amount a 
little larger than that reported by the House committee; and he ub-
mits that it cannot be disputed, that the Senate, in 1836, at lea t, de-
cided that the expenses of removal and the amount of spoliation claims 
were to be paid by the United States; for they were within tho very 
let,ter of the submission to them by the treaty . 
But he respectfully urges, that the decision also, in fact, included 
the subsistence; and that if it did not, the liability of the United tates 
for that existed under the treaty of 1828, and was decided by the act 
of June, 1838, and by . the judgment and decision of the Senate in 
1850, and by the actual payment thereof by Congress ; and therefore 
he submits that the account with the eastern Cherokees is properly 
tated as follows : 
Purchase money of land in account. 
Price agreed to be paid....................................... $5,000,000 00 
To be debited as follows : 
i· ior imp!ovements ...................... $1,540,572 27 
3
. For fernes ......... ............... ...... .. 159,572 12 
· or debts and claims on the nation 79 135 55 
4. For price of land west of Missouri.. 500:000 00 
5. Invested in national funds............ 500,000 QO 
2,779,279 94 
~~~ance ?ipbrice d_ue up to 1850............................. 2,220,720 06 
n pai Y act of September 30, 1850, (of which 
sum the eastern Cherokees received their share)..... 914,026 13 
till due and to be a· ·a d ( ' 1v1 e , as to them)................ 1,306,693 93 
!t~;e ?mber of persons to share it 16,231, $80 50f0 each. 
each .. 0 eastern Cherokees 2,133, is, at $80 50f
0 ........................... $171 719 29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
And that the U ·t d "' 
removal and b ~1 e States"are still in arrears upon the spoliation 
' su 81stence account, appears as follows : ' 
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Spoliation, removal, and subsistence account. 
Removal, subsistence, and commutation therefor...... $2,823,192 93 
Deduct subsistence after one year....... $172,316 47 
Deduct goods for poor Cherokees....... 2,765 84 
Physicians, matrons, medicines, &c ...................... . 
Spoliation claims ......................................... :·· ... 
Appropriated against this: 
In 1836... ... . . ... .. .. . . . ... .. ..... . .. ......... $600,000 00 
In 1838........................................ 1,047,067 00 
In 1850... ..... .. ...... ... ... ......... ......... 914,626 13 
Balance unapp1opriated ............................ . 






And so your petitioner represents that he, and those for whom he 
petitions, are entitled to receive from the United States, on account 
of the premises aforesaid, the sum of $171,719 29, under the treaties 
of 1828 and 1835, and the supplement of 1836. 
And he further represents, that the twelfth article of the treaty of 
1835 provided that those Cherokees who determined to remain east o! 
the Mississippi should be entitled to receive their due portion of all the 
personal benefits accruing under that treaty, for their claims, im-
provements, and per capita, as soon as an appropriation should be ma<le 
for said treaty. . 
That by the treaty of 1846, it was submitted to the Senate to decide 
"whether the Cherokee nation shall be allowed interest on whatever 
sum may be found to be due the nation, and from what date, and al 
what rate per annum;" upon which submi8sion the Senate decided, 
"that interest) at the rate of five per cent. per annum, should be al-
lowed upon the sums found due the eastern and western Cherokees, 
respectively, from the twelfth day of June, 1838, until paid;" which 




Wherefore the petitioner, for himself and those in like case wit~ 
hi~self, for whom he petitions, prays that this their claim, bein~ by 
this honorable c~urt considere~, it may be by the court her~ decided, 
that they are entitled to be paid by the United States the said sum 01 
$1 ~1, 719 29, with i?-~erest from that date, at the rate of :five per ce0!· 
pei annum, to be ~1v1ded equally among said 2,133 persons or the~ 
p~oper representa!1ves, and that this court may so report to Congres 
with the proper bill to carry said decision and decree into effect. 
JOHNSON K. ROGERS, 
For himself and all other Eastern Oherokea, 
ALBERT PrK.E, 
.Attorney for Petitioner. 
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To the Honorable the Court of Claims. 
The decision of the court in the case of J: K. R?gers and o_thers vs. 
h U 
·t d States turned adversely on a pomt which was relied upon 
t e m e ' · l d b C · th t b tl claimant as an admitted and sett e one y ongress, viz ., a 
/ t~: supplementary articles of 1836, the !J°:ited State~ was bound t! defray the expenses of removal and. spohat10n ; tha~ 1f the sum of 
600 000 named therein was not sufficient, the excess, if any, was not 
rop;rly or legally deductable from ~he ~;e million consider~tion as te price for the '' lands and possess10ns . of the Oher_okee~ ; m proof 
of which, the act of June 12, 1838, was cited as a quahfied mterpreta-
tion by Congress to that. effect. But the court has been ple,~sed_ to 
rule otherwise and decided, " to the extent of that sum, (viz., 
600,000,) "the Unit~d States bec~me bound, but no furt~er< ' But, 
oontinue the court, "1t may be said, and perhaps with Justice, that 
thi did not amount 'to a concession · of right on either side. It was 
doubtless supposed that no further difficulty would arise. But, as 
regards the United States, the most that can be justly urged is, that, 
in view of the impressions of the Cherokees) they so far yielded to 
them as to agree to allow them the additional sum of six hundred 
thousand dollars. There can be no justice or propriety in saying that 
they either did or designed to do more. On the contrary, the very 
fact that they limited the sum conclusively shows that they intended 
thereby to limit the extent of their obligation.'' 
This, as we understand it, is the main foundation on which the de-
cision of the court rests, and takes from us the act of June 12, 1838, 
on which we relied, as a fair and equitable interpretation by· Congress 
of an implied, if not express obligation of the United States, to pay 
th_e expens_es of removal and spoliations beyond the sum of $600,000, 
tipulated m the supplementary articles, should these two expenditures 
amount to more. 
But, as doubts were entertained at the time and are still entertained 
n this point, which doubts "did not amount to a concession of rio-ht 
r1tither side," may we, without doing violence to the treaty, right-
du Y, as to a known and admitted fact that existed before and at the 
~\~ of the treaty of 1835, inq_uirP, what was the questio~ again sub-
m~. !d to the Senate for their consideration and decision bv the 1st :~t lC :- of that tr~aty and the supplement thereto ? A very slight 
truenth to the ~1story of the negotiation will place this subject in its 
th. 
0 ig t, and if we are not very much mistaken we think some-
10g mor ·n b ' Ch k e wi e made to appear than the mere supposition of the 
in :h~ fie f8°P~e, ,, that the sum of five millions of dollars, mentioned 
of,. rsl article of the treaty,'' '' was not intended to include the cost aga~:~~ , 0: !he value of certain claims which many of their people had 
on the ptt '1ze1s qf t!ie United States ; " " but there is no concession ople w: 0 li fie Umted States that the supposition of the Cherokee 
t a q_uesti~ we ounded.'' This, with all due deference to the court, 
tncnt and :1 of fact and not of supposition, as stated in the supple-
or er' then 
1
\ 
8ti8?eptible ~f the clearest proof to the contrary. In 
ho t:eaty ' 0 disco':er with certainty the intention of the makers of 
'may we with propriety go back to that history? Dwaris, 
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on Statutes, page 694, says: "In the ex~osition. of a ~tatute, the lead. 
ing clue to the construction to be made,. 1s the 1~tent10n of the Iegi. 
]ature, and that may be derived from drfferent signs. As a primary 
rule, it is to be collected from the words? when the wo!ds are not ex. 
plicit, it is to be gathered from the oc?as10n and necess;ty of the law, 
being the causes which moved the legislature _to enact 1t _? The sanu 
rule we take it is applicable to the construct10n of treaties." 
I~ order the1~efore to ascertain and determine this fact, we go fir t 
' ' · h Ch k ' 1 to the original proposition submitted by t e ero ee delegation 
February 25, 1835, to the Secretary of War, an extract of which is 81 
follows: 
"We propose, therefore, to meet the proposition of the President 
for an arrangement on the basis of ~ gro~s ~um being paid to our 
nation for its title to all the lands lymg w1thm the charter limits ol 
Georgia, North Carolina, Tenn~ssee, a_nd. Alaba~a,. l_eaving_ to the 
nation all the arrangements for mdemmfymg the md1v1dual rights oi 
its own citizens for their removal and ultimate residence, on the foJ. 
lowing terms, as the general basis, to wit: That the United Stat 
will stipulate to pay to the Cherokee nation east of the Mississippi, 
for a cession of its territory, the gross sum of twenty millions of dol-
lars; and forthwith remove all the white settlers from thatpartoftht 
territory lying within the charter limits of North Carolina, Tennessee, 
and Alabama; and to protect the Cherokees from the operation of the 
State laws, and the exercise of jurisdiction over them, upon the Cher· 
okee territory, for five years, unless the Cherokees shall find it con· 
venient, and will remove voluntarily previous to that time ; and shall 
protect the Cherokee citizens from being turned off from their po 
sessions and improvements within the limits of Georgia during sai~ 
term of years, and to cause such as have been dispossessed under tht 
laws of Georgia, to be restbred forthwith to possession." 
"That the United States shall pay to the Cherokees for all los: . 
sustained by them from the acts of the adjoining States and their c1t1-
zens, in violation of the laws of the United States and treaties su~ 
sis_ti_ng with the Cherokee nation, and an indemnity for all just claim 
ansrng out of the treaties of 1817 and 1819 for reservations of lan~ 
of w~ich they have been deprived, contra;y to provisions of tho. 
treaties? and secure to the Cherokee nation an indemnity for th~ c.on-
tract stipulated with and secured by the treaty of 1819 to the Umca 
Turnpike Company. And, also secure to the Cherokee nation suc
1 
~nnuities and s_chool ~unds as ha~e been stipulated and provided fr 
m former ~reatie~, by mvestment of the same in some profitable stoc~ 
to the credit and mteres~ of the nation.'' -(Doc. No. 286, Ho. of RW 
24th 9ongress, 1st s~s~10n, page 127-'8.) . 
1 This was a proposition for a cession of the Cherokee ternt~q {i 
the gross sum of twenty millions of dollars, and payment add1tio~ 
. for all loss~s from acts of ~he adjoining StateR and their citizens_, st 
compensat10n for reservations of land arising out of the treatie . 
1817 and 1819, &c. The determination of the Cherokees as the latt 
:par_t of ~hese proposals show, was to remove beyond th~ limits a: 
Junschct101!- of the United States, and to purchase a territory fo!· th 
future residence from the government of Mexico. The fact 1s"' 
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to the Cherokee people, and is regarded by them _as part of 
kn~wn. t The terms of cession, however, were considered too 
their his orty.by the President and on February 27, 1835, the tlelega-
extraYagan ' h f' 11 . t : dd ·essed the Secretary of War t e o owmg no e : 
tio~ Haring been inform_ed by Wm. H. Underwood, es9-:, and others, 
that the President considers the. te.rm_s of our propos1t10ns to be too 
extravagant, we beg leave ~o remmd him that he has often re;11arked 
ti the would grant us as liberal terms as the Senate or the fnends of 
t1
1
: Indians wonld be willing to allow. We would, therefore, respect-
f;lly a k that our propositions be submitted to the Senate by the 
Pre ident, in order that the sense of that honorable body may be had 
on them." -(Same Doc. page 129.) 
The request contained in this note to submit the "proposition" of 
the delegation to the Senate, was not a new, or strange one to the 
Pre ident, as he had often remarked to the delegation before, "that 
he would grant (the Cherokees) as liberal terms as the Senate or the 
friends of the Indians would be willing to allow." This latter propo-
ition of the delegation was acceded to by the President, upon one 
condition, and that was, that the delegation would give a written 
1iledge to abide the award of the Senate. This pledge was finally 
given by the delegation in a note addressed to the Secretary of War 
of February 28, 1835, to the following purport: 
"Having submitted a proposition for a final adjustmen:: of our diffi-
culties with the government of the United States, and understanding 
that the President deems it to be too extravagant, we must beg that 
the s.Nbject be referred to the Senate for its s~nse on the question; the 
President having often told us that he was disposed to treat us with 
liberal justice, and that he would go as far as the Senate would allow 
him in regard to money matters.'' 
"We, th~refore, trust that he will adopt this course. Being ex-
tr~mely demons that this unhappy controversy might be speedily 
acl.1_u te_d, and _deeply sensible of our dependent condition, and con-
ndrng m the liberal justice of the United States government, we are 
prepared, so far as we are concerned to abide the award of the sense 
0
{ the American Senate upon our 'proposition, and to recommend 
t 1; ame for the final determination of our nation.'' -(Ibid, page 141.) 
1 tt hus, the ''propositions" of the delegation as contained in their ~ ~bto_ the Secretary of.War of February 25, 1835, being about to 
. mitted by the President to the Senate for that decision as um-
pire and b th r · ' del ' f O par ies agreemg to abide the award of the Senate, the 
whf:ia t~n tl~dught proper to memorialize the Senate on that behalf, 
cc The ~yd i ~arch 3, 1835, an extract of which is here inserted: 
represe t: ersigned, delegates of the Cherokee nation, beg leave to 
m mor!l 
0
~ ~ft! hon?rable body that, since the presentation of the 
1 t, certain eir n~~10n through them, on the 19th day of January 
a o. ba · b P1~posit10ns have been made by them to the Executive ubject~~\l w _ich t~ey were. willi?g to enter into an arrangement, 
difficulties .e rayfi~ation of t~eir nat10n, for a final termination of their 
ho prop;~t~e at1? to their a!fairs. And upon being informed that 
leo-a.tion th ons id not receive the assent of the President, the 
en respectfully requested him, through the War Depart-
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mcnt to submit the same before your honorable body, in order th 
the s~nse of the Senate might be had on them,. inasmuch as he had 
often remarked to the delegation, that he was d1spos~d to treat their 
nation with liberal justice, and that he would go as far as your hon. 
orable body would allow him, in money matters. On the mornin, 
of the 28th ultimo, the delegation, in compliance with a special verbal 
message from the honorable Secretary of War, waited on him in his 
office; and at that intervi_ew, t~e h~nora°?l~ Secretary urged upon 
them the necessitv of their statmg m wntmg to the department 
before their propositions could be submitted by the President, that ' 
far as they were concerned, they would abide the award of the Amer. 
ican Senate upon their propositions, and that they would recommend 
the same for the final determination of their nation. The honorable 
Secretary then left the delegation in his office, to make up their minds 
on the subject, until he would return from a visit to the executive 
department; and upon his return, the delegation had a letter prepared 
to meet his request, and after placing it into his hands, he assured 
the delegation that their propositions would be cheerfully submitted, 
and that the President had expressed himself to be still disposed to 
'go as far as the Senate.' Upon these distinct assurances and un-
derstanding, the delegation took leave of the honorable Secretary."-
(Ibid, page125.) 
This extract is a confirmation of all that has heretofore been stated 
with regard to the fact of the submission by the President of the 
"propositions" of the Cherokee delegation to the arbitrament of the 
Senate. If any doubts, however, existed on this point, those doubt! 
were put at rest by the following extract of a letter of the Secretary 
of War, bearing date March 6, 1835, and addressed to the delegation, 
in which he formally communicates to them the decision of the Senate. 
This decision was in the form of a resolution, and the words in which 
it is written admit of but one construction. 
'' GENTLEMEN : In your letter of the 28th ultimo, you stated your 
readiness to accept for yourselves, and to recommend to the Cher~k~ 
people to accept such a sum for their claims east of the Mississ1pp: 
river as the Senate of the United States might deem just. The Sen· 
ate ~ave, by 3: r~solution, stated as their opinion that "a sum.not fl.· 
ceedin~ five millions of dollars should be paid to the Cherokee Indians/fl 
all, !heir lands <;ind pos~essions east of the Mississippi river.'' 
The President wishes now, as he has al ways done heretofore, u 
treat with _YOU in a spirit of candor as well as liberality. He 1_1111 
therefore directed me to communicate to you, at once, the reso~utioc 
ot: the Senate, and to state his willingness to enter into a negotiatio 
with _Y_ou for the cession of all your claims east of the Mississippi, uPo~ 
cond1t1on that thew hole amount of the consideration to be given sh~~ 
not exceed the above mentioned sum. This you were before !0• 
formed should be done, and the pledge will be redeemed wit 
-fidelity."-(Ibid, pages 142-'3.) 
On the same day (March 6) the delegation responded as follows d' 
"Your: letter of ~his dat~ is received, and we regret that you 
8
1 
:1ot sub~1t for our mfo:r:°:at10n t):ie whole proceedings of the Sen .. 
m relation to the propositions which we had the honor of presenhn-
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·aeration of the President, and which, upon placing into 
or the co;si letter of the 28th ultimo, we were distinctly informed 
your ban s 01durbe cheerfully submitted. To a full and clear under-b you wou z · · Y d' if the entire action of the Senate on our case, we~ aim it as a 
Rian i~y0 'ustice to our nation, that the same should be laid before us: 
matte? 0t Jtherefore respectfully ask the favor of you to have a full 
we mus ' ' W ld 1 b ttanscript of the same made out and sent to us. e wou a so e_g 
1 to inquire whether we are to understand from your commum-e~!en of this date that the five millions of dollars resolved by the 
ca;~te ,, shouuld b; paid to the Oherolcee Indians for all their lands and 
1 
XJssessions east of the Mississippi river,'' as embracing also the ex pen cs 
for transportation and s~bsist_ence in re1;1oval, and for subsistence for 
twelve months after their arrival at their new homes ; for blankets, 
uns &c. or whether that sum is an offer, as really appears from the 
re ol~tion'to be, only for the extinguishment of the Cherokee title to the 
lands east of the Mississippi river, and for the houses and improvements 
of the Cherokee inhabitants situated thereon ; and that the United States 
will, in addition, pay for the expense of transportation and sub ist-
cnce in their removal, &c., the same as have been provided for the 
acneral plan for Cherokee removals, which have been adopted from 
the provisions of the treaty of the 6th of May, 1828, between the 
United States and that portion of the Cherokees residing west of the 
Mi sissippi river; and, also, whether an additional extent of territory 
will be added to the one already laid off for the Cherokees west of 
that river, and of what extent. It is indispensably necessary to can-
dor an.d justice that all these points should be clearly understood on 
both sides ; and 1'.t is utterly'impossible for us to proceed further until we 
do understand them.'' -(Ibid, pages 143-' 4.) 
The delegation, it must be admitted, were in justice and good faith 
much entitled to the benefit of the decision of the umpire as the 
j ccretary of War or the President of the United States, and should 
have. been furnished as requested, with "a full transcript of the pro-
cec~mgs of the Senate" on which the award or resolution was adopted. 
Th~s was not only due to them, to a full understanding "of the entire 
~~ti.on of _the Senate" on their case, but also, as a matter of justice to 
ti ?1r nation, that the same should have been laid before them. That 
1
11
• was not done, is no fault of theirs, as will appear from the fol-
01wmg extract of a letter of the Secretary of War addressed to them 
arch 7, 1835. ' 
u: ~/iTLEM~N _: I have just received your letter of this date. The 
)l' . _ive_ m1~l10ns dollars, which is offered for your claims east of the 
'
0
1t. 1 • 1PP~, will, as I have already informed you be in full for your 
ire cess10n Th 1· t' f . ·11 ' . . re11ard bein · e. ap:p !ca 10n. o 1t w1 be such as you desue, a Just 
rcmo 1 g/ad to md1v1dual rights. Nothing more will be paid for 
you ~~e ~~ll or any other purpose or object vyhatever. In giving to 
all the d vdalue ?f y_our property, the Umted States comply with 
"Tl . ef an 8 of J ust1ce upon them." 
ge 1~~.) ettor closes the intercourse in writing between us." -(Ibid) 
The tatement t · d · 
ni h the del t' con ~me m the above letter, and the refusal to fur-
ega rnn with a transcript of the proceedings of the Senate 
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in their case, together with the threat verbally n:ade by the Secretar 
of ,Var, to negotiate w_ith _anoth~r and unauthorized_ del~gation the' 
pre cnt in the city as md1cated m the protest contamed m the latt 
part of the last letter of the delegation to the Secretary of March 9 
18 5, broke off the negotiation ~n t~ese words : ' 
"And if the department pe1;s1st rn the une~pected _and most extr. 
ordinary cour e which you intimated to us this mormng was about 1, 
be adopted that is, of entering into a treaty with John Ridge and 
other una~thorjzed individuals who are here, for an entire ces io~ 
of the' Cherokee lands, &c., east of the Mississippi river, and providin 
for the application of the money proposed to ?e given for the same, 
the crreat object so earnestly pressed on both sides, for reconciliatina 
and ~estoring harmony and _good f~eling ~f all,. and thereby termina-
tin cr the Cherokee difficulties satisfactorily, will most assuredly ~ 
defeated by your own acts. And) as the duly authorized delegation 
of the Cherokee nation here, we do most solemnly protest against any 
uch arrangements being entered into with those individuals. In 
your letter of the 7th instant, closing all further intercourse in writina 
between us, you distinctly informed us that the application of th 
5,000,000 which is offered for our lands and possessions east of th, 
Mi, :i. sippi river, will be such as we desire-a just regard being had!, 
individual rights. Well, then, if the nation will consent to treatand 
accept of the sum offered, let its own wishes in regard to the appli· 
cati n UC' consulted and adopted-a J1tst regard being had to individual 
'riglits. An<l on the part of the delegati(Jn here, we again repeat, tba 
we are prepared to comply in good faith with every promise which w 
have made to the department on the subject, provided you do the sam 
on your part, and will not throw any obstacles in our way."-(lbid, 
page 145-' 46.) 
It i to be regretted, even at this late period, that the delegation 
wa. not furni hed with a full transcript of the action of the Senate in 
th it ca,'c, by the Secretary of War, as requested by them. Tbisre-
<1ne,t, n~ ~oub~, would have been complied with by the Secretary. 
~Lael tI1e InJnnct10n been removed by the Senate from their procee~· 
ln'" 11! that ca~e. Then, the:e could have been no just cause o~ ther 
part for rcfu mg to enter mto a treaty at that time bv which all 
doubt: would ha_ve been removed as to the true interp;et~tion of th 
two t •rms u ed m the resolution of tho Senate-'' lands and po el· 
si n.s" -:-to ~y nothing of the money that would have been ~aved t 
the nited tat~s, and th~ many, very many evil and devastat1~g_con· 
• ~ prnncc re ·ultmg from 1t to the Cherokee people. But the inJunc· 
h m wa not removed, and has not been, as we are informed, up_t 
the present r~a}'.', Therefore, we are left to infer that the Senate in· 
t ncled_ to do J1:S~ what their resolution says, viz: that "a sum,n · 
excwl,uy f!,ve millions of dollars should be paid to the Cherokee India,· 
for 0 ll iheu· la':lcls and possessions east of the JJ!lississippi river." . 
The ri:1.·olut10n, as reported by the Secretary of War in his letter 
.darch 6, 1 35, to the delegation, and as inserted in the 1st article 
the tr aty of ~835, is _a. correct transcript or copy, as we are tol~l r. 
th0· who are m a pos1t10n most likely to know is all that the Jour· 
nal how. of the proceedings of the Senate on it; adoption. 
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fact be true as stated, there can be no ~oubt a ~ 
If therefore, the t' f the words used in the resolut10n; an lit 
I 1 . nterprcta ion o . l t t' he ega 1 S t of War was wron(J' m tie con rue 1 n 
trikes us that te ecr:h:~ Five millions of> dollar wa the ulti-
hich he pblac_e duptonbe giv~n by the Senate. For what purpo e, we 
t Im aut onze o . ? Tl . . f mat was that sum of money to be given ie an w~r I ~un 
would ask,1 t' ·t elf viz . , , for all the lands and posses ion of the in the reso u ion 1 s ' · · · · · · '' I tl b tl en 
k I d. 8 east of the M1ss1ss1pp1 river. n ie a ence, 1 , Chero ee n ian · l l th · l t w fall roof to the contrary' the delegation me e ng 1 , a w ~ 
~ave £o insist upon the legal interpretation .of those term . ouv1 r 
in hi~ Law Diutionary, says of land: "Tlus term compreh n ~y 
d Sol·1 or earth whatsoever, as meadows, pa ture , wood , wat r , groun ' ' . d fi . t t t 11 hes furze and heath. It has an m e m e ex en upwar • , 
:aJown~ards; therefore land legally includes ~11. hous~ ancl_ th r 
buildinO'S standing or built on it, and whatever 1 m a chr ct lrn e-
tween the surface and the centre of the earth," &c. The m 'anin 0 f 
b th terms are expressed in one, and as "lands and J?Osse ion " (T 
torrether and land being a common law term, Dwans on t. tute , 
1m~e 694, says: "If a statute malrn ~se of ~ word, the men.nit (J' f 
which is well known, and has a certam defimte sen e at the omm n 
law, the word shall be expounded and received in the sen e in which 
it i understood at the common law." 
The Senate having used in their award the terms u lands n.ncl pos-
sessions," and having left no clue or record evidence to show that they 
intended to convey any other meaning than the terms signify, we 
claim the benefit of their legal interpretation to the very letter. Does 
''lands" signify " removal and spoliations," or does "possession. ' in-
clude" subsistence ?" Certainly not. Then we contend that the impli-
catio~ of the Secretary of War t o the contrary was wholly untenable 
nncl inadmissible, and, therefore, his instructions to the com mi , ioners 
wl_10 finally negotiated the treaty of New Echota was given u1 on a 
tut taken supposition, as we shall be able to show by unq_ue tionable 
proof. 
It_is proper here to state, that notwithstanding the letter of the del-
j$atwn of March 5, 1835, to the Secretary of War, protesting acrainst 
11 negotiating with John Ridge and others then present that p~· te t 
va c1· d d ' ' ~I h regar e , and a treaty concluded with them on the 14th day of 
n ~:cO' t l835, and sent out to the nation for ratification. Accompa-
,} o 
1
heJtreaty was an address or talk to the Cherokee people from 
e,~~;~ ackson himself, in which he says: 
ran"emce~~b~le subject has bee_n taken into consideration, and an ar-
entirel a . as been made which ought to be, and I trn t will be, 
iven fha· tisf~c~ory to you. The Senate of the United States have 
in ured t~r opm~on of the value of your possessions, and this value is 
John oss ~:~ m the arrangement which has been prepared. l\1r . 
ination t the party who were with him, expressed their deter-
nate mig1t~~ep\ as far as they were concerned, such a sum a, the 
the. ame in nsi er Just, and promised to recommend and upport 
in trurnent fr0~ g~meral council. The stipulations contained in this 
rnake aclequa/ esi~n_ed to afford due protection to private right to 
e provision for the poorer clasaes of your people, to pro-
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vide for the removal of all, .and to lay the foundatio~ of such soc· 
and political establishments rn your new country as will render you 
happy and prosperous pe0ple. Why, th~n, should any honest ni.i-
among you object to r.emoval? Th~ Umted States ~ave assigned 
you a fertile. and exte~s1ve country, with a very fine climate "~dapt · 
to your habits, and with all the other natural advantages which y, 
ought to desire or expect.'' . . . . · 
"I shall, in the course of a short time, appornt commiss10ners fi: 
the purpose of meeting the whole body .of your people in council 
They will explain to you more fully my views, and the nature of tl, 
stipulations which are offered to you." 
"These stipulations provide-
" 1st. For an addition to the country already assigned to you we. 
of the Mississippi, and for the conveyance of the whole of it by patent. 
in fee simple, and also for the security of the necessary political righb 
and for preventing white persons from trespassing upon you." 
"2d. For the payment of the full value to each individual of h:, 
posse ion in Georgia, Alabama, North Carolina, and Tennessee." 
"3d. For the removal, at the expense of the United States, of yon• 
whole people; for their subsistence for a year after their arrival i 
their new country, and for a gratuity of one hundred and fifty dolln 
to each person."-(Doc. 286, pages 43-'4, 24th Congress, 1st session. 
Ho. of Reps.) 
:Now, General Jackson either designed to do what he said he woul. 
d , or he intended to practice a fraud. We know he is dead, but h:, 
language lives, and who is bold enough at the present day to say th"· 
he designed or intended the latter, where he promised the former 
No one: we presume, would pretend to say so; and his words we. 
stated just as they appear, by his commissioners through their inter· 
preter, to the Cherokee people assembled, and they so understood the~. 
Th~t the Sen.ate intended to give the five millions of dollars named r 
their re ·olution, for the "lands and possessions" of the Cheroke 
there can be but little doubt. The fact will be made apparent by 
letter addressed to the President by three senators who voted for tt 
resolntion in executive session. This letter we shall have occasion 
notice more particularly when we come to consider the supplementJlr. 
article of the treaty . 
. In co~pliance with the promise of the President to appoint comm~ 
10ner · for the purpose of meeting the "whole body" of the Cherok·• 
people "in coun_cil," said commissioners were appointed, as thc_f. 
lowrng letter of mstruction from the Secretary of War, dated April~ 
1835, and ad~lr~sseu to Rev. John F. Schermerhorn, Utica, New Yor 
and ov. Wilham Carroll, Nashville, Tennessee, will show: 
"GE~T~EMEN : I have th_e ~onor to inform you that the \reside~. 
has. appornted you comm1ss1oners to negotiate with the Oherok 
Indian east of the Mi sissippi river. 
A copy of the ar~angement recently made between some individua 
f the her_okee tnbe and Mr. Schermerhorn is herewith enclo 
roge!her with copies of certain other papers, which may be useful 
you m t~ie performance of your duties. I enclose also the addre 
the pre 1clent of the Cherokee people, which you will cause to be r 
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·1 and enforce by such topics as may occur t 
them in open counc1 ' 
11. f the importance of removing th~se Indian , a_nd 
You are. aware e~1erall with the history of our mterco~u e_ with 
re ac~uarn}ej g ff, rts ~hich have been made for the termrna.t1 n f 
h m. andlo. ~e e i-ch they have been placed. I need not, ther fore 
th. d1fficu ties m w I • 
I ,re upon these subJ€cts. . 1 h P . 




1ZJ~0 offer to the Indians, and he is de~ir u that ~.he 
dent k p le should l:i,ssent to this arrangement without m krn cr 
Oheroh ee peeo1·np its stipulations. Still, however' he would n t object to 
nr c ang · 1 b th l 1 · h u~h alterations as might be dee_me~ essent~ h t dem, a~c. 
1 
~ u c 
onld not conflict with those pr~nc1~les wl ic d e t ee rnt d I~~ i_ p nI-
Lle to a proper settlement of this diffi?l: t an pro ra~ e amtu: . 
hall proceed to state to you those c?n~it10_n~, fr?m w luch the ~1 .e 1-
dcnt will not depart. Within _these limits, 1f it will t end to c nc1l_1at 
the Indians, and to insure their assent to a treaty, you are a th nied 
to make uch changes as you may deem proper and a they m, y l -
mand. 
The enate have, by resolution, stated it as their opinion, ' t hat 
nm not exceeding five millions of dollars ($5,000,000) might probably 
be allowed to these Indians for the cession of their entire claim east of 
thdfi issippi river." · 
With all drre deference to the Secretary of War, we beg to ay ther 
re no such words as" probable" and '·claims" in the resolution of the 
·n te; aud we have italicised them to indicate the fact. The re o-
lu ion, a communicated by the Secretary of War, in his letter of 
~rch 6, 1835, to the Cherokee delegation, and as inserted in the 1 t 
rticle of the treaty of 1835, is in these words, viz: " That a sum not 
~c cding five millions of dollars shall be paid to the Cherokee In-
di n for all their '' lands and possessions'' east of the Mississippi river. 
Hoiv "lands" and "possessions" can be construed or even tortured to 
m ·~n, "rt:ight probably be allowed to these Indians for the cession of their 
ti,.e cl~ims _east," we leave it for the Secretary of War and those who 
r~e witli. hn?- to sho_w. We know of no rule, either legal or arbi-r~?' that will admit ?f such construction. The President, in hi 
_t~.the Cherokees, m sp~aking of the resolution of the Senate, 
1Y ; 1 
Th~ Senate of the Umted States have given their opinion of 
r 
1 
1\~0 ot your possessions;'' thus showing that he understood the ~r~k:: t the ~enate differently ; and the original proposition of the 
n t elega~10n of February 25, 1835, on which the action of the 
ione wII predicate~, d0es not warrant or justify such an internre-
L J:ll t'fio,d~ ,? then, is the remainder of the Secretary's instructions 
• • 1 e He says: 
Prior to the d · · f · . 
r v wh a op~wn ~ t~ns resolut10n, Mr. John Ross and his 
th~ dec~sfo~eo}~tn ~ this city, ~vow~d their determination to abide 
I eration as that bed ena~e on this pomt, and to accept such a con-
o vcr had t d O Y might deem reasonable. After the Senate 
·ould no/c: ~pon the matter, that party declined acquiescence ' 
'o. Amon~~hr mto an arrangement, as they had before promised 
0 1 
e papers enclosed to you) you will find those neces-
p. 0. 0. 46-4 
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sary to a full knowledge of this affair. You wil_l, the:efore, under· 
circumstances, increase the amount of the con_s1derat10n to be give-
If however, the Indians should prefer to receive the whole amou. 
vi~ : five millions of dollars, in lieu of t~~ sum of four million fi 
hundred thousand dollars, and of the additional tract west of theM 
8issippi, estimated at eight ~undred thousand 3:cres, you ~reatliber 
to give them the whole sum m money, and to withhold this addition 
tract.'' 
We have already shown the difference in phraseology and meani. 
of the resolution actually passed by the Senate, and the termB used~ 
the Recretary of War in his instructions to. the commissioners, pu· 
porting to give the meaning of that ~esolut10n .. The terms "Zan~ 
and "possessions," as remarked, will not admit of the constructi, 
attempted to be put upon them by the Secretary, without doingri 
lence to their plain common-sense meaning, to say nothing of the 
legal signification. Neither will the original proposition of the del 
gation authorize such a construction. The proposal was for aces i1· 
oi the Cherokee territory east of the Mississippi river, for the gr 
sum of twenty millions of dollars ; leaving to the nation all the · 
rangements for indemnifying the individual rights of its own citizen· 
for their rem oval and ultimate residence, &c.; and) in addition to th1-
that the United States should pay the Cherokees for all losses 1 
tained by them from the acts of the adjoining States and their citizen• 
in violation of the laws of the United States and treaties subsistit. 
with the Cherokee nation, and all just claims arising out of the trt 
ties of 1817 and 1819 for reservations of land, &c. This was I 
substance of the proposal submitted by the delegation to the , ec 
tary, and declined by the President) on account of their extravagan,. 
but which, upon agreement, was finally submitted by the Presid~ 
for the arbitrament of the Senate,-the delegation agreeing to ab 
the a~ard of t~e Senate en their proposition) and to r ecomm~n_d t 
same for the :final determination of their "nation. " The dec1s100 
the Senate fe ll far short of twenty millions of dollars, and author!1 
only the payment of one-third of that sum to the Cherokee nati, 
When the result of the decision of the Senate was communicat~ 
the delegation by the Secretary of War, they did not decline acqu 
cence, as stated by him in his instructions to the commissioner, 
si~ply s~ated that '' to a full and clear understanding of the en) 
a_ct10n of tl:e Sen~te on their case, they claimed it as a matter of J 
t1ce to theu nat10n, that the same should be laid before tbern; 8 
respectfully asked the favor of having a full transcript of the ,'. 
made out and sent to them." They also further requested to bi 
for_med wbether the five J?illions resolved by the Senate "s~ould 
paid to t?e . C~er?k~e Indians for all their lands and posseRSlO~ 
of the _Mississippi ~iver/' ." as embracing also the expenses, of tr, 
portat1on and subsistence m removal and for subsistence for tll" 
months after their arrival at their nevJ homes for blankets, gun ° 
or whether that sum is an offer as really appears from the resol 
to be, on~y (o~ th~ extinguishment of the Oherolcee title to the la1nd,• 
~/ the _Mi.ssi8sippi , and /or the houses and improvements of the C/tet 
1,nhabitant8 situated thereon ? '' 
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nded · "The sum of $5 000,000 will, a· 
To this thedSeo:e}ar~;:spyoou b~ in full for you; entire ce i n. 
I have alria Y ~f1 ~ paid fo~ removal or for any other purpo e r 
\ithing more w1Th.e letter closes t·he intercourse in writincr between 
b' t whatever is h fi t t d ~~ We need not recapitulate what we have ereto ore } 
'h· ult of this correspondence. . . . 
e ~: main question to be considered now 1s, wluoh of t~e pa:t1 
T t 1·n their interpretation of the sense and meamng of the ere correc · cl ttl tl 
n: olution of the Senate. fo order t_o _deterr L~e an 3~ • e ~e qn d -
tion fairly, we must go to the propos1t1~ns o. t ~ com;n;f 10ne1 f1~
1 
e 
to the Cherokee p~ople in coun~1l, their reJect1?n o 1em, a~1 .. 10 
final negotiation of the treaty of New Echo ta of 1835 hy a mmo11ty 
of the people. . . f 
n the 17th of October, 1835, the comm1ss10ner on the p~rt o the 
t;nited tates addressed proposals of a _treat~ '' to the chiefs,. head 
m ,i, and warriors of the Cherokee Indians in general council a -
,.11wlecl" from which we make one or two extracts: 
"'l.'h~ commissioner has also to observe, for the information 0f the 
eneral council, that the Cherokee delegation who visited Wa hing-
ton lat winter, consisting of Messrs. John Ross, R. Taylor, vVm. 
HoO'er, Daniel McCoy, and Samuel Gunter, who were authorize by 
full power of attorney, as your agents, to settle all your difficultie 
with the United States, and enter into a treaty for the cession of y ur 
·hole country, did agree to sell the same to the United State for 
nch a sum as the Senate of the United States should award. The 
'•nate fixed the price at five millions, and when the President called 
upon them, through the Secretary of War, to submit propositions a 
the manner in which they wished this amount paid and disposed 
of, for the purpose of embracing the same in a treaty, they declined, 
~uul proposed that this matter should be referred to the Cherokee nation 
111 general council, to deliberate and determine on the subject, in order to 
J>l'~duc~ harmo~y and good feeling among themselves, and to prevent any 
,yustimputatwns or preJudices against themselves or others. 
'h' 1 hould there be ~nr impo:tant points of difference between the 
I crokees and comm1ss10ners m reo-ard to the award ol' the Senate t i,•y ca b . l d d . o ~ ' h,, ~ e 1~c u e rn a separate and conditional article, by which 
JI 
!fl dwill a~ain. be brought be/ ore the President and Senate for their n,, etermination. 
' The co · · h h 1 mm
1ss10ners, t erefore, wish to know distinctly whether 
i//eop ~- of_the Cherokee nation, at this general council, will enter 
I r an gocliadtibons for a treaty on the basis of the five millions of dol-w·u e th S · iz l with f Ii e enate, and which your delegation, duly author-
r 11 on ~h t~ power of attorney, agree for themselves to accept, and 
tr 0f y ei~ Prple to close their difficulties with the United Stat es by 
lbi1l, p~::a ~5~ ~~ fi? are determined to do nothing on the subJect.'' 
h an wer of th Oh k . 
: We th e ero ee people to the above is as follows : 
I u0' lLer!leopr of the Cherokee nation in general council assem-
~ tl five miz1' 80 eifnly protest against selling our country on the bas-is 
pprove 0/~:io dfillars, and w_ill never sanction any such treaty. 
con rm the nommation and appointment of John 
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Ro , principal chief, !nd others name~) as our re~resentative 
the United 8tates government; also, of t~e powers rn them ve. 
under the resolutions of the g~n~ral co~nc_il annexed; and we UL 
with the committee and council m for b1ddrng any delegation to tr. 
with the general government of the United States of North Amerir. 
excepting the delegation now_ formally and openly confirmed by: 
the people of the Cherokee nation. . . 
"Given nn<ler our hands at the ~~t10na~ council ground at R 
Clay, this 24th day of October, 1835. (Ibid, page 80.) 
On the 27th of October, 1835, Mr. Ross mforms the commissioner 
" ir: By a resolution passe~ yesterday, (O?to?er 26,) I am :· 
structed by the national comm1ttee and_ ?ounc1l,. m. genei:al couo 
convened, to acquaint you that twenty citizens of this _nat10n, non 
nated by the people in open assembly, and by them publicly appoint 
a, a delegation, ful~y empowered to treat finally ~ith the _general g\ 
ernment of the Umted 8tates, here or at Washmgton city, are n, 
ready t o meet any commissioner upon the subject who can prodc 
adequate credentials. If, therefore, you desire to communicate in r 
fa.tion to this matter, I, as one of the delegation thus appointed, a 
prepared to give notice of any interview for that purpose between ye 
my a. ociates, and myself, in the committee-room, at any hour wh: 
may best suit your convenience.'' 
On the same day, (October 27,) the commissioner respond 
"Gentlemen: In answer to your communication of this morninu1 
a urc you I will meet you with much pleasure, at your commit· 
room, at 3 o'clock p. m. to-day, as the commissioner on the part 
the United States to treat with the Cherokees east." 
From the proposals of the commissioner submitted to the delt; 
tion at this interview, it is only necessary for our purpose to m 
but a single extract : 
"But whereas a question has arisen between the commissioner a 
the agents of the Cherokee nation, whether the Senate of the Uni· 
States intended to include in the award, also the ;'ust claims of 
Cherokee people against the United States, or the price of tlieb 
only , it is therefore agreed that that matter shall be again referrei 
the Senate for their determination; and in case the claims were nri. 
tended to be included, then, in addition to the five millions, there ~ 
be allowed --- dollars for claims · but if the Senate shall 
allow this additional amount, it shall' not invalidate this treat~ 
(Ibid, pages 87 and 88.) 
From the reply of the delegation of the 28th October, 1835, to' 
J)roposals o!' ~he commi~sioner, a single extract will suffice: "B 
u~on exammrng the articles you have submitted to them as the 
ot _the treaty you have_ to propose, they can find in them no real r 
abon from those agamst which the Cherokee nation have alr. 
openly and formally_protested. It is true you offer to inse:t an 8 
t10nal clause, allowrng a consideration for 'the just clauns ? 
herokee people.' But this is only conditional. You make 11 
P nd~nt upon the approval of the Senate who may disapprove, . .-
weo, mdeed, by the explanation we have durselves received in wn 
from the ecretary of War, are sure to disapprove. And you . 
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. our~elf nor even the President can pledge your cl :e 
t ~e1ther Y th" change without the sauction of the Senate . -
r tl11 or any o er ' 
lb. I pages 90-91. · · 1· d " G tl en · I 11 
29 th October the comm1ss10ner rep 10 : en. m_ · 
• 
0 ~h~ eived your' communication of yest~rday, A.nd 1t w11l r -
ha~c J~m:~f me to answer it, which I shall do with pleasure. 1_1a c 
qu
1
trc t request your delegation to meet me at your comrnitk 
0 y now o , 1 k , , m to-morrow morning, at 10 o c oc a. m. . 
r O th same day (October 29) the delegatio~ replied , through J ol r1 
R -~ to ~he commissioner: "Sir: The dele~a~10n have made c _rranrr ~ 
t to depart in order to prepare for their Journey to Wa lnngt n , 
bi,tit will give 'me great pleasure to meet yon to-morrow at th hour 
011 de ire."-Ibid) page 92. . . . 
At this interview the commissi?ner was mo;e s:pec1:fic ~n _111 1 r -
po,al, without, howe~e_r, enlargm~. the ~,as1s of neo-otmtlou ~nd 
"ain renews the provisional propos1t10n: But whereas a que't1 n 
h ari en between the commissioner and the agent of the h r k e 
nat ion whether the Senate of the United States intended to in lude in 
th, award, also the Just claims of the Cherokee people agai n t th 
Gnited States, or the price of land only, it is therefore agreed that that 
alter shall again be referred to the Senate for their determinat ion, 
n<l, in case the claims were not intended to be included, then, in addi-
tion to the $5,000,000, there shall be allowed --- for claim ; but 
if tl,e Senate shall not allow this additional amount, it shall not invali-
lle this treaty.''-lbid, page 94. 
On the 30th of the same month, the commissioner informs ]\fr. Ro 
hat" the commissioners are instructed to convene a council at ew 
t:chota at such time as they think best, and Governor Carroll has re-
nc. tccl and authorized me to call said council when I deem mo t 
xp·~ient. You are) therefore) hereby notified that the com mi ~ion-
r w_ill meet the Cherokee people in general council on the third l\Ion-
y m_ December next; and you are requeRted to assemble the people 
.co
1
rchngly, for the purpose of negotiatin a- and concluding a treaty 
·it I the United States "-Ibid pao-e 93 b 
'fo th b • ' o ' 
e a ove the delegation replied on the 31st of October, 1835: 
y1:: ~;/ru~tt~r your last commur:ic~tion in writing, nor ~hat which 
riew m t ·\i on~r to accompany 1t m person, appear to d1sclo e any 
r ly 1 a·tt Y drfferent in fact from those upon which we have al-
r ti< ecii- e , although there may be some difference in form '\Ve 
' ie1e10re compelled . 
D ,1 'r m t b . once wore to aRsure you that our former 
ll!ltch u le cons
1dered as final; and our arrangements requirin rr 
. , we 1ave closed · t' d 1 · 0 further b · . um r:iee mg as a e egat10n, and sball do 
. usmess until we arnve at Washington." -Ibid, pages 99, 
Thu terminated th · · 
' lly con tituted a e nets?tiatrnn betw~en the commissioner and the 
I t o the Che k nth0nties of the nation; and the only alternative 
. in or the ba;0
0 
eet heop~e to save themselves from expulsion at the 
· Echota at :e / t e 8t~tes, was to meet the commissioners at 
r y that could ·o i~e _designated, and make the best and only 
e O tamed from them under the circum tances. 
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Cnnseqnently, a minority, and a ba_re minority, met the commi i 
er. at that place, and finally negotiated the m~morable treaty of 11 
29th of December, 1835. By reference to theJour?-al of the counc" 
it will be seen that the treaty was not to be submitted to the en,i· 
until after the fact was_ fully ascerta~ned with regard to the paymt: 
of claims, as the fol1owrng extract will show: 
"December 28, 1835. The council ass~m bled at the council-hon 
and, in the absence of Mr. Gunter, appomted Johnson Rogers clia> 
man. • 
" The committee reported that they h_ad carefully e?Ca~ined the 1,r. 
positions for a treaty, and co~fe:red w1~h the comm1~s10ne_r on son. 
voint. of difference as to spolia_t10n claim~, pre-empt10n nghts, at 
re ervations under former treaties. And it was agreed by the comm·. 
sioner that there should be a certainty on the sub;ject of claims, before/I 
treaty was submitted to th.e Senate. And) also, that a co~mittee shoul 
be appointed of the Cherokee people to recommend smtable per O:· 
for pre-emption privileges, and to transact and settle all the bu inl· 
of the nation under this treaty with the United States." -Doc. N, 
286, p. 113. 
The treflty was formally signed on the 29th; the first article co:.· 
tainincr a provision that the question of claims shonld be again u-
mitted to the Senate for their consideration and decision. In orde· 
therefor~, to ascertain with certainty the question that was again 
be ubmitted to the Senate, it became necessary to show, not onl 
liow the matter of arbitrament was first. brought before the Senah 
but al o to give the conternporaneons history of the negotiation oft 
treaty, based as it was on the resolution or award of the Senate. n 
duty has been can•fnlly and faithfully performed, and there can be .. 
·eem . to u , but little difference of opinion, if Ei.ny, as to what t. 
que t1on was that was again to be submitted to the Senate. T. 
original propositions of the delegation that were before the Sena' 
~·h ·~ the re, olution was adopted; the language of the resoluti, 
1t. elf_ ·. the addre. s of General Jackson to the Cherokee people, R 
vrov1 'IOna] artic]~s inserted in the proposals of the com~issio~er~ · 
!1 ·at, to sn.y nothrng_ at present of the agreement contarned m I 
J0 ~1rnal of _the couuc:11 who negotiated the treaty-all goes to pn 
intli imerring certafrity the question that was ayain submitted to 1 
> enate. 
pav_iiw _tatecl tha~ the resolution as reported by the Sec1:etary. 
' ' ~r, in Ju. letter ot March 6, 1835, to the Cherokee delegat10~, a. 
a, rn. ert ,c} m the first art_icle of the treaty, is a correct transcnpt 
copy, and the~ enate havmo- left no clue or record evidence to h 
that th_ 'Y in~en~l~cl to con vet any other meaning than the term, of 
r '· olntwn igmty, we shall claim the full benefit of their legal 
tcrpretatio1;1 ; ~his we n~W: do to the very letter, upon the gro~nd .1•_ 
th: re:·olut10n ! the dec:s10n o_f th~ Senate on the question of arb1~· 
meut' and aid re olut10n bemg inserted in the treaty' nece a .. 
beco!ne · part and parcel of it, if not the very treaty itself, and 1 
J>arti . a.re bound by its terms. 
Tlic agreement of the commissioner (as the journal of the c?ur 
sh \ wa , that there should first '' be a eertainty on the subJe 
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b 'tt d to the Senate" for ratifi c tion. th treaty was su mi e . . . h· l 
aims before e" int " to be ascertained? The InJUUCt~ n . • t 
How was that d c;rta the proceedings of the Senate ; ancl l hem (J' 
ot been remove ro~ to be submitted until the fact wa known it 
impo ible for t~!s~:l\hat a statement from some of the s~nat r ~r h 
a finally sugb 1 t' in executive 3ession would be q mte a md-
r ,ted for the re~o u i~nf the question were aO'ain referred' and f rm 11 ~ 
. the parties as 1 b • 1 · 0 10 11 on h S t The suggestion was acqme cec m ; c -
decided byn\te ~i~tdav of February, 1835, three o1 the '~n t r 
quentlyt ~ for the resol~tion, viz: Messrs. Cuthbert and _I 1 , f 
who ~o e d Mr King of Alabama, addressed the r 1 nt the 
Georgia, an · , 
(111lowing note : 
, To the President of the United States : . . . 
"We have no hesitation in stating it to be our 11npre 21 n u, th t 
the enate of the United States did not intend that the allozcan e for 
poliations or the expenses of removal should be deducte l from the amou_nt 
of five millions recummended to be qffered to _tl~e Cherokee a the n_ce 
of theirterritory. It is also our confident opm1on that the en ~ :will 
readily add six hundred thousand dollars to the sum of five 1 1lh n 
to meet these two expenditures. 
"With the greatest respect, 
"FEBRUARY 29, 1836." 
"A. CUTHBERT, 
"JOHN P. KIN , 
'' WILLIAM R. I ING. 
This letter and the instructions of the Secretary of War to the 
commissioners, were obtained from the executive clerk of the Senate, 
copie of which are herewith submitted. 
The opinion thus ~xpressed and adopted was clearly in favor of the 
construction insisted upon by the Cherokees, and against that at-
tempted_ to be enforced by the Secretary of War and those acting 
u_nder him, and settled all doubts as to what was the true interpreta-
~ion of the term" used in the resolution-" lands and po e ion ' -
~favor of the Indians: The question being thus definite! r • ettled, 
t:t supplementary articles were added-not upon the pnnc1pl as 
j in the 2d article: '' Whereas the Cherokee people have up-
po, e that the sum of $5,0( O 000 '' for that question wa no lono-er a 
uppo abl b ' ' b Ch k e one, ut was a settled and fixed fact in favor of the 
th :r011 ees, "that the Senate of the United States did not intend that c a owance fo r t' h f 1 l 1 d b deducted f r spo ia ions ,,,or t e expenses o remova 10u e 
h h rom the amount of $<>,000 000 recommended to be offered to 
t -1 .erokees as the price oif their t;rritory " The $5 000 000 then ~· ng intend d b l · ' ' ' ' o,dy th e Y t 1e Senate " as the price of the Cherokee territory" 
r m~rke~l ecr~tary of War and those under him, as we have before 
r pu11nant :e~e not onl~ wrong in attempting to force a con truction 
but the co O ~e _ legal mterpretation of the words in the resolution, 
u1 m the ::1:s10ner w_as_ also guilty of perpetrating a r1:ro s fraud 
Pr· iclent b . que~t opimon of those senators as expressed to the 
they n~w~t~~~o£mg on th~ 9herokees the supplementary articles 
, or that opm10n; for we unhesitatingly state, now 
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and forever, t1 1at their letter was never e_xhibit_ed to the Cherokee : 
the commissioner and they neYer saw it until years afterward . 
the printed docu~ents of the Renate. If_ the~ had seen. it previo~: 
to entering into the supplement, one article u~tead of three wou 
have been quite sufficient to cover ~hat those senators state in ti 
conclusion of that letter, viz: "It 1s also our co di dent opinion th· 
the Senate will readily add six hundred thousand dollars to the u 
of five millions to meet these two expenditures.'' That this letter w 
before the Senate at the time they ratified the treaty and supplement 
is apparent from the fact of its being found among the printed doc·. 
ments of that body. How does its language correspond with thr 
used in the 3d article of the supplement? By placing the two i. 
juxtaposition, there can be no difficulty in discovering a wilful mi, 
re:p"esentation on the part of the commissioner, by lugging into sa: 
article objects foreign to the letter. Why add, "and all claim 
every nature and description against the government of the Unik 
States not herein otherwise expressly provided for, and to be in lie 
of the said reservations and pre-emptions;" when he must bar 
known the $600,000 was intended to meet two expenditures only, viz 
spoliations and the expenses of removal? 
Is it not clear, therefore, if $600,000 was not sufficient to core: 
poliations and the expenses of removal, the excess, if any, could n,· 
be "deditcted" from the five millions authorized by the resolution o 
the enate to be given to the Cherokees "as the price of their terr, 
toryl" It was, it is true, an addition to that sum; but the additi1 • 
did not release the responsibility of the United States to pay more,u 
the two objects to be accomplished by it amounted to more tha_ 
600,000, inasmuch as the Senate did not intend that that expend1· 
ture hould be deducted from the five millions at all. Such evident], 
was the opinion of the senators to whom the question was submitlt 1 
and their opinions not being questioned or denied by the Senate ~fte:· 
wa~d , we are upon every principle of justice and good consciem 
e~titled to the full benefit of it, as a settlement of the contested qui:' 
t10n hy the enate in favor of the Cherokees . 
. I~avin~ thus shown, by the contemporaneous history of the n_e"· 
trn.t10n ?t the treaty of_1835, what question was again to be su?m1tt• 
to the• ~n~te, and havmg shown how and by whom that queHti~n ~-
·ettl •cl it~ . needful now to inquire whether the opinion was a JU ti; 
abl~ e~po 1t1on of the intention of the Senate. And in order to~ 
0 ,.1~ 1 _only ~ecessary to refer to the proceedings of the Senate ont. 
rat1!1cation ,..of the treaty and supplement. 
n the th day of March, 1836, the President sent the followin. 
mes age: 
<'To the Senate of the United States: 
'.' 1 ubmit to the Senate, for their advice and consent as to the ratifi· 
cation of_ the same, the treaty and the supplement to it recently con-
cluded w~th the Cherokee Indians. The papers referred to in the . 
c mp~ny1~g co~munication from the Secretary of War, as nece i 
to a iull view of the whole subject, are all herewith submitted. ,, 
"ANDREW JACKSON, 
( enate Journal, 1st session 24th Congress, p. 570.) 
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h 23
d day of May following, the Senate passed this re o-
Anrl on t e 
lution : d (t -thirds of the senators present concurring,) Th t 
·Resolve_1' dw? and consent to the ratification of the treaty be-. , ate no a vise , I d. 
tic' en United States of America and the Cherokee n ia~ ' con-
tivcen th~ New Echota the 29th December, 1835, together with ~he 
clutleld a tary articles thereto, dated the ] st day of March, 1 3 , with 
upp emen · ,, 
the following amendments. 
( enate Journal, same session and Congr_ess, p . . 575.) . 
w ome now to consider the only quest10n of importance at i u 
. e c se . and as we have seen the Senate did not intend that the 
10 our ca , , ' 1 ld b d d d allowance for spoliat1'.on8 or ~h~ expenses of removal s,wu ~ e 'U,Cte 
}'on the amount of five millions recommended to be o:ffeied t ~he 
Ch~rokees "as the price of their territory," and the $60~, 000 not .. m 
ufficient for "these two expenditures," we wo~ld a k, m tl~ _mt_ f 
fair and honorable dealing, how could the Urnted State with JU tic 
or propriety come back to the five millions and deduct ther fr m the 
execs? The same can be said with regard to ub i tenc a th 
term used in the resolution of the Senate do not admit f , ny 
other construction. Thus the treaty was "invalidated" by the ad iti n 
ol the supplement, and the items of spoliation, removal, and nb i t nc , 
named in the 15th article as being deductable, were not to be deducted, 
Lut were abrogated, just as much as if an article had been in erted fi r 
that purpose-the effect being the same by implication and con truction . 
We insist, then, that the Secretary of War, Mr. P oinsett, and on-
gre were right in recommending and passing the act of June 12 
1 3 ,_by which a million and forty-seven thouaand dollars was ap -
propriated "in full for all objects specified in the 3d article of the 
trcat1 of 1836, between the United States and the Cherokees, and fo r 
tho further object of aiding in the subsistence of the Indians for one 
year af~er ~heir removal west.'' The act was only carrying in to effect 
n. obhgat10n of the government, and therefore the legislation was 
tctly legal, and not_a gr~tui~y, as has generally been supposed. The 
act presented certamly Justify such a conclusion. These facts too 
were 1 th · ' ' t' n e possession of the Secretary of War and Oongre s at the te tli~ ~ct was pass~d ; and may we not with perfect propriety venture 
/~ ?1~~r, by saymg, l~ad_ th~se facts been in the possession of the 
hn!.: ;/ 1 ~-~hey were adJud1catmg the case, would not their decision 
lmvc een t 1 erent? We humbly trust s0 ; and the only excu e we 
r 1
1
·f, nowl O offer for not presenting them previously was the strict 
.nee p aced on th f' 'd ' m nt to >a th e a oresa1 ac~, of_ the obligations of the govern-
/lr,t ( lt. Y e excess, and considermg, as we had a right to that 
inc iun was th b f 11 d . ' h ·rokces. ere Y u Y an finally settled m favor of the 
• 'hould the court h 
"r.int a t . consent to ear argument of counsel on the motion 
L ,. utive ~!ward~~' we t_hink we shall be fully able to prove that the 
. :13 33 an~ d'd subsistence for one year after removal as limited 
iu , for tliat 1 not go beyond this sum in any contract entered 
rafter re£~:~f8~c" T~e $~ 72,316 47 expended for subsistence one 
was urmshed to the Indians when in great des-
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titution upon their own urgent application, after the expiratio 
the one'year, upon the understanding t~;at it was to be deducted f~ 
the moneys due them under the treaty. -Senator Sebastian's reik:. 
page 10. 
With regard to the expense of the Cherokee committee named 
the 12th article of the treaty of 1835, we would only remark in ro•. 
tradistinction to the opinion of the court) that if it was a ~atiot-
committee, acting for and in behalf of the Cherokee nation, it ner · 
had an existence as such previous to the date of _said treaty, or,:-
other words, it was the creature of the treaty; and, m either event t: 
expenditure on their account, if reimbursable at all by the Oherdk 
to the United States, should have been reimbursed out of their nation. 
and not their per capita fund. We are strict cor.structionists ar 
adhere to the doctrine that treaties between nations, like compa 
between States, are not to be warped to suit the convenience of t. 
hour of either or any party. 
The per capita fund was not national, in the strict sense and mea~ 
ing of that term, but belonged individually to every man, womar 
and child composing the Cherokee nation; and the United States h 
no legal, express, or implied right to touch that fund except for tn 
purposes contemplated by the treaty. By this assumption ofright o: 
the part of the Executive of the United States, the per capita fun 
was reduced that amount, and individuals have been made to rein.-
burse the United States out of their private purses, when the burd 
should have been borne by the common treasury of their natiol 
There was no authority for this, unless it were the law of power 
certainly no such right vests in the treaty. 
WASHINGTON, January I, 1856. 
IN THE COURT OF CL.A.IMS. 
JOHNSON K. ROGERS, for himself and others,~ 
vs. 
Tim UNITED STATES. 
J. K. ROGER. 
Argument for Petitioner-On re-hearing. 
The treaty of 1828 between the United States and the Oherokt 
provided, t~at to eve;y Oh~rokee bead of a family who would emigr; 
sboul_d be given certam articles, and a Just compensation for the proper. 
he lllght ~bandon; that the cost of. emigration of all shoul~ ?e bo~-
by the Umte~ States, good and suitable ways opened, prov1s1on. I.' 
cured for their comfort, accommodation and support · and proVl 11 
for t_welve months after their arrival 'west.-(7 St. 'at L arge, 3! 
No time was limited for this. The treaty of 1833 (Id. 416) was · 
plementary to this, and left it in full force 
It was still in full force in 1835 ; and the treaty of 1835 (Id. 4 .. 
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. that "all stipulations in former tre~tie , . w hi h 
xprc ly provides eded or annulled by this, shall contmue m full 
h \'e not been suRers 
fire aotl ;~~t~f February, 1835, the Cherokee delegation :propo e 
n the h b ·, of a gross sum being allowed for all their land , 
1 tr~~\t~~ tt:te:s~:ying "for a cession of its te_rritory:' $20, 00, 0 , 
he . . r1 them in ossernion for five years, paymg the1~ lo es ?3-ll d 
conttnnt f adjoi!ng States and their citizens, and mdemmty fi r L;~t~i: ait~e~ claims.-Doc. No. 286, Ho. of Reps., 1st ses . 24th 
Cong 127-'8. h · d tl 
Th·e e terms being considered too extravagant, t ey remm e . 1e 
Pre ident, on the 27th February, 1835, th at he had of~en a1d h 
Id grant them as liberal terms as the Senate or the fnend of th 
~;Jian would be willing to allow; and they said, "we woull ther -
fore re pectfully ask that our propositions be submitted t th n te 
hr the President, in order that the sense of that honorable body m, Y 
u· had on them.-(Id. 129.) 
On the 16th February, 1835, the Secretary of War had infirm d 
them that the President was '' willing * * to allow you a gr , u 
for your claims, and leave to yonr own people all the arrangem nt 
fir their removal and ultimate residence.'' 
On the 19th of June, 1834, a treaty (which was not ratified) had 
bt"n concluded wit.h some of the Cherokees, by which it wa ao-re d 
to cede all the national lands for divers annuities and payment , and 
he United States agreed to remove the Cherokees and sub i t th m 
for one year, and also to furnish them with rifles, blankets, &c., un-
ilcr the treaty of 1828.-(ld. 134.) The improvements of the Indian , 
an~ by~ supplement their ferries, were to be paid for. Each Indian 
l'm1rrratmg before October 15, 1835, to receive $60) and each within a 
year thereafter $25.-(Id. 136.) 
_n the 28th February, 1835, the delegation requested "that the 
11bJ~ct be referred to the. Senate for its sense on the question, and again 
rcmtnde<l the President that he had often told them that he wa di -
110• cu to treat them with liberal justice and would go as far a the 
~·nfte woul~ allow him in regard to' money matters.-(Id. 141.) 
'n< th~y sa1tl that they were prepared " to abide the award of the 
m n ~ 0~ the Am~rican Senate'' upon their proposition, and to rec m-
rH \ e same for the final determination of their nation -(Id ) 
I le~at e 6th M~rch, ~835, Mr. Cass, Secretary of War, ~rote to the 
n t' ion, that rn their letter of the 28th they had stated their readi-o accept fi th l . . uch or em~e ves, and recommend theu people to accept, 
nate o~· !h: Jo~· ikei; CLAIM~ east of th~ Mississippi river as the 
Ji is ·ip . . mted States m1ght deem Just.'' Claims east of the 
lnd anJ\,.;iyer. necessarily meant their possessory rights to the 
ha 1 the eir ~mprovements. Choses in action have no locality. 
illing to alieamng of the word claims (for which the President was 
l ruary. ow a gross sum) mentioned in Mr. Cass's letter of 16th 
And the ecretar 'd. ,, 
their opinion tl ~ 8~1 · The Senate have, by a resolution stated 
'la a sum not exceeding five millions of' dollars 
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should be paid to the Cherokee Indians for all their LANDS and r 
roi: east of the Mississippi river.' " 
Thu the ecretary showed that he und~rsto?d cla:ims and land.Ya 
po essions to be convertible terms. N otbrng 1s sa1_d about claim. 
damages for spoliations; nor of removal and subsistence, which 1 
United tates were already bound by the ~reaty of 1828 to meet ar, 
pay, whenever the Cherokees would emigrate; and t~ey were al 
bound by the same treaty to pay each the valu~ of his possession 
The Senate award fixed the value of those possess10ns. 
He then proceeded to say that the President. was willing to en 
into a neo-otiation with the Cherokees for the cession of all their clai, 
east of the lJfississippi, on condition that the whole amount of consilf. 
eration to be given should n~t exceed $51000,000.-(Id. 143.) Th 
are terms which are appropriate_ to nothrng but a sale of property, . 
a trans/ er and assignment of claims. 
He further said, that he was ready to receive propositions concert-
ing the stipulations to be embodied in a treaty for the protection · 
private rights, and for such arrangements as might be necessary fi · 
the removal and re-establishment of their people. He stated th 
r iclent's desire of doing justice to them, and providing for ti: 
satiRfaction of their claims. 
n the 6th of March the delegation requested to be furnished wit' 
all the proceediugs of the Senate, that they might fully understand 
it action. 
And they inquired whether they were to understand that th• 
; ,000,00P resolved by the Senate to be paid for their lands and p · 
se, sion east of the Mississippi, embraced also expenses of removal, 
ub.·i tence for a year, blankets, guns, &c.; or whether it was, a o-. 
it face appt>aretl, an offer uf that sum for their title to their land, 
their improvements and houses; and whether the United States would 
in addition, pay expenses of removal, &c., as provided for int~ 
en ral plan for the Cherokee removals by the treaty of 1828; an. 
al o whether additional country west would be given them.-(Id. 
14 -'4.) 
They aid: "It is indispensably necessary to candor and ju ti1 
~h~t all the e_-point~ should be clearly understood on both sides, an. 
it 1 utterly impossible for us to proceed further until we do unde:· 
stand them."-(Ib.) 
n the 7th of March, 1835 the Secretarv answered : " The sum t_ 
~,00 , 00, which is offered for your clafms east of the Mississipf1 
will, a I have already informed you be in full for your entire er· 
. " * * [Th ' th ion. at he had already informed them; and that .' 
knew. _That was not what they had inquired.] * * "Noth!&. 
more will be PB:i~ for removal) or for any other purpose or obJ .' 
whatever. In givrn~ to you the full value of your property, the n· 
ted tate comply_ with all the demands of justice upon them. Tb: 
letter clo es the mtercourse in writing between us." * * [Th 
w:a the answer to their question. It admits that the $5,000,000 w · 
imply the value of their property · and claims in ejf ect, that 1 
t~eaty of 1 28, so far as it bound th~ government' to remove and O • 
1 t them, was no longer in force .]-(Id. 144, 145.) 
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. wer of 9th March, the delegation protested again t any 
In tbe1_r ans ade with a rival delegation, and proposed that the m" t-
r aty be~ng m to the consideration of the nation itself.-(ld. 14 - ·) 
r be referredh f M h 1835 articles of treaty were rav n u1 at 
the 14t O arc ' ' R d ) d 1 · · n . d si ned by the rival ( or i ge e ega ion, rn ac-
\'a hmcrt~Jt:nthe iresident' s and Secretary's co.i stru~tion f h 
r<lan~e d At the end of it was a schedule, showmg how he 
•n·Lte awar · $ 5 00() t ,.f al 4 • 000 000 was to be applied- 25 ' .o expenses oJ _re":"ov ' ,-
O td subsistence, and $250,000 to claims. and spoliations; and f~r 
nket. rifles, and kettles, 180)000. This was_ probably th_ .' ti-
b\te 00 ' which $600,000 was afterwards appropriated for polialion 
it removals. -(Id. 32 to 39.) . . , 
Thee articles were sent out to the_ Chero~ees, ~y a corn~rn ~ n 1, 
ith a letter or talk from the Pr~sident ; . rn W: h~ h h 1d: Th 
nate of the United States have given their opunon of the value if 
your possessions, and this value is insur~d to you in th~ arra.?O' m nt 
hicb has been prepared;" and he said, that the tipnlat1 n pr -
·iile<l * * 3d. For the removal, at the expense of the Unit d tal , 
ofyo~r whole people; for their subsistence for a year after th ir arriv 1 
in their new country, and for a gratuity of $150 to each per on.-( . 
0.) [It must have sounded strangely to the Indians to be t ld that 
thy were to be removed at the expense of the United States, and re-
ive a gratuity of $150 each, when, as the articles and sch dule 
howed, they were to pay these to thunselves out of the price of their 
I ncl.] 
On the 14th of October, the commissioner addressed hi first com-
mnication to the Cherokees. He told them that he was prepared 
to enter into negotiations for the settlement of all the difficulties be-
twe_cn the Cherokees and the United States, and for a cession of all 
their lands east of the Mississippi, on the basis of the award of the 
1 natnoR !HE SAME! being five millions of dollars. " -(Id. 63.) 
But he did not submit to them the articles sent from Washington ! cau_ e he understood th~re were objections to some point which' 
ic :aid, he had the power to alter· and that he was disposed to mak~ 
. treaty as favorable to the Indian~, and as satisfactory as his instruc-
1 ll woul~ enable him to do.-(Id. 63.) 
re·: wfs 1~formed, in reply, that the Cherokees would not accept the 
,Lf~hreea ypre~ared, and was invite~ t? offer ne': terms.-(I . 64.) 
h auth ,17th of October, the comm1ss1oner declmed to treat with 
nnizati:~\~et of the .n.ation, declaring their constitution and civil or-
invited th e nupities, and appealed to the people at large. But 
il of t e appomtment of a committee to negotiate and settle the 
II ai/th:~atih "on the basis .of the five millions."-(Id. 65, 66.) 
ttle all th d'ffi R~s~ delegation at Washington were authorized 
'' nd enter in: 1 t cu ties of the Cherokees with the United States 
l t they d'd O a reaty for the cession of their whole country ·" and 
tn the se:f::e to SELL t~e same to the United States, for 'such a 
hIIE PRICE at ,~i the _U~nted States should award. The Senate 
elude a treaty t? ti~lwns ;" and he said he was sent there "to 
nd he said th
01-t hasis 0/ the five millions."-(Id. 66.) 
' a i t ere should be '' any important points o/ dif-
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ference between the Cherokees and_ commiss!oners, in regard tot, 
award of the Senate, they could be mclude~ m a separate and con, 
ti nal article, by which tb~y would aga~n ~e b,~ought before 
Pre, ident and Senate for tbeu final determmat10n. -(Id.) 
The Cherokees afterwards appointed twenty persons as a delegat:. 
to make a treaty.-(Id.) . . . 
The commissioner then submitted an art1ele, by which the Che• 
kees were to cede " all their right and title to all their lands east oft 
Mi i ei ppi river '' and '' to accept in full for all their claims agait-· 
the United Stat:s of every kind and nature whatsoever) " the sum 
" 000 000 "ac~ording to the awaM of the Sr;.nate of the Uni1 
St~tes,: ' to'be paid as detailed in the f~llowing ar~icles. And the: 
ticle went on to say, that as a quest10n had arisen, "whethertl 
enate of the United States intended to include in the award also t. 
ju t claims of the Cherokee people against the United States, OH: 
PRICE OF TIIE LAND ONLY, therefore it was agreed that THAT MATTER shoui 
be again referred to the Senate for their determination ; and if tl 
claims were not intended to be included, then there should be allow 
--- dollars for claims; but if the Senate would not allow thatai-
clitional account, it should not invalidate the treaty.-(Id. 88.) 
The Cherokees answered, that the terms proposed were the san. 
which their people had already rejected; that the provision ab~. 
their ju t claims was only conditional, and dependent on the approv, 
of the ~enate, who, to judge from the Secretary's letter, would be u 
to cli approve. That thus the Cherokees would be bound, and t~ 
United States not. They therefore thought that no treaty could 
macle, and further negotiations would be useless; and so it was un· 
neces ary to speak on other points, which otherwise it might be exp· 
client to explain.-(Itl. 90.) 
Afterward the commissioner drew up the articles of a treaty. Tc 
first article was precisely as cited.-(Id. 94.) 
Y a subsequent article claims of the Cherokees for spoliations Wt' 
t be a certained and paid by the United States.-(Id. 96.) t 
mount of these claims and expenses of removal and subsistence to 
deducted from the consideration money allowed by the treaty.-(Id. 9 
. n the 3_1 t October the dr.legation informed him that the propi-
t1 ns remamed substantially the same as before · and that they we 
goin~ to Washington, there to make a treaty.-(Id. 99.) 
After they went to Washington, some of the Cherokees were· 
togeth~r, and the treaty of 1835 was made. 
The Journal of the Cherokee council which made it states that,. 
wa.~ agreed by the commi8sioner that there should be a certainty on 1 
sulyect of claims before the treaty was submitted to the Senate. '.' -(I 
l13.) Fourteen thousand nine hundred and ten Cherokees signed• 
pro!e 't again t_ this treaty, as made by unauthorized persons, and t 
nat10nal council and committee did the same.-(Id. 114, 115.) 
The t:eaty of 1835 was made on the 29th day of December. 1 
fir t ~rticle states the question submitted to the Senate to be, whet 
th; ·. ,000,000 was to include the amount of claims for spoliation•. 
I1h~ upplementa:y articles, signed March 1st, 1836, e~large ~ 
ue t10n to be submitted. They state the Cherokee opimon to 
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the Senate was not intended to include th.e a~o1:1nt 
b the award of th m nor the spoliation claims; that t ln op1n1 n 
uired to removed be that of certain senators who had voted n the 
h l b.een.co~fi:~:e P~esident was willing to refer _t h e subject to_ the 
u hon' t a_ "deration. and that the quest10n to be <lectd d 
t for their consi ' ,-r l d l' 
nil e h $S 000 000 included expenses OJ remova an spo ia-






s. o e m a e, a n , 
d £ ex enses of remova an a c aims. 
Howe ~r 29£h February, 1836, Messrs. Cuthbe~'t an~ Kin."'! f 
On .
th d Ki'ng of Alabama stated to the P resident, m wntrnCT, orO'ta an , f.' • r t' 
hat the'Senate "did not intend that the allowances 1or po ta i n or 
he expenses of removal should be deducted from the amount. f 
· 000 000 recommended to be offered to the Cherokee A THE PRT E 
y' TIIE~R ;ERRITORY; and that, in their opinion, the enate w ul.u 
r adily add $600,000 to the $5,000,000 to meet t hose two expen 1-
tnre ." 
This proves several things: . 
1 t. That the Secretary did not correctly state the Senate re ·oluhon 
·hen h'j represented it as expressing the opinion that $'", 
might probably be allowed for the CLAIMS of the Cherokees. 
2d. That the Senate meant to give the $5 ,000 ,000 for the territory 
f the Cherokees. Subsistence, then, stood on t l1e same footincr < 
xpen es of removal. If the United States was t o pay one, for the 
me reason it was to pay the other. 
3d. The $600;000 was not given as a finality , but it was the con-
.. ion ofa right, and to meet expenditures for which t he United States 
rrc bound. 
:ith. It was a fraud on the Cherokees to state the purposes for which 
th1 600)000 was given, as they are stated in the 3d ar ticle of the 
tppleme_nt- that is, for all claims of every nature, &c. , reservations , 
prc-emptwns, &c. 
The enate ratified the treaty and supplement on the 23d of May, 
1 36. By that they decided the point in issue, i n favor of the Chero-
c , that the $5,000,000 was for their lands alone . Everything in 
h~.t:eaty contrary to that, or based on the contingency of a contrary 
: 
1 ion, was thereby expunged; and the obligation of the United 
L:e to remove and subsist the Indians, or pay the commutati n 
01
n\1!0/ay t.he spoliati?n ?laims, remained perfect and intact. They 
0 ith < part~al appropriation for these purposes, and in 1838 another; 
,1t tas m full, and both were not sufficient. 
·n t etter of Messrs. Cuthbert, King, and Kin a- was before t h e 
e when they decided the question submitted t~ them If the 
·rnent contained · · t h d b . · h \'(I been 1 m 
1 . a not een correct, 1t would, of course, 
r1 Cl prompt Y repudiated. 
ie 1erokees wer k · . . Th \' never h e as mg no concession, f avor, or compromise 
urclof the re ~one that to t~is day; they have always stood on th; 
I_ \ould be ae~~ e. ~hey cla1med w~at they did as a matter of 1·ight. 
iv n them wh Yttb1trary assumpt10n to say that a gratuity was 
ID l r the a~ardn r~)i asked none, but stood on their strict rights 
an t e treaty of 1828, and that of 1835} also, if the 
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deci ion was in their favor .. ~twas in their favor. The obliga : 
was admitted. The appropnat10n RE.'5ULTED from that. 
Treaty of 1835, (7 Stat. at Large, 478.) 
Preamble. The Senate Jiad advised "that a s1;1m not exceeding . 
millions of dollars be paid to the Cherokee Indians/ or all their la 
and possessions east of the MississipJ?i ri~er. 
The submission to the Senate 1s said to have been "to fix t' 
amount wbich should be a1lowed the Cherokees for their claims r 
for a cession of their lands." 
.Art. 1. (479.) The Cherokees "cede, relinquish, and convey, 
their lands " "and release all their claims upon the United Sta 
for spoliations of every kind," in consideration of $5,000,000, to 
expended pn.id, and invested, as agreed. But as a question h 
ari en whether by the award the Senate had '' included and made an 
allow~nce or consideration for claims for spoliations," the Unit. 
tates agreed that that question should be again submitted tot 
Senate for their consideration and decision; and if no allowance w · 
made for spoliations, then an additional sum of $300,000 should 
allowed for the same. 
Art. 8. The United States agreed and stipulated to remove the Ch-· 
okees to their new homes, (west of the Mississippi,) and to sub~·· 
them one year after their arrival there, furnishing steamboats, wagol.! 
and physicians. 
Tho e who should remove themselves to be allowed for each me 
ber of their family, for expenses of remoyal, $20 , and for the yeari 
subsistence $33 33. · 
Art. 9. Cherokee improvements and ferries to be valued, and out 
such value their just debts (of individual Indians) to be paid. E,1 
Indian to be furnished with money enough to enable him to rem~r 
the balan~e of their dues to be paid west of the Mississippi. Mis 1,. 
ary -e tabhshments to be valued and paid to the missionaries . 
.Art. 10. The President to invest as follows: 
For general fund, in addition to existinO' annuities ......... . 
Orphans' fund ............................... ~ ..................... .. 
chool fund ................................................... ........ . 
_ixty thousand _dollars appropriated to pay claims of citizens of 
mted tates agamst the Cherokee nation. 
Three hundred thousand dollars to pay claims of Cherokee 
unaati .fled spoliations. 
,4-rt. 12. Ind~viduals and families not wishing to remove ''shall_ 
entitled ~o receive their d~e por~ion of all the personal benefits a?cr~1-
under this trea~y ~or their claims, improvements, and per capita, 
oon as appropriat10n made for the treaty. 
One hundred thousand dollars to be expended for poor Oherok 
A~t. 15. After deducting the amount actually expended for p~JIL 
for improvements, ferries, claims for spoliations removal, subst 1 
aud debts and claims upon the nation, and the ~dditional quantedlt;_ 
lantls, and goods for poor Cherokees, and the sums to be invest 
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. unds. the balance to be divided equally among all 
ncral nat10na~ f t the Cherokee nation east, according to the cen u 
.h people belonl!~!d .o and those who had removed, to be paid for their 
J t then comp ' titled to the benefits of the final treaty. 
. ovements were en K' d K' The unpr 't1 letter of Messrs. Cuthbert, mg, an mg. 
'fhen carr tthat the question to be submitted to the Senate w 
iero~r a~tfuny stated in the treaty, and they widened it b7 ~he 
n t fan y t articles afterwards agreed upon, so as to make it rn-
1PI111emen arys of removal-those expenses and their sub i tence occu-
clm e expense . 
pying a common ground. 
Supplemental articles, March 1, 1836.-(488.) 
Art. l. The pre-emptions and reservations in article 12 and 1 re-
linqui hed. . . 
Art. 2. The Cherokees having supposed that the $5,000,0~0 O'Iven 
the value of the Cherokee lands and possessions was not mten ed 
to include the amount required to remove them, nor the value of their 
poliation claims, and that opinion being confirmed by some members 
of the enate, and the President being willing that this subject hould 
b(, referred to the Senate for their consideration, and if it was not o 
intended, that such provision should be made for the objects specified, 
1 • to the Senate might seem just: 
Therefore agreed, that $600,000 be allowed the Cherokee people, 
"to include the expense of their removal and all claims of every na-
ure and description against the government of the United States, not 
hc'.ein otherwise expressly provided for, and to be in lieu of the relin-
(1.u1 bed reservations and pre-emptions, and the $300,000 for spolia-
ion , ~entioned in the first article of the treaty; this $600,000 to 
be ap.Pl.ied and distributed according to the treaty, and any surplus 
r rnammg1 after expenses of removal and payment of claims, to go to 
he education fund." * * [This merely referred to the Senate 
nd, if approved, to be part of the treaty. J · ' 
k i1.r)t. 4. The $100,000 mentioned in article 12 (for the poor Chero-
.A to go to the general fund, making it $500,000. 
the Senate committee vrell said the provision-'' the United 
h te al80 agree and stipulate to rem~ve the Cherokees to their new 
ome,, and_ to subsist them one year after their arrival there" -im-
fi
poa~~ PC;umary responsibility, an obligation to do this over and above 
illlg 10r their land th th ' · und Th . s, ra er an an agreement to disburse a trust 
~b t ey m1ght have added, that the stipulation to furnish them 
oa s and baggag h · · d d' . ively show d th 8 ~agons, P ys1cians, an me 1cmes, conclu-
nd paying $33 ; 3same thi~g; as also the provisions for allowing $20, i themsel p~r caP_ita to all who preferred to remove and sub-
fi the Che v:s, This article was to be absolute if the Senate decided . ron;ees. ' ~ 
I I obvious that th 15th . . . . , 
11 n es and e d' e article, m prov1dmg for deductmg these 
ii for the ca~p~~ iture~ ~rom the $5,000,000, did so simply to pro-







as the true question. If they decided that it was 
.. -5 ' 
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then none of these expenses were to be borne by the Cherokees-. 
sistence no more than removal. . . 
And it is not an insignificant co_nsiderat10n, that all the neigh: 
ing tribes were removed and subsisted at the expense of the gon. 
ment. 
That was the case as to the Choctaws, ~7 Stat. at Large~ 336,) . 
the Creeks, (Id., 367,) and with the Semmoles, (Id., 369,) by trea, 
made in 1832; and the United States had assumed the same obi; 
tion to the Cherokees by the treaty of 1828. 
The treaty is framed with a double aspect. It assumes that 
though the $5,000,000 is, as the Ch~rokees con ~end, merely and sol 
the price of their lands and possessions, or claim~, east of the ~fo-
sippi, yet _th~ Cher?kees are to re_~ove and subsist themselves; s· 
their spohat10n claims are to be satisfied out of the $5,000,000. r 
Cherokees say, that if the $5,000,000 is for their lands alone, th .. 
under the treaty of 1828, which that of 1835 declares is still in fon 
the United States continue bound to remove and subsist them. 
The treaty, I say, is :first framed on the view of the President at 
Secretary of War. The eighth article provides that the United Sta· 
shall remove and sub1dst the Indians. The fifteenth article provi~ 
that the expenses of doing so shall be deducted from, or paid out 
the 5,000,000. These articles seem inconsistent. They are reallyr 
so. If the Senate should decide (by allowing the $600,000) thatl' 
5,000,000 was the price of their lands alone, then it resulted, ai 
corollary from that decision, that the United States must remove a: 
subsist them. That obligation could. only exist as a consequence of I 
decision. To appropriate $600,000 was to acknowledge the whok 
ligation-to acknowledge it to its/ull extent. 
The ~reaty is framed to provide for both contingencies. If th~ 1;·. 
ate decide that the $5,000,000 was for the lands only, then the e~g~· 
article stands, unqualified by the fifteenth, and reiterating the e1gr 
article of ihe treaty of 1828. If they decide that the Indians werf 
remove and subsist themselves, then the fifteenth article stands, · 
qualifies the eighth. 
Thus it is evident that the real question to be put was, not whe · 
that um covered thi~ or that other thing-the claims, the expen · 
removal, or the subsistence; but whether it was not simply the p~ 
of the lands ~nd possessions, (which included improvements and : 
n e . ) . ~hat IS, the Ch~rokees insisted on the letter of the award . . 
o it i . agreed, that if the Senate decide according to the Che;~ 
co~ truction, $600,000 shall be appropriated to pay the &4poha. 
claim , expe1;1ses of removal, the value of relinquished reserva 1 
an~ P;e-empt10ns, and all claims against the government of ever; 
cnpt10n. The year's subsistence is not specially mentioned. 
Th~ enate had_ no power to decide any other question than thc:. 
ubmitted: Nothmg m the treaty or supplement relinquis~es anyr .. 
unc~er their award, or a~r.ees to take anything in lieu of it. 
1 
Con eqnently, the decis10n of the Senate by allowing the $600, 
wa that the $5,000,000 was the price of the land alone. . 
1 
~hen appropriating $600,000 for, among other t.hings, the spot · 
c aim nd expenses of removal (the former of which the u ' ' 
....... 
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to the extent of $300.,000, if the Senate decided f?r 
t e was to pay,d th latter of which they had agreed to bear,) did 
h · Ch~rokees~ Unite; States from paying the whole expense o~ re-
not reh~ve th h $600 000 did not cover them, as well as the claims, mo val, rn case t e , 
·c. U ·t d States were to remove and subsist the Cherokees, or I)ay 
The mt e. um each in case they did not. That agreem nt was 
he~. a cer;r fifteenth section so far as it undertook to set off the ex-~/t~f rem~val and subsistedce against the $5,000,00q, w~s as much 
ptb' t d t by the Cherokees and liable to the same obJect1on, as the 
o 11ec e o • t 1 · Th t ' t d te t t to set off the spoliation c aims. e momen 1 wa e r-:i::l that the award meant what it said, th~n it was s~ttled that the 
United States were bound to remove and subsist the Indians; ~nd t~e 
part of the fifteenth article contrary to the Cherokee construction dis-
appetired. • • f h bl' t ' Did the Indians mean to take the $600,000 m lieu o t e o iga ion 
of the United States to remove and subsist them, in l ieu of the spolia-
tion claims, and in lieu of the reservations and pre-emptions, and in 
full for all ? 
If they did, then the United States had nothing to do with removing 
them. If they chose to do so, and subsist them, and the expenses over-
ran the $600,000, (after paying for the reservations and pre-emp-
tion ,) by what right could the United States take the excess out of the 
5,000,000? 
The Indians did not mean to take it in full. Their position was al-
way, and always has been, one and the same. It was," the $5,000,000 
i the price of our lands, improvements, and ferries ; you must pay us 
that,; and in addition, pay our claims for spoliations, and remove ancl 
sub 1st us, as you agreed to do by the treaty of 1828.'' 
The Senate assents to the justice of this, and says: "It is so, and 
lhuefore we appropriate $600,000 for those purposes." It was not 
enough. Who was to bear the excess of expense? Clearly the United 
!ates. 
By the supplement, the Senate was to decide whether the $5 000 000 
/ meant to cover the spoliation claims and expenses of remdval 'and 
1 not, then such further provision was to be made therefor as ~ight 
.PPe:{ to the_Benate to be just; and by way of such provisi;n for pay-
1:0 resiloaims, and removing and subsisting them, an appropria-
lt? ,000 was to be made. 
to pais merel the common case of too small an appropriation made 
• 0Jo ~~gc _nowledged claim. The Senate admits that the sum of 
l;nit 'that~t
0
not coyer the expenses of removal, or the claims. That 
m nt It sedclaims and expenses a.re to be paid by the govern-
o · it alfuroceh 8 to make provision for them, thus admitted. To 
i faction J) !1 e Cherokees $600,000 fo include ( not to . be ~n lieu or r rvations a d ese expe~ses and claims; but to be in lieu of the 
r ty It co~ pre-emptwns, and the $300,000 mentioned in the 
't hail go. n emplates that a surplus will remain, and provides how 
uppo e Congress ap · $ 
upreme Court cleikopn~tes 30,000 to _pay salaries of judges of 
1 ' 
8, matshal, and contmgent expenses, .the sur· 
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plus to go to a particular fund: would any one imagine that thi 
meant to be in lieu of these salaries and expenses? 
The arbitrator could not go beyond, nor fall short of, the submi, 
The Senate was to decide whether the $5,000,000 was the price O . 
land.alone, or whether it included.expe_nses of removal and spoliati 
Whichever way you put the quest10n, 1t comes to the same. If it 
not include them, it was because it was the price of the land aI 
One was a mere corollary of the other. The award said nothing ar 
those expenses and charges. The proposition is, the award a: 
$5)000,000 for the land alone; ergo, it does not include paymen· 
claims or expenses of removal, and for the same reason it doe t 
-include subsistence. 
The moment the Senate decided that 'it did not include thee · 
United States became bound to remove and subsist the Indians u~i' 
the treaty of 1828, which remained in force. To respond to that .. 
ligation and liability., the $600,000 is allowed. It could not h.-
been allowed, except as a forced consequence of the recognition of 
obligation. It was asked solely on that ground, as such a cot 
quence, not as a new favor or gratuity. 
This was so clear-it was so clear that the $5,000,000 cover 
neither these claims for spoliations, nor expense~ of removal, nor .·. 
sistence, that, on the 12th June, 1838, Congress appropriated 
sum of $1,047,067 in full for all objects specified in the 8th article 
the treaty of 1835, and to aid in subsisting the Cherokees for · 
year; and provided that no part of this should be deducted from 
$5,000,000.-(5 Stat. at Large, 242.) 
This was a clear legislative declaration that the expenses of· 
moval and subsistence were to be borne by the United State, r 
could not properly be paid out of, or deducted from, the $5,000)000. 
The Secretary of War had ilecided that the govern~ent ougM. · 
bear the expenses of removal. He thought that General Scott 111:. 
probably have doubted as to his power to agree to pay those expen 
and the expense of subsistence; not that he would certainly have d 
so; and he submittea the question to Cono-ress clearlv indicatin11 
own opinion to be that the intention of th~ tre~ty was,w that the Uni. 
tates should pay both. This was by the act of 1838, clearly 
mitted to be the correct view of the c~se. 
On the 25th May, 1838, Mr. Poinsett considering the United 1J · 
bound to pay the subsistence, as well as :xpenses of removal, estima 
on the call of the House, as follows : 
Balance necessary for expenses of removal................. $435,900 
l"-ubsisrence for 18,335 persons entitled, including those , .. 
who had already emigrated, and at $33 33 a head.... 611,lOa ----. 1 047,00; 
~(Ho. Rep. 123, 1st sess. 33d Cong., p. 9.) ===--
The estimate was accepted, and Congress concurred in Mr. P 
sett's conclusion, by appropriating as follows :-(Act June 12, 1 
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b b lance necessary for removal to be ......... ·· · took t e a · $33 331 h C\ 18 335 Indians) at 3 eac ................ ·· 




And appropriated this gross amount .................... 1,047,067 
'ded that this should not be paid out of the $5,000,000; 
They ~r~v\how still more conclusively that the f ull extent of the 
b~: \ 1 t~ remove and subsist the Indians was acknow ledg~d, the 
1
~:c~~~es that the appropriati~n, in full for other m~tter , 1s 07:1-ly 
· nid of the subsistence ~f the Indians ; the amount i:e . mred for which 
1 
necessarily uncertam. What stronger recogrntion of the whole 
0 li"ation to its extremest extent, could there be? . 
The Se~ate committee, when the Senate was made arbitrator to 
·ttle the legal question, whether the subsistence was properly pay-
Me out of the $5,000,000, say (Rep. Com. Ind. A:ff., Aug. , 1 50) 
hat they think it should be borne by the United tate . 
They say that by a strict construction of the treaty of 1835, it wa 
charge on the $5,000,000; but they state reasons for deciding either 
ay. 
The reasons they give for this view of the treaty are : 
1 t. That it was so understood by the government at the time, and 
~. t ubsistence was enumerated in the 15th article, among the ex-
penditures to be offset against the $5,000,000. * * * * But it 
not so understood by the Cherokees. The Senate's award of 
·,o00,000 "for their lands and possessions" was not so. And its 
mclu ion in the 15th article was to bind the Cherokees only in case 
h ,'enate ~hould hold that the $5,000, 000 was not solely the price of 
be lands, Improvements, and ferries. So much of the 15th article 
conditional. 
~cl. The Secret~ry of War informed Ross, before the treaty was 
fled, that nothrng would be allowed for removal and sub ist,ence. 
That was his construction It was contrary to the award and t th t . . , 
,e cons ruction _of the other contracting party. And the ena te 
':! ?ngress have srnce reversed his decision. 
Coit. ?h:t the treaty generally specifies what was to be borne by the 
r Cln t ates. *. * * True; and the removal and subsistence 
'hetheor th~ spec1fied, because the parties disagreed as to them. 
Hh Th Y were to be bo_rne or not, was left to the Senate. 
· ooo 000 at 
the whole h_1story of the negotiation shows that the 
1 
'io '!al all ~he Umted States were willing to pay for lands, 
. profe; ~~l emmty, removal, &c. * * * * The negotiations 
ctary, and b~ase~ ~n the a':ard of the Senate. The President, 
the nit d 
8
mmissrnner mISunderstood that award. They were 
'' i not t; b 
1
tates. What "the United States were wilHng to 
rpreted by the eSarned ~rom what they said, but from the award as 
h a e enate itself. ' 
"reement of th S . 
ion shows th e enate to give $5,000,000 for the lands and 
h invariable f contrary, beyond any question. 
he committe/!;f{ of the government shows the contrary; and, 
say, the expense of removal and subsistence 
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are sacrifices which a simple remuneration for the price of home 
not compensate. . . . 
But the committee decide that the appropnat10n by the act of 1 
was a clear legislative affirmation of the terms offered by the Infa 
and acceded to by the Secretary ~f W ar:-a new consideration om 
the Indians to induce them to abide by its terms. 
We think it was more and different. It was a clear and di t:· 
admission of the correctness of the Secretary's opinion, that, by·· 
treaty itself, the United States was ~ou~d t9 bear all c~arges of remw 
and subsistence. It was an authoritative mterpretation of the tre,;· 
in accordance with the Cherokee construction. 
So the Senate committee, in 1850, decided that the Uni-
ted States was bound to pay the subsistence. They 
found that it had been charged against the $5,000,000 
to the sum of ................•..................................... $800,52 
Provided for by act of 1838, (as per estimate,) .............. 611,lO~ · 
Balance to be paid by tb.e United States ........................ $189,422 · 
== 
Thus charging the United States with the whole subsistence. 
The Senate adopted this report; and so decided that the Unr 
States was bound to pay the whole subsistence. 
The act of Congress, (Sept. 30, 1850 ,) appropriated this amo· 
and declared that it had been improperly charged to the treaty fund 
The resolution of the Senate declared the same, and that the C! 
okee nation was entitled to the balance. 
Treaty of August 6, 1846, (9 St. at Large, 871,) made withtheE 
party, the 11reaty party, and the old settlers . 
. Art. 3. Admits that the amounts allowed by the board of c_o~ 
s10ners "for rents, under the name of improvements and spohat· 
and for _property of which the Indians were dispossessed under 
16th article of the treaty of 1835 " and for reservations under the I 
article, were not justly chargeable against the $5,000,000 ; and a0 
to refund them. 
Art. 4. To ascertain the interest of the old settlers in the $5,600. 
a~reed to be paid by the treaty of 1835, all investments and.ex 
ditures properly chargeable against that sum (as enumerated ID 
cle 15 of that treaty) to be deducted excludino- all extravagant and 
proper expenditures; and, as to th~ Western°0herokees, the exr 
of r_emoval and subsistence, commuted at $53 33 each, to be ch·. 
agamst the 5,000,000. · 
Art. 9. The United States agreed to make a fair and ju_st ~.· 
ment of all moneys due ~he Cherokees, to be divided per capita 
the _treaty of 1835 ; which settlement should embrace all aun1. 
for improvements, &c., spoliations removal ~ubsistence, inve tl1 
&c.; de~ucting all_ which from the sum or' $6,647)067-the bn_ 
to be paid per capita to all "entitled to receive the same uocle. 
treaty of 1835 and supplement of 1836 being all those then re' 
east.'' ' 
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"It is expressly agreed, that nothing in the foregoing 
.Art. 1\ ined shall be so construed as in any manner to ta~e. aw~y 
r ty_con :n ri hts or.claims which the Cherokees now residmg m 
or abridget fythe~ississippi river had or may have under the treaty 
te ea o h t , , r 1 35 and the supplement t ere o. . 0 A 11 The Cherokees contending that the year's subsistence WAS 
. rt. R~E.ABLE AGAINST THE $5,000,000, it was submitted to the 
0!
11
f:!0 decide whether the United States or the Cher?kees were to 
th subsistence· if the Cherokees, then whether it should be 
~!rged at more tha~ $33 33 a head, and whether interest should be 
allowed on the amounts due the Cherokees. 
Thu it was again submitted to the same body that h~d made the 
oriainal award, giving the Cherokees $5,000,000 for their land and 
po. e ions, to determine whether, under ~hat award and th~ treaty of 
1 35 the expenses of removal and subsistence of the Indians were 
pr~~rly chargeable_ against the $5,~0o,090. It was the same question 
bmitted to them m 1836, and decided m favor of the Cherokees ; the 
me submitted to both honses of Congress in 1838, when, by appro-
priating every dollar estimated for such removal and subsistence of 
· ry Cherokee Indian living they broadly acknowledged the legal 
oblirration, to the entire and fullest extent. Again the Senate was 
Heel on to say whether, under the treaty of 1835, the Indians were 
to remove and subsist themselves ; in other words, whether the obliga-
tion on the United States to do so, created by the treaty of 1828, was 
obrocrated by the treaty of 1835. How could it have been so abroga-
t 11, when the 8th article reiterates it; and when, by ratifying the 
rcnty the Senate decided that that of 1828 remained in full force, and 
ha the Indians were to have five millions for their lands alone? 
1'he enate committee decided that, under the treaty of 1835 and 
the net of 1838, the expense of subsistence was not properly charge-
1 bl . to the treaty fund. The Senate adopted this decision. The 
t tcd tates had .e!ecte~ this arbitrament. They were forever con-
d 11;l~cl by the dec~s10n, m favor o~ all parties interested. It. was a 
in ;1°~ as to the rights of the Indians under the Senate award made 
3 · It bound and concluded the United States. It forever 
oppcd them to allege the contrary. 
1 
r~h~ ~ct of Congress of 30th Sept., 1850, (9 St. at Large, 556,) ap-
nt~~oe\!~e sum of $189,422 ~6, r~ported by the Senate committee, 
x . P . by the Senate, with mterest declaring it to be for 
nl; '\~ 1&1d for subsistence, improperly ch~rged to the treaty fund 
0 1 '1t enate award of 5th Sept., 1850, and 11th article of treaty 
'rhe court think th l 
,000 onl s, ~t t 1e fact that the United States agreed to pay 
c.·tcnt olthc~nclbuls:velr shows that they intended thereby to limit 
% t l eir o igat10n. 
' c oe not seem t t .[' 11 l., enate h o_me O 10 ow. It was not proposed to submit 
l tit was 'uw ether ~ts former award should be abrogated· but 
· pon the d · · b · ' • 1 ,1. If the d . 1r ecis10n emg made, the legal consequences 
Jt1 ·of the her~k eczidej that the $5,000,000 was not exclusively the 
ee an sand possessions, then the legal consequence 
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followed, that the United States .w~s to b~ar the expense of remov 1 
and subsistence and pay the spohat10n claims. 
In case they ~hould so decide, $600,000 ~vas _to be paid for th 
purposes. If that was not enough, the obhgat10n to pay the residu 
still remained. 
The United States could not be liable for even the $600,000, excer 
as a qonsequence of the decision that ther were liable for ,~he whole, 
They were liable for all or none. The Umted States say, We denr 
that we are liable for any part. If we are, however, W€ appropria ·. 
$600,000 to meet and coml?ly 'Yith our ~bligation.'' The amount bein1 
found insufficient, the obhgat10n remarns. It never was agreed tha 
the Cherokees should partly remove and subsist themselves. Y01 
cannot satisfy an obligation by merely m~king an ~nsu~cient appro-
priation, when, to do so, you first recogmse th~ obligation. 
The court thinks that there was no concess10n that the Cheroke 
construction of the treaty was correct. 
It seems to us that the United States Lave clearly conceded that : 
1st. By agreeing to pay $600,000 in 1836 towards the expenses or 
removal and the spoliations. 
2d. By agreeing to pay $1,047,067 for removal and subsistence, by 
act of 1838, after Mr. Poinsett's opinion that the United States were 
bound to pay the subsistence; and by providing that this should not 
be charged against the $5,000,000. 
3d. By the decision of the Senate in 1850, on the very point or 
construction and law, when their committee holding that, under the 
treaty of 1835, and act of 1838, the United States were bound to pay 
the subsistence, and therefore still owed on that score alone $189,422 76; 
the enate, first, by their decision and Judgment, and Congress next, 
by law, expressly, and in ~o many words, declared that this had bee 
imp1 operly charged to the treaty fund. 
The court thinks, that on the face of the treaty of 1835, it is clear 
that the expenses of removal and subr»istence and the claims for spo· 
liations '':ere to be borne by the treaty fund ~nder Art. 15. * * We 
do not thmk so, when the facts and circumstances are all know.n. On 
the contrary, that article was framed to meet a contino-ency whid. 
did not occur-that of a decision by the Senate adverse t~ the Ohero· 
kce . 
The c urt says, that before this treaty was ratified a question aro,, 
t '/ t , ) * I a o i con r~ct10n, and caused the supplementary article. * 
1 
N ° ; the q ne t10n was as to the construction of the previous award 0 
the enate. 
The court ays, that the supplement of 1836 contains no conces ion 
on the part of the United States that the Cherokee construction w~-
C?rrect. That the second article only states the fact that the suppo · 
tion of the Cherokees existed. * * Of course. The question to 
settled by the Senate was as to the meaning of the award prior to th 
t!eaty; and the treaty and supplement were framed to cover the con· 
trne1ency of a decision either way. 
The court ays, that if it had been meant that the United Stat· 
were to pay the whole expenses of removal and subsistence, the: 
would have been an express stipulation to that effect. * * Thereic1 
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s could be made in the eighth article. The other ar-
one a exress :rary were to me~t the contingency of the Senate bold-
tide tot e _con The real question submitted was, whether the 
in•' otherwise. 1 • 000 OOO was for the land a one. . 
J) h ' t it seems to us misapprehended the scope of the action. 
T re cp~fn~ett and of C~ngress in ~838. The former, it seems to 
onl · ·t as his opinion that the Urnted States were legally bound 
i;,, gaveve1 and subsist the Indians. Congress did concur with him in 
o remo d . 1 . t' , ' f th h' pinion They not only ma e '' a simp e appropna ion o e 1 1 ~y for r~moval and subsistence, over a million dollars, but they 
:;e sly provided that it s~oul_d not come out. of the $,5,000,000; and 
they declare that it is only in aid of the subsistence of the Cherokees. 
Ifow could there be any stronger recogn~tion of the obligation resting 
on the United States to remove and subsist the Cherokees? 
The court says that the decision of the Senate in 1850 was) that, 
"under the circumstances,'' the Cherokees were entitled to $189,422 76 
for ubsistence, and that this was '' professedly not founded upon the 
con truction of the treaty," but upon the peculiar circumstances con-
nected with the transactions which had occurred between the Ross 
party and the United States. * * We respectfully think the court 
err here. The Senate decided that this sum of $189,422 76, excess 
of one year's subsistence over $600,000, was improperly charged to the 
treaty fund by the accounting officers of the treasury. Under Art. 9 
of the treaty of 1846, these officers, assigned to that duty by act of 7th 
August, 1848, were to show what moneys bad been properly expended 
under the treaty of 1835, in order to determine what was the per capita 
payment under that treaty and the supplement of 1836. 
The Senate therefore decided, expressly, that in making such set-
tlement under that treaty, to see what was due under that treaty, no 
P,art of the expense of subsistence was properly charged against the 
Cherokees ; but the United States having paid $600.000 of it was 
bonnd to pay the residue. ' ' , ' 
h And this decision was not founded on what had occurred between 
\ihRoss party and the United States. The committee decided that, 
b ?1~gh on the face of the treaty of 1835, by strict construction, the 
~ 1s ~nee was to be paid out of the $5,000,000, against even which g'~\~ 10n they stated strong reasons, the act of 1838 was a clear le-
11~/ nhaffirmance of what was the original intention of the Senate, 
War°a()'r:e1reaty of_l835. The committee say that the Secretary of 
;nt nd d b t consider the expenses of removal and subsistence '' as. 
and tbeat J t e treaty of 1~35, to be borne by the United States," 
appropria/ngress affirm his act, by providing that no part of the new 
that th ion should be taken from the treaty fund · and they add 
e new a ppr · t · £ ' , f the obli atio o~na 10n or subsistence was "a discharge, pro tanto, 
fiction asg· n of the government to feed them," and not final satis-
ir p' • m case of removal. . 
r. 01nsett had 'd th 
e P"n e of . . sa1 at the request of the Cherokees that the 
9tanted, :~dg~ation s~10u~d be borne by the United States ought ter 
r uirecl for th t n application made for suchfurther sum as might be 
a purpose; and he only proposed to make such further 
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allowances as it was "believed were intended originally by t: 
Senate.'' 
The committee was mistaken in saying ~hat t~is wa~ a new contra 
made with the Ross party, or a new c9ns1derat10n. to mduce them 
abide by the treaty. It was a concess10n that their construction w 
correct. 
Whether it was or not) it bound the United States to remove all r, 
Cherokees then unremoved, and to pay the subsistence of all, remm.' 
and urn;emoved, for one_year. T?at w:as the meani~g of the expre. 
sion, "m full for all obJects specrfied m the 8th article, and for tt 
further object of aiding in the subsistence of the Indians." It wa 
be in full for the removal of all yet unremoved; it was to aid in u,-
sisting all. It decided nothing as to previous expenses of removah 
nor did it assume to. It did not say nor mean that the Cheroket 
should bear them, and the United States should not. But as to tl 
subsistence, it made the United States responsible for the whole. 
Accordingly the Senate determined, in 1850, that it was impror · 
to charge any part of the subsistence against the $5,000,000 . 
They had previously determined the same thing as to removals ani: 
spoliations, when they appropriated $600,000 toward them. Nothin. 
more remained to be settled. 
If the United States assumed, as we think they did, to remove am· 
subsist the Indians, then they must repay whatever they have taket 
out of, or retained of, the $5,000,000, to cover expenditures for th 
purposes. It was optional with the Indian to remove himself, or 
removed; to subsist himself, or be subsisted. If he removed and sut-
sisted himself, the government owed him $53 33. If he did not/ 
was no concern of his how much it cost. Whatever it cost, the Unite: 
States had no claim for it against him or the Cherokee people. 
As to the committee, if the court is correct in saying that they we 
appointed solely in the interest of the Cherokees then the Cberoh 
~hould have been left to settle and fix their com'pensation. Nothin~ 
m the treaty authorizes the United States to do it or to take tl 
money of the Cherokees to pay them with. If they chose voluntaril_ 
to fix and pay them their compensation, to the large amount 1. 
22,212_ 76, the presumption must be that it was for services renderi: 
the Umte~ States,_who were not appointed to audit the accou~t 
the ~omm1ttee agamst their own nation, for services. There 1 L 
pos 1ble ground on which they can demand that the Cherokees h 
repay what they thus paid without authority. 
ALBERT PIKE, 
Counsel for Petitioner. 
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When this claim was before the cou~t on the or~ginal petit~on, the 
mount claimed was $92,625 19, which was arn~ed at mamly by 
l t' DO' the settlement under the treaty of 1846, with the old settlers, 
t ~1; basis of settlement with ~h~ claimants who ar_e not old settlers, 
nn<l to whom neither the prov1S1ons _of the treaty m re pect to old 
8 ttler nor the reasons for those prov1S1ons ~pply. . . 
But even on that basis, by the fourth article, spoliation , removal, 
and ubsistence were to be charged to the treaty fund, and were 
charged in the amount taken, on which the claimant relied. 
Now however, on his amended petition he claims that the account 
hall be taken without those items altogether, and that hi claim 
amount to $171,719 29. 
It i true he inserted in his original petition that he might have 
claimed more, and that the $5,000,000 fund was not chargeable with 
the e items at all ; and the court considered most of the argument 
which are now offered on this point in passing on the original peti-
ion, although the claim in that petition was, as I have said, ba ed 
chiefly on the account rendered, in which the right to charge this 
fund with these items was assumed. 
~he _principal ground now relied on, not heretofore presented to 
mamtam this, is, that the Senate, in March, 1835, by resolution, 
t~tccl a their opinion that a sum not exceeding $5,000,000 should be 
paul t? t~e. O~er?kee Indians for all their lands and possessions east of 
thl' Mi ~ss1pp1 river; that this was an award between the chiefs and 
t!1e Pre 1clent, who could not agree about the amount; that i dis-
tmctly stated on the resolve as the price of the land, &c. When the 
!h ~;Yan~ suppl~ment wer~ subsequently made, in December, 1835-'36, 
1uestion which had arisen between the Executive and the Indians 
to the mean· f th s , 1 · ' rfi 
1 
mg o e enate s reso ve, it was agreed should be 
"'acrre(t ~o the Senate, and if it should appear that the $5 000 000 
" no mte d d t · 1 d · ' ' thnt uch f n e O i°:c _u e these items, then it was further agreed 
p . urther prov1S1on should be made by the Senate as mio-ht 1it1~
1
~~u~; t tge Senate; . an article was submitted, with a blank 0for 
1 roii r p' . ~ 
1!ed up with such sum as the Senate should deem a 
Th' rovis10n m that case. 
0 ~O;a.s the ~hird article of the supplement in which a fun<l of 
n,1 cl c _ ist_provided to cover these and '' all cl~ims of every nature 
I 1 . _np 
10n, not herein otherwise provided for.'' 
11. 1. called an · · · nil the comm ap:propnat10n m the argument of the claimant 
· treaty ro~tfase of _t?o small an appropriation. It is not so. It 
o h t ulm· . on,fanct. ~s part of that award, and within the terms 
lSSlOn O Which S h . . - . h 1 . n . The Se t o muc 1s said rn t e c aimant' s argu-
na e was not only the arbiter to decide whether the 
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disputed items were embrace~ _in their offer, but th_e arbiter al 0 
determine what further prov1s10n should be made m the event th 
these items were not within the fund. 
This may seem an extraordinary provisio_n, because, as it is argu 
by the claimant, it would seem if the Umted States were bound 
pay any portion of these items, it would be proper to pay all a 
there would seem to be no propriety in stipulating_ at all, further than 
:fix the liability, much less stipulating for a spec1:fic sum in advance . 
the ascertainment of the actual amount. But whether common or no 
and whether the mode which would seem most proper or reasonabl 
to us or not, is not material. It is certain that this was the cour 
which it was deemed Just by the Senate to pursue, and it is not com-
petent for the court to revie:V its. ~c~io~ ; _fo~ b~si?es that it is th 
action of the Senate on a subJect w1thm its JUnsd1ction, as the treat,. 
making power, it was the decision of the body to which the Oherok~ 
referred the question of fact, as to the intent 0f its ofter, and the que,. 
tion of what was "just" to make good that offer. 
The claimant thinks it not just that the fund should be charged 
with any portion of these items; and the injustice of it is admitted 
because the Senate agreed to add to the fund. It would be ea y !-0 
justify the Senate's action if it were necessary, and to show that th 
Senate as well as the Executive have acted, and have continued to act, 
with extreme liberality, and that the clamor which has been mad 
about jmposition on the Indians is merely in aid of attempts to im-
pose on the government. 
We are here, however, now, to construe the treaty, and not to di,-
cuss its justice; and it would be improper to go into such considera-
tions. 
The treaties of 1828 and 1833, and the treaties with other tribe. 
providing for the supply '' of a good rifle, a blanket and kettle, an'. 
:five pounds of tobacco to every Indian on enrolling himself for em· 
gration," and stipulating also to pay "the cost of emigration of al. 
s~ch," and/' support by the way, and for twelve months after thear· 
rival at the agency," have no application to the case. . 
T~at treaty and supplement was intended to induce individual em· 
grat10n, and thosa who received the benefits of it were to be enrolled. 
Each particul~r case was the subject of arrangement. The treaty ~_ 
1835- 36 provided for the removal of the tribe, the purchase of the 
whole property for a given sum, and regulated the distribution of tt 
purchase m?ney per capita). after the payment of the expenses of re-
moval, subsistence, &c. 
There. is no such inconsistency or repugnancy between the 8th. an, 
15th art1_cles of the treaty as to authorize the assumption that eith 
w_as ~ot rn force: The court has already passed on the supposed con· 
fhct m these articles, and declared that there is none and that theJ 
ar~ consistent. In addition to what is said in the opinion on t~r 
pornt? I would ~uggest that the schedules accompanying tb'e trea ·. 
showm(s the estimates upon which the sum to be paid was fised, 8 
?onclu 1 ve ~hat these articles should stand together. These show t\· 
it wa_s n?t 1~tended that there should be much, if any, surplus rnon/ 
for distribution. General Jackson, and the Senate, and the able rn 
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bad to deal with those subjects, knew full well that_ such 
ho hafe than thrown away. When they had provided a 
ev was worse . t f . 
ID ~ • t f land in the west payment for the improvemen so m-
_rt_ille t1rnJ roi·es and other inclividual property in the tribe, and to diru un ier ' . h . h d ble them to erect improvements m t eir new. omes, an re~ove 
:em to their new homes, subsisted the~ for twelve months, and stipu-
l ted for annuities, shops, &c., ~nythmg more was not only waste, 
but wa merely given to the white men, and half-breeds, and head 
men for their own purposes. 
1t'was because the $5,0_00,000 recommended by the Sena~e did not 
able Ross to fill his private purse, that he flew from his solemn 
c~reement with General Jackson in March, 1835, and not (as is said 
in the argument here) because General Jackson did not furnish him 
he minutes of the Senate or abide by the award ; for when that pre-
t,xt wa made, it was offered to him to submit the question again to 
the enate on the treaty, and he flew from it, and preferred to subject 
hi people to all _th~ dist~ess they su~ered rather than forego t~e op-
portunity of ennchmg himself. It 1s apparent, on the face of his pro-
c cdings, and even in his offer, that it was the money he stuck out 
for, and not the honor of his fathers. 
General Jackson dealt with things, and not with forms. He knew, 
a everybody knows, that the Indians were a dependent people, to be 
di po ed of and dealt with kindly, as far as practicable. but their re-
moval was a necessity. Ross and his confederates knew this as well 
a he did, and wished to take advantage of it, for their private ends, 
and the general would not permit them. Ross struggled hard, found 
up~orters in Congress, and managed to get some money out of it ; 
b~t m the end, although he made a great deal of trouble, and com-
mitted ma_ny shocking crimes, had to submit. 
Ile earned on for years a pretty good business, and he and others, 
·h~ have taken _on themselves the business of taking care of the poor 
Inchans, have, like t~e Intendant in Gil Blas, done a good business 
for thems~lves m takmg care of the affairs of the poor. This trade 
Oonress mtended, by the act of 27th of February 1851 quoted in 
my on1;1er brief ~n this ?ase, to put an end to; and I hope that the r will reconsider their construction of that act. 
iv! ~1t: rt.intended, therefore, by the treaty,. to do more than to 
lip . .
1 
n~ians a new home) remove them to 1t, enable them to put 
y a imi ;r improvements to those left behind, support them for a 
Thi'sth s~art them under new auspices in a course of civilization. 
by the, 1;~icle ~uarantied this from the United States ; and although, 
if the fund :rlicle, the tund w~s charged with it in the :first instance, 
b und to a ah pr~ved msufficient, the government would have been 
n,, .donbt ~er~ ; t1fference. It was thought to be ample, and it was 
ion of a. 
8 1 e ea
t ~o make such a fund, and hold out the tempta-
ni ry inte~rs1 us 1° f ve the chiefs and the tribe generally a peeu-
The court h an t e hope of a surplus in order to induce economy. 
i n of the S as t~eady declared that the law of 1838, and the deci-
Pfll ment ena e rn l850, are not constructions of the treaty and 
The court expre th . . 
sses e opm10n that the proviso of the act, requiring 
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a receipt in full on payment of the money thus appropriated d 
not apply to the claimants, because they are not now a part ~f 
Cherokee nation. 
I reply that none of the money thus appro~riated was to be paid 
the Cherokee_ natfon, in its co:po_rate. capacity. That is_ expre. 
provided a_gam~t m the app!opnat10n itself, and was previou In 1 
vided agamst m the treaties of 1835 and 1846. The money wa .. 
be paid to the individuals per capita. To make any payment, thr: 
fore it is necessary to construe the language to mean the Olter ,. 
people. But the court. say that it ?lust be taken to a_pply only to: 
dividuals then composmg that ~ect1on ; and as these did not then fo 
a part of it, they are not conclu_d~d. This constructio~ would al 
have concluded them from receivmg the money. This was not i· 
tended. It was an appropriation expressly for paying off "all d 
mands" whatever, under any treaty heretofore made with the Cher 
kees. These persons, though no longer members of the Cherok. 
nation, were Cherokees in one sense, and claim now as Cheroket 
and were entitled, by the 12th article, to the per capita appropria 
in the act of 1851. The receipt to be given was, therefore) it see 
to me, equally conclusive against all Cherokees claiming under any 
treaty, whether they were then citizens of the United States or co·· 
tinued members of the tribe. 
M. BLAIR, Solicitor. 
J. K. ROGERS vs. THE UNITED STATES. 
Sca.rburgh, J ·J delivered the opinion of the court. 
The petitioner has been permitted to file an amended and substituk 
petition in the place of his original petition, and we have been call. 
upon to reconsider our forrp.er judgment. The case has again 1>.~· 
argued with great ability on both sides and we have carefully r 
examined it. J 
In our former opinion, we held that the sums expended for remov.1. 
subsistence, and spoliations were properly chargeable to the trc 1 
fund ; that the expense of removal and subsistence was limited, of 
one to twenty) and of the other to thirty-three dollars and thirty-th.r 
cents, only in regard to such of the Ch.erokees as under the 8th artt 
of the treaty of 1835-'36, were allowed to rem'ove and subsist thr 
selves; :3nd that the expense of the committee appointed under: 
12th art1cJe of the treaty was properly chargeable against the qh~. 
kees. Our conclusion was, that the facts set forth in the ongt 
petition do not furnish any ground for relief. , 
Much stress is lai_d in the amended petition on the 8th article of 
t:eaty of 1828) which the petitioner insists was in full force at . 
time the treaty ef 1835-'36 was'made. That was a treaty between .. 
Cherokee nation of Indians wfJ8t of the Mississippi and the_ Uni 
ta_tes. The Cherokees east of the -Mississippi were not partie t. , 
or rn any respect bound by it. The 8th article of that treaty w 
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, · t the latter· and to entitle them to the benefit of it, 
re propos1f ~~l; show an a~cceptance of it on their pa1;t,. but an ac-
b Y mu ~ nh/ver terms in which it was offered. But 1t 1s not, and 
I tance Ill \etendrd that they ever thus accepte~ it. It seems to us, 
:1not be, P b • h lly unnecessary for us to consider the character of 
berefo~e, l? e whi~h it would have imposed upon the United States 
.h~ obll\~:~~h:s accepted. The treaty of 1835-'36, so far from bei1;1g 
1fit ha t e of that proposition, makes no reference whatever to it. 
h
nctchep antcthe time of the making of the latter treaty, it was at all 
W c er a • · • d t .r b in the minds of the high contractmg parties, IS, an . mus 1orever e, 
tt Of mere conJ·ecture. In reference to the subJects embraced by ma er ' h · t· 1 t' h' h the ro osition, the treaty of 1835- 36 as _its owns ipu a 10ns, w_ 1c , 
~th~ making of the treaty, became obligatory upon the parties to· 
-~p The ri(}'hts and obligations of the parties in reference to those 1 
·bjects O'rgw out of those stipulations, and not out of the unaccepted 
propositi~n. The former is a complete contract, whilst the latter was 
8 mere offer which, not having been assented to by the eastern 
Cherokees, i; now a mere nullity. 
The petitioner insists that the question submitted to the Senate by 
tb11 treaty was, whether the five millions of dollars were not the price 
of the lands of the Cherokees. Upon this point we can look only to 
the treaty. Its language is plain and explicit. The 1st article recites 
he resolution of the Senate, and submits the question, whether the 
•nate in that resolution included spoliations. Afterwards, the par-
tie, by the 2d and 3d supplementary articles, not only enlarged the 
bmission so as to include removal as well as spoliations, but actually 
framed the award, and agreed that it should become a part of the 
:eaty1 if the Senate should approve of it. The language of these ar-
1cles_1s too plain to leave room for construction. They clearly do not. 
tam ,the position of the petitioner. 
Lookmg at t~e award of the Senate as we find it in the 3d sup-
p_lcmentary article, we. ~ave not been able to discover any ground 
h tever for th~ proposit10n, that the treaty was framed with a double 
hpect, so that if. the Senate should decide in favor of the Cherokees,. 
b en .the 8th article should stand unqualified by the 15th article· 
ht \the decision of the Senate should be unfavorable to them,. 
ehn t e 15th article should stand and qualify the 8th article If 
c was th · t · · pr· d th e rn ention of the parties, they ought so to have ex-
con· ide ·tns~lves. The treaty, as it now stands, whether we 
hich i~ ~am itself,_ or as co~nected with the circumstances under-
nil lSth !· ~ade, 18 s~sceptible of no such construction. The 8th 
it ems ~rice} are entirely consistent with each other, and admit, 
h min us£, 0 no other construction than that which we put upon 
F' o~r. ormer opinion. ,ntertammg th . 
11 he 600 000 ese vie~s, we cannot assent to the proposition that r right 'and ras not given_ as a finality, but it was the concession 
11nd 11 'Th ~.me!t expenditures for which ·the United States were· 
ol!ar · may b: 8 ipu ation ~or the paym.ent Qf six hundred thousand 
h award of th:e§artled as the, con~es_sion or' re?ognition of a right to 
n other right. enaJe 1on th~ subJects sttbm1tted to that body but 
' an w en ratified hy the Senate, it became a'par 
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of the treaty,_and entitled the Cherokees to the_paym~nt of that u 
money, to be applied t9 the :Purposes ment10ned m the 3d up 
mentary article. But this was its whole effect. Nor can we ay t 
cc it wa a fraud on the Cherokees to st~te the purpo~~s for which h' 
600,000 was given, as.they are stated m the 3d art1cle_of the supii · 
ment · that is, for all claims of every nature, &c., reservat10ns, pre-ern 
tions, &c. '' We do not suppose that Co?g:es~ ~as con_ferred on t · 
court, even if it have the power _to do so, JUnsdict10n t~ rnquire into 
fraud alleged to have been committed by the treaty-makmg departm 
under t~e constitution of the l!nited States. We must take th~ tre·i y 
in all its parts as we find 1b. If a fraud has been committed · 
the making of the treaty, this court has no power to afford relief. 
The petitio1;1er_ treats the stipulation for :the. payment of 600,0 
a an appropnat10n to be applied pro tanto m discharge of an exi ti. 
obligation on the part of the United States. But this is not its ch. 
acter. It is but a treaty stipulation, and not an appropriation. B 
it, the United tates became bound to pay that sum of money fort 
purpo e therein mentioned, but it imposed or recognised no otl.· 
bligation. If more was intended, its language ought to have ht, 
different. We cannot make a treaty ; we are called upon merely 
ny what is the meaning of that which was made; and we ha 
1 r ady een that there was no such previously existing obligation 
that in i ted upon by the petitioner. Thence we were fully warran• · 
iu aying, in our former opinion, that the fact that the United ta 
Ii mitcd the um, conclusively shows that they intended thereby' 
limit the extent of their obligations. 
In regard to the construction of the statutes which have been e · 
acted ince the date of the treaty of 1835-' 36, and the effect of the trea· 
of 1 46, we have found no reason to change the views which we h~ 
heretofore expressed. We think, too, that there is no error in , ' 
firmer opinion in regard to the expense of the committee appoin 
under the 12th article of the treaty of 1835-'36. 
'' e are of the opinion that the facts set forth in the amend 
p tition of the claimant do not furnish any ground for relief, and 
d not, therefore, authorize the taking of testimony in this case. 
